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PLEASANT front room, or two if dctired,
with or without board. Apply at
No. 3 CHAPEL STREET.
japMtf

Eight Dollars

A

THE

Year in advance

a

MAlJnfsTATE

HOUSE

$2 50

Κ of the

from the 1st of March or
at LATNER'S, 335

quire
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One

if

λ ore
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NO. 173 AND 194 FORE STREET,

Inquire of

SCHOOL

FAMILY

has removed to

At

£07 Congress! Street,

—

Railroad

"WM.

Ac.

repairing neatly done.

Furniture
oct5-'60T T&St t

M.

over

work

promptly and carefully

xccutêd, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

HENRY F. T.

upon the entire bonded debt upon the 212 miles.
These flgares give the best assurance, to careful investors, that the First Mortgage Bond of this Com-

MERKILL,
AT LAW..

COUNSELOR

pany are s.yfk beyond
The Indiana Division,

question.

Ν·. 30 Ezcbaagc St., Portland..
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courte in the District of· olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of < laims before the

departments

Court of Claims and the various

at

ROSS & STlJIiniVANT,
n ilOLESALE COAL

DIIALÏKS

199 Commercial St., Portland.
for the sale and shipment of

Sole agents in Maine

the Celebrated Coal mined l>y Messrs. Ilaran.ett Nuill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesborre, Seran to τι, Lackawanna, and Plttston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the t ran portât Ion of coals from
port of shipment
any point desired.
tfapr27

j

WARREN,

Messrs. Swan & Barrett,

BROKER,
Henry

CliOUDJUAUT,
L.

FRESCO

The

EE,

Κ Ε IL

PANTEB,

Order Slate at 0. Μ. & Ε. Γ. Brooks, 338
Congress Street.
..«tin.

«<1

lyr_

IÏ.

LAMS OUÏ,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Ko. 132 Middle

Street.

PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order.
AU the new stylos, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
ho Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
B^AIotto—Good work at Moderate
Prices. Aim to Please.
may 20

PORTLAND

Jau20eod3w*

Τ
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—

are

(FOBMKRLY

C.

STArLES &

SOS,)

Marine, Stationary and Portable
STEAM

ENGINES.

H itlers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Sliaft
Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Cantines

«team

ine,
oftron. l>rass, and composition. Repairing promptly
attended to.

and Second-hand Engines frr
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

\ PLEASANT room on Spring St., or vicinity,
,J~\ furnished or unfurnished. Without board.
Address BOX 1336.
janlOtt
LiOst :

this city Thursday, Jan. 9th, one leather WALLET. containing a small sura of raonev. Whoever will return the same to this office will receive
the thanks of a poor roan.
janlO

IN

A Young: Iflau Wanted !
can bring good references, to drive

Cart.
THAT

Enquire

a

Bread

at

BLAKE'S BAKKRY.

janStf

suitable for sugar at the EAQLE
SUGAR REFINERY. FoTe St reet, near G. T.

BARRELS
R.R.

jan6d4w

Jauuary 4,1873.

31.*j Commercial Street,
W. H.

KESSENDEN.

se

113 6m

Copartnership
The Copartnership
firm name of

PPI.Y AT THIS OFF CE.

jalitMtf

have tlie
ATTlic
Ticket Master of the P. S. &
and

A. L. DltESSElï,
D. M. Aver.

Portland, Jan, 20,1873.

ϋ

A. L. Deekskk,
K. S. E. McLellan,
W. W. ItOllERTS.

Portland, .Ian. 20, 187a.

3wjan22

Colby's Book Store,
TO BE CLOSED

&?<!%££

John' N.Ti

dSm
»»·'«■· "-"•""Kfif.'af»

PIANO

and stock to be moved to Baltimore.
83T*Good3 selling without regard to cost tor
days only.

few

EXCHANGE STREET.
49

YOU WANT NEAT,
FAT AND HEALTH*' NI.ICK AN»
HORSES USE

IF

Groves'Condition Powders.
JanW

Font

received

1">

!

FORJES

Old

Offlcc,

h. F. IIOVT, Ho. II Prrble Street.

holxteriiig

lTl»-

done to order.

convenience,

ILLUSTRATED

It is said that

lately killed

A Chinaman

Horse and Ox Shoeing

send for the

137 Commercial Street.
Portland, Dec. 30,1872.

y

Ι*·. ΙΟ Plum Street.
For

Sale.
»' Yarmouth, Me., built in
-Tons >ew Measurment, Kates A. lj,
«.Kam
carries1110
M. Lumber, 150 Tons of Coal. Now lying
at Berlin Mille Wharf, is in good order
having had an
entire pew suit of s ils within the past yet r.
For furtucr information applv to
0. S. WINSLOW & CO.,
~Son. 3 and 4 Central Wharf.

W

pictu res
price.

ofler

up to Its

Masons and Builders.

no

to

make the value ol the Pbm

This is

World, by the most accomplished

Falsehood No. 1.

2d. To prevent all from

We intend to make

u

paper lor

seus.b'e people, aud make Η worth

l'aper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpctliigs.

SS to each subscriber for tbe year

61 ExKange

1873.

Photographers.

I

|Tf inné i

.#«

ia^A Local Agent wanted

in every

towu in th0

State.
Addres

Keal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 9» Exchange
Street.

Sflrer and Plated Ware.
ARNER LOWEIili, 301 Ceugress Street.

I PORTLAND

PUBLISHING €0.

PORTLAND,

ME.

sample rf his

our prices ; we have
simply taken off the discount
which most purchaser» demanded, and have
placed our instruments at a price which affords us a
fair profit, and throws off the fictitious discount to the

each Afternoon from

2

to 4 at

SEW NUMBER

NO. 243

MIDDLE ST.,

(OLD

NUMBER 145.)

flight

of Stairs.
6t

Ship Timber

and Knees.

HAVE the largest and best st*ck oi Ship Knees
in the State. Also beet quality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and cau furnish

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plank
flic lowest cash prices.
Κ.. ΤΛΪΤ-ΟΚ.
»
Portland, Dcc. .'W. 1872.
nt

Choice
»

t

Oolong: Teas !

BOXES very choice Oolong
weighing about twenty pounds each.
HALF

—

FOB SALE

BY

Teas

PRIKfTfJf©
JOB
offlco.

JanîOdîw
neatly executed

Tiio largest and fullest daily paper published lu
Maiue, and in the future au in the past, the Publisher? propose to make it beyond question, the

Best Newspaper in Maine,

Kilby Street,

VIVIFIC.
who has tried it
'"Charles F. Eastman's
Vivifie for Jtemoving Dandruff', saving and
strengthening the Hair, has proved with him quite
beneficial, and he woulu advise any who are losing
that which it* so valuable to call upon

Mr. Eastman, 150 1-3 Fore Street,
where lie will give them reference and sell them the
jan21dlw*
rticle it they wish it.

Tho three points of excellence which I claim, are:
let: constant and thorough circulation of pnre air;
no
2nd; ryness, no dampness monld nor taint; 3rd; the
air,
intermingling of odors; purity and activo
for
circulars.
elements of Its success. Call, or send
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
jc4dtf
& Co.s Ice House, Portland, Me.

«MUT OF TIIE FIRE.
subscriber would respectfully announce that
is already organized in another Mill and
all orders for Bar Mills Oak as promptly
before the fire.

THEhe

ready to fill
as

B. C. JORDAN.

nov28dtf

BROWNE & TRICKEY'S

at

thl

BIREtl

NOVEL·

BEDSTEAD!

It tnrne from a perhandsome ornament 3 feot bub,

useful

(hingont.
fect bed
THE
holding and ventilating the clothes
most

to

and

—

FLETCHER & CO.,
130 Commercial Street.
January 18, 1873.

ts

By making all its departments fuller and more valu
able.
The growing importance of Portland as a distribut in
centre for Maine, and its increasing wholesale t r.ide
make a full Daily paper imperatively necessary.
With a larger Editoral corps than any paper in
Maine, with unexcelled facilities for collecting new
and more space to devote to details, the Publishers
will make every exertion to render the Daily Press
a fuller and more complete paper than it has hitherto
been, ami it» every.respect

Sanford's Improved Refrigerators.

(EVANS BUILDING,)
one

Portland Dailv Press

AND

late with Jas. Bailey & Co., Portland.
J. A. WILLIAMS.
DODGE,
jaill6d2w

B.

see

janlB

.

them at
2vr

A WORD

A FIRST CLASS NEWSPAPER.

A SUEE CITRE FOB SORE THROAT AND CHIL-

Their uniform success has been due to
legitimate causes. Inventive talent, thoroughness in
every detail of work, the use of the be?t materials, constant attention to the
latest advances of
the pplied sciences, libsrality in the
pay of competent workmen and iu the purchase of stock
and i, loug accumulated
exjierience, have accounted for the success of the CHICKEBINGS'
Thesfc more than the deserved honors bestowed at the French
Exposition, liave contributed to
build up aud sustain the confidence which is
everywhere felt in the CHICKERING Pianos. It
is for this reason that not
only have exceptional instruments taken prizes innumerable on both sides
of the Atlantic, but that uninstructcd
purchasers feel such a degree of assurance in the splendid
and enduring qualities of any instrument which bears the uaine of so
trustworthy a house.
We have thus expressed our estimate of the CHICKERING
Pianos, because the prices of these
instruments have just beet) reduced. Instead of
yielding slowly to the "beating down" of individual purchasers, as is generally done,
they have cstab ished a fixed scale of prices decidedly
lower than have obtained for several years. This will save ootli
the time and the patience of
buyei and seller alike, and will be much more satisfactory to both parties. Those who want tho
best Pianos that can be produced and who
may favor us with an order by letter, can rely upon
beiug served promptly, and upon the same terms as though they were present and made their
selections in person.
All the great artists who have visited America have used
the Chickkuinu Pianos.
Thalberg,
the greatest piano virtuoso,
pronounced them UNEQUALLED IX THIS COUNT I! Y AND
UNSURPASSED IN EUROPE.
These were the first American pianos
pitted against those of European manufacture, at the
World's Fair in England, in a,"jl, when, in
spito of prejudice aud competition, they took the
uisdal. The Chickebcîo Ρ aûos revealed to the
m:ikers tncre the system, first introduced by
this firm, of the complete iron frame; which was
highly approved of, and gave ri<e to the expression of "Pianos ma^e after the American plan."
It was at this Exhibition that the
plan of "over-stringing" was first brought into notice in
Russian Pianos.
used the largo scalcs for Square
Checkering
Pianos, from which has sprung all the
present excellence of that class of instruments.
Chickering & Sous have manufactured over 42,000 (forty-two thousand) Pianos, and it is call
culated by those curious on such
subjects that this House has supplied one-quarter of the instru
monts in the United States.
We claim for the
& Sous first

The Publishers congratulate themselvos that their
effort» to make the Press acceptable to its patrons
are appreciated from the conclusive fact that without special efforts, its list of subscribers has been increased te a greater extont during the last six
months than for any similar period the past six years.
As an advertising medium the Daily Press stands
first among Maine journals.
Terms: $8 a year in advance ; £'4 for six months;
$2 for three months.
Liberal commissions will be paid those who will
secure subscribers with
prepaid subscriptions.
Order* from News Dealers promptly filled.
Address

hat

CHICKERING PIANOS,
the

they are

BE3T, JI03T LASTING, and consequently, THE CHEAPEST.
Every perdesires to get the fullest
equitable value for their money—we say emphatically that no
other
Piano manufactured in tho world will
bring its cost if a person desires to
sell, as quick nj
CHICKERINGS'. A conclusive proof of their WORTH, after the
long test of half a century of public criticism.

BAILEY
Portland Publishing Co.

Groves' Uniment !
Portland, Doc. 23th,

1873.

V<iii>nn

arc

&

NOYES,

GENERAL AGENTS
EXCHANGE
n0T*®

STREET, PORTLAND, i?IE
eod2ra&rr2m

··>/]

—..

w.th which her delicate kid
encumbered.

«

new

trouser-.

Docs the luucli-cnduring public remember
certain Polish student, Glattstem, who fell
in love with Julia Bonnelle, an American
girl, ana because the mother said no, shot
the girl and then himself, some time last summer, and both recovering, shortly eloped to
Italy? Well, in the recent marriage of this
pair of fools at Lusanne, we sincerely hope
that we have done with them and can lay
them by on the shelf.
a

I

Λ Chicago Alderman heard
homebody
reading about the approaching "transit oi
I Venus," just before the Council met the oth| cr evening, and immediately moved that the
i meeting be adjourned one week, to permit
: the city fathers to attend the show»
He
thought it was "something like the "Black
: Crook," or Lydla
Thompson's anatomical ex
hibitions," though be "bad not seen th·

I

small bills."
Democratic member of the

A

Indiana

Legislature has introduced · bill forbiddinj
the marriage of persons of different colore,
and declaring the issue of such marriage illegitimate. It is difficult to And two persons of
precisely the same color, but we understand
the member declares it is not the intention of
! his bill to prevent to
prevent the inter-marryt ing of sallow complexioned men with fairi

skinned women,

or

I brunette ladies.

of blonde gentlemen with

If a man has been rash enough to engage
himself to be married and allow the wedding
day to be set, he is a paltroon and a craven if
he does not face all the horrors of the situation and plunge into matrimony like a man.
It requires a deal of courage, and it is no
wonder if poor human nature sometimes fails
under the trial.
A Pittsburg coward lately
turned bis back on the perils that he had
courted and endeavored to escape by writing
m

iv«wi

vu uto

ucuutuui

uauiuers

m

name,

siAting that be had been killed by a railroad
accident. It was disgraceful conduct, but,
man

! he deserves commiseration.

Secretary Robeson said
other day.

a

good thing the

It iras at the President's

levee>

Wednesday evening. The Secretary, wbila
talking with cne lady,accidentally stepped on

the train of another standing behind him.
The wearer of the latter, feeling herself to be
I fixed to the spot, turned to the Secretary»
and finding him immovable, said, "I beg
pardon, Mr. Secretary, yon are standing on
my train." Secretary Robeson turned instantly, and replied. "Though I may not have tha
power to drawer a mortal from the skies,
have pinned an angel to the earth." "Oh,
Mr. Secretary," said the lady,
"please step on
my train again ; I want to be an angel, an<(
I'd rather not move."
■ihinkm itotkhk.

My

Kingdom

for

λ

Horse.—What th«

puree of King Richard could uot then procure,
all can now purchase for a song. The Centaur

Liniment will not raise the dead horse of »
kiug, but it willcire a lame one, and—mot.»
thau that—it is the moat remarkable
thing for
swellings, stiff joints, caked breast*, stings ami
world
has
the
ever seen.
bruises,
A. man
ought
to suffer with the Rhenmatlsm who
has nos
tried the liniment.
CniLDKEN CBV—f«r Pitcher's
Castoria. It
the stomach, cures
wind colic au.1
causes natural
sleep. It is a substitute for
castor oil.

regulates

ja«33-eodlw&wlt

The positive

cure

of

kidney, bladder au<l
glandular diseases, mental and
physical debility, diabetes, gravel and female
irregularities,
as well as
complaints of the uriuo-genital βι·
gans in either sex, can be affected
by the aid
of Smolasder's Bucav.
It acts at once οι»
the ner -ous system, and is a
diaphoretic, deobstruent, alterative, diuretic solveut awl tonic.

It excites general action of tlie dormant",
state of the system, and all the avenues o(
health are restored by its occasional use.

jan21-eodlw

son

BLAINS,

jan24dlm

BUYERS.

of CHICKER1NG lias for half a
century been identified with the manufacture of
pianos in this country, in such a mannecr that a history of the operations of the house would
give
a fair vcconl of the
history of American Piano-making. They were the first to make Pianos in
America; they have always stood first iu the successive improvements which have rendered the
Americau Pianos famous ic the Old World, and
to-day enjoy iu both hemisphere* the «nme
promiuence which they have always held.

perfectly. Call
29 Market St.

TO PIANO

name

THOS. P. BEALE&'S.

Sold by all dealers in medicine.

price all
straight-

«Via

supreme luxury of wearing out hi*

Why.

Third, On the several acres of laud attached to our
Factory, we liavo stored a two years'* sup"
ply of lumber, and as we deal direct by contract with the
lumbermen, we give tbem time to eut
the wood at their convenience, and to
ship it when freight is at its lowest price. In this we have
a vast advantage ovei oilier
manufacturers.
Fcurth, As "strikes" are not recognised in Boston, we do not suffer from enforced increase·!

The

WIIiIilAIflS,)

AT OI.D STAND,

J.

a

Thousands of people about uow are
asking how it is that CHICKERING & St)XS can sell the
same Piano Forte
to-day for $475, which a few weeks ago ruled at *600?
The. reasons are many aud sufficient:
F<rit, We have the largest and most complete Factory in America—indeed in the world,
in
this Factory every portion of the Piano
Forte is mode, so that CHICKERISO & SONS
pay no
middleman's profit, but take advantage of the first cost of
everything.
beconcl. All the labor-saving machines which modern
ingenuity has devised, have η place inour Factory, so that all the
parts of onr instruments are produced at the lowest cost.

THE

DODGE,

BOSTON.

PIA NOS

nls

purchasers.

Harness Leather,
ISTo. 23

m

l>n

in New

The dog that eiyoys coasting so much that
he steals sleJs and tugs them
by his teeth to
the top of the highest hills, slidiug
thence, is
filling a brief engagement at Leavenworth.
That dog, however, cannot
adequately enjoy
the fun like the boys. He cannot have the

poor

Saddlery, Hardware,

a

id long seasoned

\^iiicKering .rianos are still tlie same sterling: instruments, lnit we liave a settled
over the United States, to those who wish to bur.
And this is, after all, fair and
forward dealing».

Street.

—

a

air*

Importers and Dealers in

MR. €. λ. GORHATI

gloves

read the

per contage of wages, from time to time.
F{fth and lastly. Wo have not lowered

Schools.
FRCNfll HCHOOI.,4 ΙΟ

(ttucccssors to Ct. WHITE

workmen, and of the finest

The Reasons
Now is the time to subscribe.

manner.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
M. PEARSON, No. 32 Temple St.* near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

please

these dealers will take off sufficient
few dollars of our prices.
They will do this for the love
they bear to the public and from their disinterested desire to save them from
buying α poor piano
Falsehood (philanthropic^ No. 2.
We say to the public, the best
way to meet this is, to produoe our price list, uud insist
upon
having a piano on the same terms! This w ill test their
manufacturing philanthropy.
The house of
Chickering & Sons can stand a great deal of opposition of this kind. Their
reputation gained by nearly fifty years of honorable and successful
business, has risen superior
to all
competition, and has triumphed both hero and in Europe.
We therefore put the public on
their guard, against the falsifications of interested
parties.

CO., No. SO middle Street.
J. H. I.AMSON. 152 middle St., cor. Cro*«.

gress Street.

Piano will

purchasing the Cliickeriug Piauos,

A. S. DAVIS tt

GEO. R. DAVIS A Co.. No. 301 1-9 Con·

Chicbering
following.

now

ber of buttons

SYSTEM,

bitterly oppose our one-price system, and are usiug eve*y effort to deceit*
operations, and other reasons foradoptiug it.
cheap Pianos. This is tniï. Rut they mean by "cheap;" inferior
false, for all our instruments are thoroughly made, in tlie
largest manufactory

disconnt to bring their prices within

Ν. E. RKRTiON. !j:n 1-9 Congre** St.

WILLIAMS &

for Sale

STABLES,

Pianos.

Λ. R. DIIRAN A CO., 171 Middle aud
116 Federal Streets.

and set np in the best
attended to.

α

day, and, to ascertain
oath, the judge
be his punishment if

York, It is said, an infallible guide to tlie social grade of the
lady we
may he conversing with at a party in the num-

The manufacturers

in the

Manufi.i.urere of Trunks, Valises and

4S Market §t.

have

ihe public in regard to its
1st. They say we moke

liOWBLL, 301 Congre** Street.
Agent* for Howard Watch Company.

summoned as * witness

Rank among the mandarins ol China has

IMPORTANT Ο.Α. ΠΤΙΟΝ.

XO (I Τ ROM OS.

was

the other

asked hint what would
he should swear to lies. "I shall never return
to China, but always remain in New York,"
was the
reply, anil lie was at once sworn.

price list.

Ρ R Γ C Ε

All who desire to purchase

the beet possible ranunrr by
VOIJNG & CO., No. lOO Fore St.
t Jan 2m

Tork,

his views on the nature of an

Wo this Jay issue a NEW
CATALOGUE, in which we print our VERY LOWEST PRICES
and from which wc make no Discounts or
Deviation whatever.
Our object is to furuish to oar Patrons the
very best Piauos which nan lie manufactured, and
at the very Lowest Prices which will
yield us a fair remuneration.
Being convinced that the prevailing system among Manufacturers of and Dealers in Musical
instruments to charge very High Price.·, and make
Largo Discount··, is wholly wrong nnd unjust. we have adopted the

day.

Doue im

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

,Ιαη'Λ

Woodbury, Latham &, Gliiltlm,

PLITM STREET

Manniactorv,

Inner hppil ïllrlï^Qin<l

ONE

Street.

J. W. & II. H. lICDl'FFBE.Csr. Middle
& Union £ts·

Up

and for sale by

jan16d2w

if unable from lack of time or

Stair Builder.

a

Sleigh

Sj

No efforts will be spared to make the Maine
believing this to be the proper course, which will secure JUSTICE to the
State Press more acceptable to its patrons. Indeed
purchaser, ami establish a STANDARD PRICK for the Piano:; of
the Chickering manufacture, wherever
the Publishers will not relax their efforts to make
they may
be offered for Rale.
the paper a necessity to those who have been accustomed to read it. "We pledge that during the year
1S73, the Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPA- i
PER than ever, so that the famil; that thoroughly
*
reads the paper will have all the mri,
rents of the

I.IORV, 17 1 -3 Clio· M Iron, op
stairs.
O· Ii· HOOPER δε CO., Successors to
Lillloficid Ar WiUon, Cor· York & Maple Streets.

A

a

or

to

YEAR

Jennie

iu New

II. V.

CHOICE LOT OF DRESSED HOGS

deel3

docM&wtf

Exchange

C«ugreM

»

FINE driving, well broke and
etylldh four year
old COLT, with Sleigh, Harness
and r.obce lor
gale at a bargain. Apnly at

IN A FEW WEEKS.

119

HOOPER Λ EATOJV,

Ε?Ιβ1.ΙΚΗ au<l

BRESSE» HOGS.

Horse and

NEXT

iuuocent,

All Persons wlio intend to Purchase a
PIANOFORTE during the près
ent season should visit the Warerooms
of Messrs. BAILET & NOTES,
of PORTLAND, and see the

Furniture and House Furnishing Good*.
BII.VJ. ADA 'IS, cor. Exrliaugc and Fed-

lin 9ti.

iotou' I-lneau, and Port
the

Caledonia for
'md St

tFebl

HOV2Ô

.Just

THE

done to order.

SILVER WATCH,
Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
by calling on the
P., proving property I P. FEENV, Cor. Cumberland and Frankdec8tf

8 EXCHANGE ST.

Dresser, McLellan & Co.

obtained' by applying

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.

a

Bangor.
an,j s°,,,h
c"ÛÎ.,Kmî" r°rt,IaD'J·

CHILDREN8'

Copart-

the Publishers*

WALTER CORKY & CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GEORCE Λ. WHITJtEÏ, No. 3β Exchange St. Cpholatering of all kind·

Jobbing promptly

Teasels Wanted.

BARBOUR,

Rubber Boots & Shoes,

this day dissolved by mutual consent.

a

SYIIXONDS, India Ni. Velvet Cloak*
dyed and finished.
PO.gl EB'S Pyc House, i l Cnion Street.·

may be

have declared

jury

Droz, the Cleveland girl who shot Mayor Fiek
two years ago. She has all
along pleaded
guilty ; but what is a young girl supposed to
know about luch au important matter compared with the "twelve good men and true?"

TTPP? LOTIT

CHICKERING INSTRUMENT,

We will send an extra copy of the Weekly PitEss
any person pending us five new sul>scribers, with

Special club rates

F.

ONE

Ayer,

to

Dye-House.

ranged

Notice.

The undersigned have this day formed
nership under the firm name of

Dentists.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, over H. H. Hay'».

same

paying charter.

large assortment of

MENS', WOMENS', BOYS'

heretofore existing under the

Dresser &
is

Portland, Me.

E.

.AiND

a Chinaman in California
himself by cramming a newspahis
I'
nose.
some of the scurrilous
per up
sheets which we wot of were to be used for
this purpose, we should think It would be one
of the surest in'ides of de»tli. They are terrible in decent nostrils even at a respectful
v
distance.—3'. Y. Mail.

Pnrk.

Plumbers.
ΙΑΙΗΙΚβ niJiLEB, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures ar·

Key Found.

together with

a

posite

Wreet and

Wanted*

without chromo, for $2.
W. L. C4REENE & CO.,
15 CornnJLL Boston.
jau22u&w2w

&

SQUARE

larger, by nearly one-third, tliau any piano-forte
manufactory in America, ami more than
double a* large as any in Europe. It
occupies four sides of an entire block. There are no
private
houses or buildings of
any kind cxecpt their own. on the entire square, which
comprises an area
of five acres. The length of the front on
Tremont Street is 270 feet. The length of each
wing
is 262 feet. The entire
building is five stories high The depth of the main
building, ami also of
each wing is 52 feet.

WHITNEY Ar MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

LOTHROP,l>EVENS<V CO

Will be in the City all of the
present week, fi*om Jan. 20th to
26th inclusive, and may be seen

have

Carpenters and Bnllders.

effort."'

OF

The

G H A1S .D

OFFER.

Carpet-Bags.

*

family.
Evory new subscriber gets a beautiful chromo and
frame worth $5 at least. Send for a specimen number. Forty columns of i&»ding matter a week. Price
$3 a year. Sent to clergymen of any denomination

J.

AN

A RIVER

claim to make the most interest-

the

R.

sale.

Μ-Δ-ΝΐΓΒΆΟΓΧΤRKBH

PIANO-FORTE

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Wanted.

ing, attractive and valuable of religions journals for

MACHINE WORKS

SONS.

Street.

no

Found.

D. Chaplin, who interests alike all classes of readers, will furnish one of lier popular sketches every
month. A serice of twelve articles from as
many of j
the moat distinguished clergymen in England, such
as Dean Stanley and Dr.
Bixkey, will he com
menced next week. Rev. Horace James furnishes letters from abroad once in two weeks.
An attractive Agricultural column is edited by James F. C.
Hyde. Besides our usual Children's Department
we publish this year one or more articles
every week
η iarge type for the youngest.
Our Washington letter every week, though only a columu long is read
with great interest and comes to seem like a familiar
talk about events at the Capital. If you wish to
know what is going on at the East, in New York, Η
the Interior or at the West, take the Congregationaltit. Our news department,both secular and religious
and the literary page of the CongregaiionalUt, are
more full and complete than those of any other religwe

&

CHECKER ΙΝ Gr & SONS' Piaxio-forte

Our friend h caunot confer a more acceptable New
Year's Gift than by oacb pending one or a dozen new
subscriber?.

Book Binders.
WM. A. qmxcv, Boom 11, Printer'.
No.
Ill Exchange St.
Exchange,
«IIAIJi & HIIACHFOBD, No. 33 Pluim

M., Post Office.

Μ. Β.

owner can

artides from his pen. It is entitled "A
a Pulpit of Power."
In the Sabbath
School column Dr. Todd has comments every week
on the Uniform
Lessons, and thousands will regard

ious paper, and

carefully collected and select.

J. F. SUERRV, No. 1» Clapp'* Block
Congre·* Street, opposite Old City Hal··

Address

the P. S. Λ P. R. It.

—

*■

Board Wanted.
iu a private f'imily where there

pleasant accomodations.

Pulpit

*-l—

Booksellers and Stationers.
ΗΟΙΤ,ΪΟΟΟΑ BBEED.No.Vl Middle

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

tf

WANTED

A

GENERAL AGENTS,

or-

first class Waiters wanted at the
ST. JULIAN.

Bankers,

Congregationalist

thooo eWo

in

my 28

J.

the>

opens the new year with articles from some of the
most eminent writers in the country. I» the first
number ev. ¥. H. H. Murray luraifches the first
Free

G

an

5000 New Subscribers ill January.

Furniture and Upholstering.

other boarders, two furnished rooms witli board
for two persons, a lady and gentleman, not at all particular as to the table. A good price will be paid for

of twelvo

1'OTiTLAND, MAINE.

.r^5"»A 11 r.r.lArc

OB TO

ile28d&\vtm

14S EXCHANCiE 8T.
jan22tf

W.

j

Payseii, Esq,

—

FEW

jan20

W. a. SHATTUCK & Co., Banker?,
33 ΝΛΝ8ΛΙΤ ST., HIV YORK,

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

G.

,4

Jr\.

PORTLAND ME.,

DELAWARE AI'E.MK,
PHILADELPHIA.
Jan31

SOITII

J.

M.

Bakers.

η Λ V11> W. DEAÛK, No. 80 Federal St.
ΛΙΙ kinds of I pbols rringnnd Repairing
done I· order.

Table Waiters Wanted.

—AND—

COMMISSION RIEKCIIAKT,

Ε RI Ν

is

IV. C. COBB, No·. 98 and :iO Pearl Street.
On direct route between We»* Cn.tom
Houae and Pont Office, near the lHarklW.

dlw&wlt

jai)20

mines, and completiugjhe connection between
them and Chicago, will be iu operation by January
1st, and the eantinge of the road will be thenceforth
largely increased.
The company is not in debt, and owns a large and
very valuable real estate in Chicago, beside having
an equipment of twenty-four first-class locomotives
and about 800 cars.
The Bonds are at the rate of $18,500 per mile, are
for $1000 each, and have forty years to run, the interest (at 7 per cent, gold,) payable in New York
April 1st and October 1st.
The present pilce is 90 and interest from October
ist, the Company reserving the right to advance the
price at any time.
Early orders are suggested, in order to secure any
portion of this extremely desirable loan.

A>D

«

We

PORTLAND, JIE.

further particulars, statement of earnings,
maps of the line, &c., apply to

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

be made.

HAYDEN, HIBBARD & CO.,
135 MIDDLE STREET,

For

CM AS A.
SHIP

to

ac30ss

coal

octll-tf

Washington.

giving direct

Rev. T. K. Bceclier, in a fit of
disguet besmall pox panic
prevented, bis keeping'a lectuie engagement, ea\s that
"cleanly
and vaccinated persons are in
no more danger
of small pox than they are of
virtue without
cause a

ESTABLISHED IN 1888.

eral etrcem.

its interest obligation upon Bonds, for the same time,
being but $160,416.67 gold.
The net earnings increased from $15,853.45, in December, to $28,399.62, in October, the latter being at
the rate of #310,795,44 j>cr annum. The total interest 1 ability upon the total issue of Bonds upon the
whole road is $280,000 gold. The 132 miles are, therefore, earning, net, more than enongh to pay interest

(DAILY PKESS TBIXTING HOUSE.)
15very Description of

CHICK

fuller than any other

arc

FOR

marine, Cou

Repairing·

our

guarantee steady employment during the dull as well as the
busy season.
Applications from those
who mean work rcceired from 9 A.
to
5 P. 91. To those living ont of town we
give auy information required by mail.

S202.313.1S,

I09 Κ Χ VII ANGE ST.,

AGENT TP

WANTED Î

Direct.

and above all expenses,

MARKS

& Job Printer

Book, Card

one

IIow beautiful it the
uiairiagc ceremony of
the native Australian. Πβ
gets his eye on a
girl, knocks her down with a club, and
drag*
her off to spend the
honeymoon in cooking
dogs, and feasting on the bones the oM man
leaves.

in

Because its State News is the
most

night it rained.

Warerooms

EXCHAIVO.K STREET, PORTLAND.

paper in Maine;

«V. S. OV£R, No. 37ίί Middle NI. All
kind* of machine. Tor .ale and to let.

MAKE

help and nothing for the
material» wasted in learning· All we re·
qnire of tliem io that they work long
euough to folly learn the business; know·
ing they will then be satisfied good pa y
teaching

for

Are now offered for sale, about £3,500,000 having
already been sold.
Tlie road (212. miles in length) is the air line, low
grade route to Chicago from the Indiana Coal Fields.
That portion of the road (132 miles) which has
beeu in operation since December, 1871, has earned,

Kn-

paper

grcssional. legislative and other

West.

Organ

MEWS

larger Editorial

Becauseits Market,

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

and

em

can

Suits, Lounge β. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
Chair»,

THIS

Company

MAXUtfA CTûKf η OF

wants to go

a

Forte

Elaine;

Agency fur Sewing Machines.

nil other business, it takes time to
learn this, but After a few weeks work
good pay can be made. Only those who
intend to work nre wanted. Those who
will be discouraged because large pay
cannot be earned nt first» need not apply,
We wish to sta e here that
gylp formerly
employed by na at the «ame rates, have
made from lire to nine dollars per week
on lloop Skirts, and from six to twelre

Danville & Yincennes

]%os. 31 and 33 Free St.,

owner

a

force than any other

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

The traditional January thaw came rather
suddenly at the White Mountains last week*
In the morning U»c thermometer
indicated
twenty -six degree- Mow zero, anil before

NOYES

»

Because it lias

reports

&

reading

Piano

Because it is thoroughly

I'APÉB;

SPRINGY ALE.

R LS

liike

CHICAGO

υ ϊ» υ Ο LSTERER

boxed

TO

OF ΤΠΕ—

ISSUED BY

HOOPER.

nnaeled

G~l

200

7 Per Cent. Gold Bonds

lixaininations made by our agent in Washington
when desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfully aud promptly answered. All business in
respect to an application for Patent can be t ran sa tedby mail.
Jy2 TT&S tl

Said house is one of the best location* on
on the street ; line neighborhood.
Consists of
H,
llLtwo glory framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city ; close to
Spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire oh tbe premises.
June 19.
dtt

As the

more

BUST NESS DIRECTORY

^Principal.

iffe.

Because it gives

matter than any other;

WANTED.

The Last Half Million

COFP1N, Consnlfing Engineer.
74 middle cor. Exchange Wee., Portland,

FOR SALE I

Jan3l

"Lilllo Blue," Farniiugton, Me.

dec6d2m

Foreign Patents,

Die Don· ugh Patent Bed Lonngei·.»

inducement.

THE

«I. E.

kinds of
and matted.

rare

FOE BOYS,

OF

"Parlor

subscriber;
part of the time;
Address B. B. KUSSELL, Pubjanl6d4w&w4w?
every

or

WINTER division of the 32d year of its suc- j
cessful prosperity will opeu on WEDNESDAY,
January 1st, 1873. All the comforts of Home com- I
bined with the school in which are found the ablefft
j
teachers.
Inexperienced help will bo required to give
j week's time in learning.
.Τ.ΒΙ,ΚΤΗΕΝ, -Α.. Μ· I

Attornevs and Solicitors

J. W.

engraving

profitable work for the whole

BAILEY

|

House IVo. 34 Emery St., head ol
Cuslinian Street.

I>r. Cornell's Dollar

Paik.)

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

and

Paper—John S.
Î^OKC. Abbott, the. celebratedFamily
Historian, Editorial
Contributor. À $2.00
to

Moo

iter. Ο. K. Frothingliaiu prupo»es poison a
substitute for the gallows. No doubt
the gallows is a little behind the age. Judicial killing ought to make progress. Why
not try chloroform ?

IN MAINE:

tebbetsT house,

Hoop Skirts & Bustles.

from 8 to 10 A. M., an(12 to 4 and 7 to
de!3tf

American

Address Box 1387,
Portland P. O.

PAPER

as a

FOR SALE!

Wanted—Agents

MRS. II. Ε. THOMPSON,

BEST WEEKLY

For Sale or To tel,
Rxmis, Gas and Sebago water.
Appîy to Ε. II. GILLESPIE,
No. 31 Plum St.
sep!3-tf

Bookkeeper Wanted.
Wholesale Flonr Store.
jan22tf

ABBOTT

C. W. STOCKMAN, M. D.,

j*n22<ilw#

In

EDUCATIONAL·.

I

PHYSICIAN A\D SOIGEOX,

Boarders Wanted.
wishing a pleasant house, with
good board, can be accommodated by applying

GENTLEMEN
Οumber.1and street.

at 24J

SHEPARD & COMPANY, same block)
J. C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange st.
JeSdtf

de28tf

the

A

Mrs. Sunnier i·» now living at
Nice, and
those who have recently seen lier
say that she
still remains one of the mo<t In antlfiil and at·
tractive of women.

—

St. Lawrence House.

to

same

Wanted.

Or,

PORTLAND, 3ΙΑ.ΙΙΓΒ3,
Having been appointed Agents for one of the
argest Lead Manufactories in New England are
ow prepared to offer Sheet Lead and I>ead
Pipe, to

the

return

THF.

Sale^

fllUK hou^e on State Street occupied by llie unJL der&igned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick aud stone and has ail moderu conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sop. 18th, 1672.
eepl9-tf

fu

YOUNG ΜΛΧ to work in the capacity of hostler and porter, at Brook's Steam Bakerv, No.
79 Brackett St., Portland, Λίβ.
GEO. W. H. BROOKS.
Ν. Β Good references required.
JanS2*lw

BLOCK,

T.fkv^1l

Foi*

Senter, Na. 56 Exchange street, or to No. 1 Deering street, will be suit bly rewarded.
janîiMw

TO LET.
85F" If Hpp[ied for immediately will bo let low

B. NASH,

(Opposite

THOMPSON

of

on

TIkj Christian t'nion speaks of Ranch a*
"the ablest Herman
sculptor low living." He
died in 1807.

I
IS

and ttleiinlnfr»·

Uosslp

The Maine State Press

tf

Will.

of t hose large and commodious stores

THE

eep24

40

SATURDAY MOKM\G, JAW. 25, 1878.

to lOHU ! ! !
lo

—

an

"G"

prepared

GEO· Κ. ΟΛνη&(Ό„
Krai Estalf and ITIorlsagr Brokers.

out
old fctylo Five Dollar
A Gold
Piece with
old English enamelled letter
the face. Whoever will

corner

goods or other similar trade.
ALLKN HAINES.
Apply to
eeptlldtf

IN""

Boston prices.

Rackleti I»lock,

THE PEES8.
[

btlk, We.tbrook, or Becrlng. Partie» dc*iron. of biiildlngeaii nNo be accommoda
led with loan*.

Lost,

JVo. 47-4» Middle St.

Law,

janlO

Office Hours
9 P. M.

LET.

TO

are

Spring fitroil,

West

TERMS $8.00 PEE ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

1-8-7-3.

lean money iu MI (111
£100 to uuy amount dcired, on fflret
mortage* iu Portland Capr Eliza-

Wr
from
rim·

SMITH.
J" NASSEH
end

SETTER DOG ausweringtotlienaraeot
over each eye, also tan
on his breast. Any
one returniug the some or riving information where
bo
will
sultablv
rewarded.
he can be found,
R. G. HALL.
jan22dlw*

TO LET.
Store and Basement

PUBTLAKD. 9IE.

No.

returning

Hold Pin made

ΛΌ. 1 K\CIIA.\tii: STREET,

the trade at

one

BLACK
Bang, with tan color spot
color feet ami mortted color stripe

*8 Middle street.

brick store in the

St., Universalisas church.)
d2w

F. & C.

mau to

1873.

BULLETIN.
$80,©OO

IiOSt.

of Middle and Ceurcli street,s-ba*emeut and
A large
first floor, elegantlv finished and adaptei to Jobbing

Street.

Counsellor at

young

f

MATTOCKS & FOX,

STORE

DENNETT,

L. B.

any

A Few Crood Rents
applied for at once.

liovudtf

or

JANUARY 25,

& Co/s

! Oeo. R. Davis

ARKD

jan7

has removed to

jan22

April. For particulars enCongress street.
janStf

A

H. ORDWAY,

India

given

fillet Boar*!,

IF

a

Dog: Lo$>t,
white
Setter Pup, 10 months old, with
maiks ou forehead, tip ol tall, and
.J, to
and legs speckled. A suitable reward will be paid

GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing a quiet home
can find pleasant rooms with board at No. 4
Cotton street, second door from Free street. One or
two single gentlemen can be accommodated also.

REMOVAL.

Congress

Dressmaking.

or

BUSINESS CARDS.

(Opposite the

suitable for

locations in the

Kituation in

a

Has had eiglit years' experiK. LESLIE.
Portlaud P. Office.

jai»24rl3t

BOY

city,
OK the retailbesl
trade of Dry titoods, .Mill in try, Fancy
Goods
Possession will be

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

159

as Waiter.
Add rest·

ence.

man

drive a Provision or Grocery wagon and make himself generally useful
in a store. Must write a fair baiul. Address G. O.
GOSSE, Argus Office.
jan23dtf

A Store to JLct.

daily

Λ in ο rir an yon η g

Wanted.

jau9dtf

Rates op Advertising: Otio inch of space, it
length of column, constitutes a "square."
50 per hi ι îm re
first week; 75 cents pel
w \;k after; three insertions, or less, §1 00; continu·
ing every other «lay after tirât week, 50 ceuts.
lialf square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of "Amusmements," $2 00 per square
per week ; three insertions or less £1 50.
Advertisements Inserted in the "Maine State
Prks.s" (which lias a large circulation iu every part
of the Slate) for #1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per stjuare for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

DR. B.

I>Y
β Hotel
I
I

TO lAit·
63Park Street, one of the most, desirable
rent» in the city. Enquire en the premises.

PRESS

in ρ iblbbed every Thursday Morning at
year, if pai I in advance, at $2 00 a year.

an

MORNING,

SAIURDA\

REAL ESTATE.

ItooiRS To Let.

Λτ 109 ΚχοπΛΧίίΕ St, Portland.
:

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

thi

I»OHTfiA>*2# PIBLMHIWG CO.,
Τε liais

PORTLAND,

Chawed Hasps, face, rough skin, pimples,
salt-rheum and othar cutaneous affections cured, and the skin made soft an«l
smooth, by nsing the JonrlE T/.b So.iP.madi»
by Caswell, Hasard & Co. New York. Be suri»
to get the Juniper Ίar Soap, as there are many
worthless imitations made with common tar.
novl6-12w

ringworms,

Advertihkhs naturally seek the means tor

reaching the largest number of readers ami
those of the best quality. The Paily Γ·*"
fills the bill in both particulars
other dally journal in Malm·.

better

than any

—

«ays that the "land
A WABtrNGTON special
national
the
capital bare a
"rabber·' about
with the present Congress.
prospect
hopeless
SATURDAY MORNISG, JAN 25, 1873. Thursday tlie House committee ou public
lands bifd an important and rallier exciting
re''"lar attacl'« ο* the Pbess is furnished sessioii, a controversy arising over a modified
T.
..ml i"Y
a card certificate countersigned by Stanley
wifîi
form of a land grant bill, and being settled
and hotel
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat demanding only by tlie casting vote of the chairman,Gen.
managers "Will confer a favor upon u.s by
our
Ketclium of New York.
The bill was that
credentials of every person claiming to represent
"bumin the construction of a railroad from
that several
aiding
journal, as we have information
the
in the name of
meiH*' aro seeking courtenies
Portland, Oregon to Salt Lake City, and proto be, even paspRtss, and we have no disposition
vided that tlie company, instead of lands,
fraud.
lvely, a party to such
should receive the proceeds of two alternate
sections per mile at $2 50 per acre, the sale to
letters and communianonymous
read
not
We do
be to actual settlers only, and the money to be
name and address of the writer are in
The
cations.
not necessarily for publication
set apart as a sinking fund with wlych to renil c*sesindispensable,
of good faith.
».it as a guaranty
deem the first mortgage bonds of the company.
W cannot undertake to return or preserve comEven with all the safeguards and the bonds
munications that are nor useu.
limited to $25,000 per mile, the committee reMessrs. Buck of Wisfused to pass the bill.
Call for a Woman Suffrage Conconsin, Dunnell of Minnesota, McCormick of
vention.
Missouri, and Slater of Oregon, two Republiο
The people of Maine who believe in the extension
cans and two Democrats, and all author»
f*u,r
ot he elective franchise to women, as a beneiicent
more or less land grant bills, voted
of rennpower for the promotion of the virtues and the corof the bill, while Messrs. Townsend
rection of the evils of society ; and all who believe in
y,l-ve'1S011 0
Illinois,
sylvania, Hawley of
the principles of equal justice, equal liberty and equal
with the chairopportunity, upon which republican institutions are Ohio.and Ritchie of Maryland, The result
of
negative.
f jutided, and have faith in the trinmph of intelligence
tlie
man, voted in
is equivalent to a certainand reason over custom and prejudice, are invited to
the vote on this bill
meet in Convention at GRANITE HALL, in the city
grant bills can be reported
ty that no land
of Augusta, on Wedueeday, January 29tb,
this session·
1873, at 7£ o'clock p. m., and Thursday, January 30th, at 10 o'clock a. m., for the purpose of
Ir turns out that the Medoc Indians have
organizing a State Woman Suffrage Association, and a real grievance which has led them to comof
for
the
advancement
inaugurating such measures
mit barbarities upon the first whites that
the cause as the wisdom of the Convention may su£"
came in their way.
It grows out of the fact
gest.
and other
that tliey have been confined to a reservation
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, Mrs. Lucy Stone,
e
will address
made without any judgment, it being a high
distinguished speakers from abroad,
,ircs
railro
convention. The usual réduction of
valley under the lee of the Cascade Mountains
be
expected.
may
oi the west and the high divide of the Colum18T3.
20tli,
Augusta, Jan.
Olive Dennett, Mrs.
bia waters on the north ; subject to frosts
John Neal, S. T. Pickard, Mrs
Chandler Beal,
■tan»Nye,Wm.
through the summer find covered with deep
P. WhiteWm H Libliv Geo. W. Q.iinby
snows during the winter.
H. H. ifaxnlen, H. S. OsConnor,
Sel.l'en
(jeu.
house
A.guinby Mrs Λ'. K Lancey Mrs.
B. Lapliam, Mrs. S. M. BarThere is not the least danger to be appreD. M. W iit, Mrs Wm.
ton Mary A. Koas, and 50 others. Augusta.
hended from the small pox in this city by
Rev. W. L. Brown, Mrs. Ε. A. Dickerson, Mrs. W.
H. Burriil, Mrs. N. Abbott, Mrs. Thos. N. Marshall,
those desiring to come here on business. The
Miss A. A. clicks, Belfast.
John D. Hopkins, He v. Win. li. Savary, C.G.Peck,
city authorities have promptly taken every
Mayor, A. E. Drink water, Mrs. Ann. F. Greely, Mrs. ca-e in hand, and, moreover, it has been conΑ. Η. Savary and 20 others, Ellsworth.
Mrs. M. C. Crossman, Mrs. S. I). Moris·
Mrs. J.
fiued of late to localities remote from hotels
Tilleon, Mrs. Sarah J. Prentiss, Mrs. Ami
Pickard,
and business houses.
Miss M. Phillips, and 12 others, Bangor.
Rev. John W. Hinds, Lewiston.
Rev. T. P. Adams, Bowdoinham.
Kev. W. H. Bolster, WIscasset.
The Maine Central Railroad Bill—-What
W. T. C. Runnels, Searsport.
does it Slcan?
Rev. M. Y. B. Stinson, Kitterv.
Jno U. Hubbard, Alfred Winslow, West WaterThe following is the text of the bill now

THE PEESB.

^fMrs"c

ville.
Mrs. M. S. Philbrick, Skowliegan.
Mrs. Simeon Connor, Fairiield.
George Gilford, Mrs. Mary W. Soutbwick, Η. M. N.
Bush, M. A. Bush, A. E. Proscoti, A. R. Dunham,
and 14 others, Vassalboro'.
R. C. Caldwell, and 8 others, Gardiner.
Albert Crosby, Mrs. S. G, Crosby, Albion.

Noah F. Norton, Mercy G. Norton, Penobscot.
Rev. A. 11. Sweetser, and 20 others, Rockland.

Congressman Kelley discovered to his
surprise yesterday that lie really possesses
that Credit Mobilier stock which a few days
ago lie regretted that he was too poor to se-

Industrial School fob Gibls.—The bill introduced in the Senate Thnrsday by Mr. Burgess in behalf of the Managers of the Industrial School for girls, provides that the parents of any girl between seven and fifteen
years of age, or selectmen, or three respectable
citizens may, on complaint that she lias committed ail offence punishable by fine or imprisînent, oilier than imprisonment for life; or that
she is leading an idle, vagraut or vicious life,
of
or that she has been found in circumstances
manifest danger of falling into habits of vice
during
or immorality,—have her committed,
sciio >
her minority,to the guardianship of the
»
after a heanng by the Judge of I rol'»
1
any Trial Justice or Judge of any
Municipal Oonrt The
ο
full power to bind
tution

movement, Alexander H. Stephens of Georgia, Vice President of the lato Confederacy
has the honor of

being

political
yielding

has been

success

ti e

only

man

whose

destroyed by

not

hearty support to that abortive
scheme. It is said that if Mr. Stephens had
given Uis support to the Cincinnati ticket, he
would have had a seat in the United States
Senate instead of Gen. Gordon.
a

'3

of her sentence, or
the school at tbe expiration
sIl!il1 Ve a fu" ?ud complete reis reformed,
and disabilities created
lease from all penalties
Persons aiding or abetting
bv the sentence.
from
the
to
school are liable to a
escape
„jrls
fine of $100, nor les* than $50, or suffer imprisonment in the county jail for a period not
exceeding sixty days, at the discretion of the
court

mi.

ii.:_

—j.

—mi u-

STATE

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Journal says that Prof. Brackett of
BowdoinJCollege, who recently made an analysis

of some
strong beer made and sold in that
city, testified at the Lewiston Municipal Court,
Tuesday, that his analysis of the beer in question showed that it contained eight per cent, of

Bev. Dr. Willits, of Philadelphia, who lectured so acceptably in Saco Wednesday evening, was settled as a Methodist preacher in
Kennebunk some years since.
The Hampshire street Methodist church, Auburn, is enjoying some religions interest.—
Meetings are being held in the vestry of the
church every evening at 7 1-2 o'cleck.
A deep religious interest Î9 being manifested
in several churches in Calais. In the Baptist
church a revival is taking place.

derstood when it is known that the act of
Feb. 25th, 1867 (wh.ch this act is meant to
revive) is the one under which the M. C. R.
Co. had power to locate their road "from some
point in Danville on the line of its ρ esent

road, and at or near the Danville Junction, to
the City of Portland," and that if this bill is
enacted the M, C. R. Co. would h.xve the
right to extend their road into Portland and
to locate anew without

regard

to the

privi-

1.9

α

îiritli

rv-i

Pntr

I

Alfred. Preachers, Messrs. Kyte and lîixby of
Buxton.
Lincoln West Association meets with Rev.
W. H. Bolster, at Wiscasset, Tuesday, February 4tb, at 10 o'clock, a. ni.
The Universalist church, consisting of fifty
members, recently organized in Rockland, is to
be publicly recognized next Sabbath, and new
members admitted.
The York County Freewill Baptist Quarterly
Meeting will be held with the church at Wells
branch, Feb. 5th and tith. Ministers' Conference Tuesday, at 3 o'clock, p. m.
Rev. Rufus M. Sawyer, late pastor of the 1st
Congregational church at York, died recently at
Lainars, Iowa.

leges which the Portland and Kennebec R. R.
In other
Co. already possess in this city.
The principal topic of conversation in SearsThe bill introduced in the House Thursday
words, it is one means of getting another
port just now is the revival which has astonishby Mr. Titcomb of Augusta provides that the track into Commercial street, and the astute ed
even the oldest inhabitant.
The meetings
pay of me abers of the Legislature shall be managers of that road probably hops that have been held every evening for three weeks,
the
and
and
character
of
the
interest
has
not
in
the
the
least
abated. In
and
a
for
for
the
session
general
$3
vagueness
Ç300
day
regular
the
schools of. the place, nearly every
special sessions. The session pay of the bill will conceal from the public the dangerous pupilpublic
has become interested, and the change is
clcrks of the two branches is fixed at $300
power which it gives them of gaining new marvelous to behold. The meetings are under
the direction of Mr. Hanscom (Methodist), and
and the assistants at $250. The pay of mem- righlsin the City of Portland and elsewhere.
Mr. Adams
and more than
Will the managers of the road please ex- I one hundred(Congregationalist),
per of the executive council is fixed by the
exhortations have been given in a
have
in
view
in
that
what
bill at $3 a day for the session. Th : members
plain
object, they
single evening.
bill? what would the gentlemen have? a depot
Quite a religious interest lias been manifestof the Legislature and council are allowed
ed in Winthrop, of late. The meetings of the
at the foot of Exchange street ? or is it a mere
$2 for every ten milt s travel one way for each
Y. M. C. Association have been so generally attended that their hall could not accommodate
session. Members are to have deducted from brutumfulmen against proj rcted roads, a porthe
people, and the Town Hall has been thrown
their pay ?3 for every days absence. It is to table weapon to be carried in Judge Rice's
open to them. Mr. Dean, a graduate of the
out
it
Whatever
be hoped that the bill will pass.
means,
trowsers'pocket?
Theological School at Bangor, is temporarily
with it, gentlemen, unbosom yourselves! supplying the pulpit of the Congregational
The Penobscot delegation in the Legislamade vacant by the resignation of Rev.
church,
The public is anxious, the mystery oppresses
β. P. Baker, last summer.
ture recently unanimously recommended a
them. The past has had its toups de 'etat
Rev. Mr. Bean, of
is having good
gentlemen for the greatly sought Insurince and carries its lesson. One thing is certain, success, as the resultGuilford,
of his labors. Several
to
which
is
to
be
an
there
in
his parish.
Commissionership
the citizens of Portland wish to be heard, if conversions have occurred
Rev. Henry Libby has entered upon his laappointment in May. A few days since the not consulted, befoie any further power is
bors as pastor of the Baptist church in ParkBangor Whig expressed editorially its prefer, granted to any railroads to acquire rightj man, and his congregation is rapidly
increasing
within the territorial limits of the city, and
enes for another gentleman. This very propin numbers and interest.
our Representatives in the Legislature should
per action on the part of the IT hig has brought
of the peo-

iown upon it the indignation

j)les' representatives which they disclosed by
telegr ?phing the publisher to meet them in
confereuce over a minor matter.

to it that this bill is shorn of its obnoxious features so far as regards the power to
1 jcate within the limits of the city of Portsee

We notice

however, that the publication of the Whig
continues; but it sho.ild be more discreet.

VOTE ItECOKD OF

appear to be quite unimportant, among which
might be classed the butter product of the
Whether important or not, the
provinces.

gentlemen comprising the Board gave it an
hour's attention, disclosing the fact that Dominion bucter has an unsavory reputation in
The export of butter from the
the markets.
is quite large, and brings only about
Mr.
half the return it would if well made.
Ryan, a Montreal delegate, stated that there

provinces

were

00,000 packages

of unsaleable butter in

the country that would bring $2,800,000 if
well made. The St. John News says that the
great loss arises from the fact that thousands
upon thousands of professed butter makers in
the Dominion do not know how to produce a
As one of the remedies, the
good article.
News suggests that a practical paper on the
mysteries of butter making be published in the advanced reading books of the rural
What is true of Dominion
common schools.
art and

Imt.ter

is true of tliatnroduced in Maine. More

than half of that put into the market brings
but little over half the price that a good article

brings,

and is sold with

an

effort.

Maine

farmers lose many thousands annually by
marketing a miserable article of butter. We
are glad to notice that the Agricultural College is giving attention to thh subject; and if
it can devise a means to improve the quality
of this important necessary of life fifty per
cent., the State can richly vote it an anuual
Now that the
appropriation of 8100.000.
youag women are admitted to that institution
let itestablish a d'gree and give di' lomas to
mistresses of butter making and send them
out as home missionaries.
Prof. Baird United States' Commissioner

of Fish and Fisheries has just made an intei
esting report which is addresssed to Gen
Garfield of the House Committee on Appropriations, giving a detailed account of bis expenditure of $15,000 appropriated at the last
session for making experiments with a view of
stocking the rivers and lakes of th% country
with useful fish. As soon as this small sum

placed at his disposal, Prof. Baird entered heartily into the project, calling to his aid
the experience and cooperation of the most
was

After
noted fish culturists in the country.
consultation, it was deemed best to make exmultiperiments with a view of securing the
plication and distribution of shad, salmon
and whitefish.
Prof. Baird made Eastport
hU
head-quartets in July and remained there
until October. Ilis
experiments extended all
over the
country, but owing to the lateness of

beginning the work, were confined principally to salmon. Bucksport was the locality
of one of the most
impoitant attempts at salmon breeding which
was carried on under
the direction of Mr.
Atkins and from which
a million and a half ot
salmon eggs were se-

cured for distribution. Prof
"'· Ριί,
"aird also secured a large number of salmon
c.-g3 from
California rivers and expects
three-quarters of
a million from Germany.
On the whole
the
operations the past year have been entirely
Baird
has
Prof.
and
successful
arranged to
make much more extended operations the
coming season if Congress makes a proper
appropriation. Tue plan of stocking inland
waters with fish cannot be called an experiment for it has been entirely successful in Europe and even in some localities in the United
Prof. Baird makes the statement
States.
that there is no reason why a reasonable
amount of skill with a comparatively small
expenditure of money will not secure an almost unlimited source of food and render the
inland waters of the whole country more productive,acre for acre,than the land cul ivated.
Tiie supply of cheap and nutritious food Is ft
question that concerns all the people and
C ingress should deal liberally with this project.

MEMBERS

ACCUSED

OF

HOLDING CREDIT MOBILIER STOCK.

Advertiser's Washington
special says that an examination of the vetes
of those members of the House who took
Credit Mobilier stock from Oakes Ames
makes a most favorable showing for them,
and is a complete answer to the charge that
The

they

Boston

were

bribed by stock or that it influenced

legislatio/i pertaining to the road. Each one of thera, except
James Brooks, voted for au act instructing
the Attorney-Ueneral to inquire whether

their course in

regard

to

both the Central and Union Pacific roads had
not forfeited their franchises, and directing

withholding of bonds until the matter
Mr. Brooks opposed that part
was decided.
of the bill which was supposed to be in the
special interest of the road in a set speech.
Mr. Wilson of Iowa, was the author of the
clause securing the government's lien on the

the

Mr. Boutwell forced the colinterest due.
lection of the interest, and caused Oakes
Ames to fail for a lar^e sum. Mr. Bingham
called up the most stringent bill to protect

the interest of the ro*d passed since the legislation of 1806. and advocated it, and it was
this that all voted for when the bill overrul
ing Mr. Boutwell's order for collecting the
interest came up in the House. None of the
gentlemen on the McComb list took part in
its passage, and Messrs. Dawes and Allison
were absent on conference committees when
it was agreed to.
The story in circulation that Mr. Colfax
ruled out the resolution of Mr. Washburne of
Wisconsin, fixing freight rates on these roads
is shown by the Globeto be unfounded. By
nearly common consent the charge that these
gentlemen were controlled in their legislative
duties by stock sold tJ»m by Ames has been
abandoned here, whffs the fact that all except Mr. Blaine took some of the stock and
received dividends is hsld to be fully established, though in several cases the matter was
settled on a basis of only ten per cent, on the
investment for llie short time the stock was
held, and in others the dividends were return-

ed.
The sergeant-at-arms has to-day collected the checks which Mr. Ames yesterday testified he had given to Messrs. ColGarfield
and
Patterson,
fax,
Kelley.
'.he 21st
to
They all bear date from

of June 1808 and are
the
23d
for
the amounts named by Mr. Ames. The
check given Mr Patterson for eighteen hundred dollars bore his indorsement and the
date it was received for de osit by one of the
city banks. The check Mr. Ames testified
to giving Mr. Colfax was, as stated, for twelve
hundred dollars, and made payable to Schuyler Colfax. The Kelley check was for three
hundred and twenty nine dollars, and contained the initials W. D. K., and the other
check was for the same amount and bore no
initials or name, but was simply payable to
bearer. Th s, Mr. Ames says, was Mr. Garfield's. These gentlemen, except Mr. Patterson, declare that Mr. Amej never paid
them these checks or the proceeds of them,
and they say they intend to prove it. Mr.
Patterson still insists that he supposed he
was dealing in Union Pacific stock and bonds
and not Credit Mobilier.

F^iiu'ary Magazines.—The Galaxy
for the next month was the first of the monthThe

lies that came to hand.

The number opens
with Major Frost's story, the Wctherel Affair,
followed by a paper on Norway. Gen. Custer
furnishes the next paper, Life on the Plains.
Carl Benson's article on Casual Cogitations.
articles are: From
Among the other leading
London to New York; Women as Companions,
(Junius Henri Browne); The Life and WritLife Assurance; Up to
ings of

Emily Bronte;
London in the Season. The Scientific Department is unusually full. The other editorial
apartments

ability.

The Bridgton News says that the new high
school building in that village will be dedicated
this (Saturday) evening. T. S. Perry, Esq., delivers the address.
The News says that on Saturday last, George
G. Wight, of Bridgtou, with his wife and neice,
had their sleigh wrecked in the middle of "Long
Woods," Naples, dislocating the shoulder of
Mr. W. The ladies started for aid in both directions, which was obtained and the man taken
to his home, where he is doing well.
The accident occurred a long way from any habitation.
FRANKLIN

Mr. Hunt,
Blue school,

are

sustained with their usual

I'r February number of

Harper's Magazine

DirorFie^prnK«artic,e,''Lifein
ill,,Strated
seription
U^aT■

of the
article on "The
institution familiar to
also well illustrated.

the

f"

Mont-Do'Cto'·"3"Τ"
man^f
Likèwi™
"Mary Queen of Scots," of whom fteTu
T.
end of writings; another descriptive
our

18

0f

»i

upo'n

'Life of an Eastern Woman;" and one
"The Delusions of Medicine." Besides those
there are contributions by Charles Keade.Saxe,
Wilkie Collins, and other writers of distinctlOD.

passed.—A resolve favoring the repeal
of the bankrupt law; under suspension of the
rules passed to be engrossed. This resolve calls
| upon our Senators in Congress to lend their inOrders

fluence to the passage of such

Legislation inexpedient

was

a

bill.

reported

on

order

concerning the legal settlement of paupers; also
on an order asking the
general government to
further endow agricutural colleges.
Passed to be enacted—Bill to incorporate Union Hall Co. of Southport; to incorporate town

Eaton; to

authorize Justices of Peace to administer oaths and affirmations; to authorize Coun-

ty Commissioners of Penobscot county to reassess certain taxes; to incorporate and prescribe the duties and powers of the Maine Poultry Association.

Adjourned.

HOUSE.

Senate papers disposed of iu concurrence.
Petitions, Bills, &c., presented aud referred—
Of A. Wiswellet. als. for incorporation of Ellsworth and Deer Isle Telegraph Co. ; several petitions for the repeal or amendment of act
changing the shire town of Somerset county:
of I). Harmon of Lyndon, for deed of lot ot
land; of J. Rtupsen for deed of lot of land;
of Ε, E. Glidden for deed of lot; of Ε. H.
Haydeu et. als., for aid to build a bridge ever
Umcolcus stream in Aroostook county ; of F.
Gibson for act to prevent throwing slabs and
sawdust into the mill pond at Perry ; of Ε. H.
Tolman ct als. of Deuinark, against throwing
slabs and edgings into Morris brook iu Deumark; of inhabitants of Whitney ville for repeal of the Calais Court bill; of inhabitants
of Dayton for abatement of taxes; of N. Quinn
et. als. for reimbursement of money paid the
State during the late Avar; remonstrance of A.
Hayford et als. of Belfast, against extending
charter of Penobscot Bay & River Bailroad
Co., so as to allow said company to build bridge
across harbor in said city; of S. B.
Gay,against
an act to prohibit the taking of eels iu Bagaduce river; bill to incorporate theFarwell Manufacturing Co. ; additional act to incorporate
the proprietors of Bangor bridge.
Orders passed.—That the Commitlee on State
Lands and Roads, inquire whether an appropriation be necessary to repair a bridge across
the Mattawaumkeag river iu the Plantation of
Bancroft; that the Committee on the Judiciary inquire into the expediency of amending
sea 8, "hap. 86, R. S., relating to trustee pro-

of the teachers of the

quite severely injured'Monday

Little

Mr. Andrew Croswell, of the firm of T. & ACroswell, of Farmington Falls, was badly injured Tuesday morning while working a hand elevator in their store at that place.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Nathan Bridges of Verona, was shot by fte
accidental discharge of a gun he was handling
Wednesday morning, and instantly killed.

OXFORD COUNTY.

Samuel Packard, of Hebron, au old man over
70 years of age, who lost his wife a few months
since, was found in his house en Sunday last in
a benumbed and almost insensible condition.
He died a few hours after from exposure and
privation, although he had sufficient means to
live comiortauiy.
A correspondent of the News asks people to
believe the following: Mrs. Jerry Blaisdell, of
East Denmark,recently spun a lot of wool rolls,
dyed and wove them iuto stout cloth, and cut
and made thereof a pair of pants for her husband, all of which she accomplished, u naided,
in 36 hours.
Jack Hale, the venerable hors? man, having
served out his term at the Insane Hospitnl, was
discharged from that institution by the Superintendent on the 18th inst., in accordance with
section 2K, chapter 143 of the Revised Statutes.
The old man started in the cars with the view
of taking up his abede with his friends in Oxford county.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

A convention of the lumber manufacturers of
Maine and New Brnnswick will be held at BanThe
gor on the third Wednesday in February.
object of the convention, as stated in the call,
is to discuss and adopt for uintual protection,
such measures in regard to the survey aud sale
of long lumber as will be for the best interests
of the trade, and a permanent Association will
probably be formed to carry into effect the
measures agreed upon.
Roderick McLeod, a saloon keeper in Bangordied Thursday while setting in his chair. Con
gestion of the lungs was the cause.

REMOVED.
H.

has

ATVVOOD,

AND

PLATER,

SILVER

removed to four doors below

the old stand

27 market Square, Up Stairs.
snlm
janlO
MUNICIPAL A REAL

The Lewiston Journal says that out of a bog
iu Euibdeu,owned by Kichard Tripp,which was
lately flowed, there are continually almost rising large pine logs, perfectly sound. Some
hundred thousand feet of boards have been
sawed from them. Isn't that putting it on
rather thick, that is the boarding?
"A Dose in

j!
I
j
I

i

Time," &c.
lii.ie." it is equally certain

If "a stich in time eaves
that a dose of a healthy ionic like Hostetter's Stomach
Bii ter» taken at this inclement season of the year
may save many an unpleasant twinge. A dose, howThe system should be
ever, 1b not sufficient.
thoroughly charged with this genial vegetable stimulant and invigorant. <.omineuce
It with the
commencement of the atmospheric changes which
the
winter
from
the
autumn.
distinguish
Thereby
you will avoid those disturbances of 0»? digestive
and secretive organs, and tuose painful diseases of
the muscles and t he nerves of sensation, which often
rende the period of the year which sli uld be the
men ieRt a season of penance and disquietude.
The
which this exhilacxtraodinary vigor an I
rating restorative imparts to the most important
lunctirns oi the body, render it an invaluable remedy
for nervous debility, eonstipation, indigestion, torpidity of the liver, and intermittent feverrs.

taking

regularity

NOTICES.

SPECIAL
I

THE GREAT CLOSING OUT SALE
•—OF—

DRY

sep28sntf

Averill Chemical Paint Co.,

AT

Aiiy Desired Shade

Prepared

Immediate Application.

for

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.
D. M.

se28-eodtf

LONOER,
previous to taking inventory. The stock haa been

will

THE

a

ΙΙΟΝ. EKOS T. LUCE,
of Probate of Androscoggin

Jotlge

speedy clearancc.

jan23

T»RICJÏÏ
Sent by mail Post-Paid

The attention of advertisers is called to the excelconstantly improving condition of the Daily
Press as an advertising medium. Its circulation
which lias long been the largest hi Maine has considerably increased during the past six months, and is
steadily aud rapidly increasing. It goes to the very
best class of readers in Portland and vicinity, is sold
largely on railway trains and steamboats, and is
fz
found in all nubile places.

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, the undersigned will carry
Banking business, at tlie Banking
occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular cour» of the
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24th, 1872.
jun23newlt then sn tf
on a strictly
Rooms now

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
SCHENCK'S PULMONIC SYRUP,
NCn£NCK'§ SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK'S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It foèks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of ttoe very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepeia are th* causes of
two-thiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate irom a disordered condition of

the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungg, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
nor anything calculated
does not contain any
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck's Seaweed tonic diss: ν the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the sto ach, digests easily,
a healthy circulanonrishes the system, and creatt
tion of the blood. When the
els are costive, skin
and
the
is
a billious habit,
<
shallow,
patient
Schenck's Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by
Dr. J. II.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place. New York.
For sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sneodtf

opium,

notice!

REMOVAL.
MAC Λ LAST EH

If yon want

η

nice

sntf

Photograph

ag5-eodtf sn

TO BE LET.
Tie Front Office on the second floor in the Canal
National Bank Building, recently occupied by Mattocks & Fox.
Also
Bank

rooms

In

the Third story.

nee

JOHN DUNCAN'S SONS, New York,
Agents for the United States.

octie

Enquire

at

the

dec7sutf

New York via Aleppey.
At Swansea 6th
brig Orbit, Nash, for Car·*
denas.
Sid fm Trieste 3d inst, barque Joshua Lornig,
Lamb. Licata.
At Havre 26tb ult, barque Horace Beals, Strout, for
New York; aud others.
Ar at Liverpool 8th inst, ship llermou, Minot, San

Entforldg 7th, ship Northampton, McLoon,

eodsnly

book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and bettf; medical work
ever published, and the only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid oil receipt cf
price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE. No. 4 Bulflncli Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physiciau. Ν. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

niar25-dly

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
aud Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves tlio hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.

PRICE

FOR

Philadelphia.

At. Messina 18th inst, brig Clytie, Dow, from Flume
for Boston, ldg.
Ar at
C^diz 26th ult, sell Louisa Bliss, Strong, New
York via clsbon.
Sid 21st, brigs Josie, Petti grew. New York ; 22d,
L F Munson, Munson, Seville; 27th, David Bugbec,

Staples,

In port 28th ult, barque Monitor, Eaton, (or United States.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Nov 21, barque Chas Forbes,
gwett Greenock
At Point a Petre 20th ult, sch David (Miller, Tootliaker, for Femandina.
Ar at St John, NB. 22d inst, schs Jeddo, Johnson,
and Geo Calhoun, Price, Portland; Hummiug Bird,
do.

Dec 17, lat 1115 S, Ion 34 30 W,
San Francisco for Queenstown.
Jan 20 off Hatteras, sch L & D
for a Southern port.

We otter

sntf

Fisk, from Portland

Real Estate owned by the Company,
S 50,000 00
Cash in Bank and hands of Agents,
235,770 84
Loans on First Mortgages Real Estate.
781,797 56
Deterred Premiums (beinz balance of SeraiAnnual and Quarterly Premiuns).
61,324 41
Accrued Interest (not due),
24,959 87
I axes on Stock owned by non-residents,
022 80
United States Government Bonds,
353,960 00
State and Municipal Bonds.
127,800 00
Railroad Stocks and Bonds,
143,280 00
Bank Stock,
321,130 00
Railway Passengers Assurance Co.'s Stock, 156,000 00

Surplus as regards Policy-holders,
M ta list ice of the
Life Depart

M. Jordan.

LORING &

THURSTON,
WM, D. LITTLE «V CO.,
Agents.
ANDREW J. CHASE,

William Fincli.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2J o'clock, at
Relatives and friends are inNo. 21 Middle street.
vited to attend.
In Bridgton, Jan. 19, Mrs. Alice J., wife of Lorenzo
Plummer, and daughter of Robert A. Long, aged 23
years 8 months.
At Bar Mills, (Buxton.) Jan. 4, Mr. Samuel Towle,
aged 87 years 4 months.
In Wells, Jan. 20, Capt. Japhet Storer. aged 87
years 4 months.
In Brunswick, Jau. 22, Mr. N. C. Porter, aged 56
years 8 months.
In Bowdoinham, Jan. 17, Mrs. Mary Wilson, aged
82 years 9 months.
In Strong, dan. 1, Dea. Winthrop Norton, aged G7
years.
In Weld, Jan. 17, Mr. Luther Lamb, aged 88 years
9 months.

city, Jan. 24, Mr.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN »TEAill l<«

Cleopatra
City of Bristol

New York. .Liverpool

Adriatic

City of Antwerp
Olympus

Cuba

Mauhatfeun
MoroCastle

City of Mexico

FOR

Portland.. .Liverpool
New York Havre
Boston
Liverpool
New York. .Glasgow
New York. .Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool
New York. .Bremen
New York. .Demarara
New York.. Liverpool
New York. St Domingo..
New York. .Liverpool
New York. .Havana

Tybee

...

GENERAL· ΛΟΕΙΙΤ FOR MAINE.
3w

BRIGGS &

DATi:

Jan 25
Jan
Jau
Jan
Jan
Jan
Tan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

Jan
Jan

New York.. Liverpool
Feb
Feb
.New Y ork.. Liverpool
Boston
Feb
Liverpool
Feb
New Y ork.. Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool
Feb
New York..Havaua
Feb
New York.. Hav & VCruz.Feb

25
25
25
25
25
25
28
29
29
29
30
30
1
1
4
5
5
6
6

oar

Two-Button

Inwured for

our

lot

NATII'L. F. DiXRIK<j,A|CM.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
uod'Juio
jan23

at

SELLING OUT

WINTER STOCK !

Kid Gloves at

Lace Collars Marked

I NTIL. FF.BRl.tKV I
we

Down !

Way

Illustrated and

lOO at 50 Cents

Guide ever
Tlioee of our patrons who ordered Seeds
last year and were credited with 25 cents, will receive
the four Quarterlies- for 1873. Those who order Seeds
this year will be credited with a subscription for 1874.
The January nrmber contains neailv 400 Engravings, Two tlnperb Colored Plates, suitable
for framing and also Tinted Platen of our gorgeous Floral Chromos; information relative to Flowers, Vegetab es, &c and thcitr cultivation, and all
such matter as was formely found in our annual Catalogue. You will miss it ir you order ëEEDN before
seeing Briggs & Bro s. OIJABTERLÏ. We
challerge comparison on quality of Seed and prices
and sizes of packets. Our "Calendar Advance
Sheet aud Priee Liât for 1873," sent free.

SCARFS AND

It is an acknowledged fact that our stock of Corsets is larger and better than to be found elsewhere
and our prices on these goods we assure our readers
are very low.

ELEGANT GOODS.

Thomson's "Glove Fitting" 1.17,
with

a

the better goods.
continne to sell

We

full assortment of

at

We guarantee

a

CONGRESS STREET.
eodtFebl

jaulG

of 15 Cents,

BONDS.

fit to customers purchasing Corsets
of US. Our

French Corsets
Unusual attractions

Yery Attractive.

are

offered in Ladies'
dren's

are

Kt«t« of Maine

and Chil-

sale, 10,0011

ISTEWS.
Friday, «fan. 24.

Washington St.

prices below the

cost

All other goods at the

name

12c

reduction.

Chicago

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING HOOK
for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever published
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It contains nearly 500 tine Scripture illustrations, and
success, Adagents are meeting with unptecedented
dress, stating experience, etc.. and we will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISHjan25 4wt
ING CO. Phila., Pa.

—A gouts wanted for the new and startling bo·*, The
-pv
\T Τ Τ in History, by the author of "God
UMjj ▼ JlJU in Hietoy." Illustrated by Dore
and Nast.

Endorsed by eminent
805 B'way, Ν. Y.

divines.

TREAT, Pub.,

Ε. B.

E-D-G-l-N-G-S !
our

unrivaled

j Atchison, Topcka & S. F. Gold
FOll BALK

DOWN.

BANKERS

74

Free Street.

Portland, Jan. 23,1873.

jan25tf

To Let.

Ship

EXT of 8 rooms, pleasantly situated
at 63Cumberland
good repair. Enquire
or at W. H. JKRRIS'
c^Tner Anderson street,
Office. Rent reasonable to small tenant. jan25dlw#

Ship Othello, from Havre fer Cardiff, which drove

WANTED—SAMPLES SENT
ζ ΑΓΙΑ AGENTS
to clear from
ilUl/U free by mail, with terms
Two
entirely new articles, salea$5 to $10 per day.
N. J.
Newark,
H.
WHITE,
Ν.
ble as dour. Address

Reville in the storm of Dec 5tli, has been
sold and wreckers are at work on her with the expectation of getting her off.

janll

A

being our Eighth Grand Annual Sale of goods,
us to again thank our patrons for their liboralibestowed upon us in the past, and to assure alt
that it will be our intention in the future to offer the
best goods at the lowest prices.

ATTENTION!

This

allow

ty

to

<11

New anil attractive
w

Administratrix Sale.

Wbittier's Apothecary Store.
the

of

license of Probate Court
County
BYCumberland,
there will be sold at public auction
of
at
the first
for

on

day

SATURDAY,

at the

store

junction of Free and Congress streets, in Portland,
the entire stock of goods, fixtures, furniture, prescription books and good will of the store belonging
to tie estate of the late George \V. Whittier. Thia
popular and finely located store has recently been
greatly enlarged and improved to accommodate the
extensive patronage w4iich m my years of faithful
attention to prescriptions and business have brought
to it. And the very careful appraisal has shown the
stocK of drugs and medicines to have been well seleeted and now in excellent condition.
A
ο/ $300 at th· time of the sale will bo
required of the purchaser. For further particulars
H. HINCKLEY or LEWIS
of
RUFI7S
inquire
PIERCE.
BESSIE H. WHITTIER, Adm'x.
Jan. 25, 1873.
tf

NEW ORATORIOS.

FRESCO

Fine effective

GEO

the firm of G.
& Co., from this date, by mutual
G. S.
Ε. T.

jan24*lw

BARSTOW,
NUTTER,

GEO. A. BARSTOW.

NOTICE!

BAUMBACH'S

20, 1873.

lUORAZAVIV requests the persons intending to study French to make their applications
as soon as possible, as his time is almost all taken up
2w
jan21

T^MBURGS

The'

bjvecajtorton
DITSON & CO., N«*
jant8
YorkS(SW&wlyrwl
Η.

BONDS
FOR

SALE.

Portland

β'β
β'β
Cook Conuty
7's
Chicago
7'e
St. Louis
6's
Dayton, Ohio
8's
Leeds & Farmington R. R., guarnnteed β'β
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7's
Maine Central R. R.
7's
■

1

Μ
m··

·η
»
». ν*

**v.»«

—

·

PI

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R. Deferred Rent Scrip.
—

GREAT BARGAINS AT

H. M.

l-2c, 20c, 25c, 50c.

33

tf

that the J >int Standi »g
new Streets to whom
Boston and Maine
was
petition
that High Street between York
Railroad,
and Commercial Streets may be discontinued, will
meet at the junction of H igli and Commercial Sts.,
on Friday the thirty-first day of January, inst, at 2J
o'clock, P. M., to hear all parties interested and then
determine and adjudge whether public convenience
requires that thai part of High street should be discontinued,and if they should so adjudge will then and
there discontinue that part of High street and 11 χ the
damage»·· as required by law.

PAYSON,
dtl

Anti-Board Insurance

PORTLAND.

hereby given
Committe
NOTICE
laying out
refered the
of the

—

PORTLAND.

JanlO

HAMBURG8 !

BY

Exchange Street,

COYELL & COMPARY.
jan24

Λ-1Λ
WVIU

Chicago, Danville & Vineennes Hold, 7's
Northern Pacific R. R. Gold
7-30's
Cape Elizabeth and other Town Bonds.
Merchants & Traders National Bank Stock
TUe highest market price paid for

WE

CITY

2.5β

SACRED QUARTETTES,[Nowp.M

IN PREHN.-XEARLY READY.

!

shall open this day one of the largest and best
line of Edges and Insertion-, ever opened in
Portland, and at prices that defy competition.

OF

COLLECTION

STRAUS6'S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Piano. l.OO

vvu.a».

Jan.

1TIR.

12

Mote». 1.60

Ε mer inn Λ

BUCK'S NEW MUTETTE

ΓΙ—A

Portland,

1.00

Bangor

Notice.
BARSTOW, retires from

A.
S. Barstow
consent.

1.73

BOOKS.

ANTOEM

Office 134 Middle St., up stairs.
PORTLAND, ME.
Orders may be left at F. F. Hale's picture gallery
ana Ο. M. & E. P. Brooks', No. 333
Congress St.
Order* promptly attended to.
tf
jan25

AT. Paine.

Arthur Sullivan.

compositions.

GUEST

SABBATH

< ;.

PAINTERS,

iJ.

PETER
PRODIGAL SON
ST.

payment

J0ST & KEILER,

Cantatas.

FORTY-SIXTH PSALM
Dwlleu Buck. 1.00
FESTIVAL CANTATA.-.
Kngent Thayer. 1.2#
50
GOUNOD'S CHORAL MUSIC
Well worthy ot careful study.
Ueteitl. SO
MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST
An amnsing anil very melodious musical extravaganza

February next,

eleven o'clock in the foreuoon. in the

the following Choice List of
ANTHEMS

Jf£ IV CASTATAS! ORATOBIOS

DAVIS Λ CO.
jan23

AGENCY!

is

on

praying

Jan24

BEKJ KINGSBURY, Jr..
MARQUIS F. KINO,
charles McCarthy, jr.>
SAM'L S. RICH.
HENRY C. NEWHALL,
JOHN F. RANDALL,
Committee on Laying Out New Streets.

Copartnership.

HIE undersigned have this day formed a copartnership for the purpose of carrying on the busi-

1

ness

DWELLINGS
AND

CONTENTS
—

FARM
—

PAINTING,

JO ST

&

OF

KINO to sell

or

Country Prop-

exchange, by sending partic-

have them adverulars and fee of «1, without
Dvgi
incurring any
tised and otherwise negotiated
a

can

RISKS
IX ΤΠΕ

—

WATBKTOW.V,

Assets

W. V.

*775;000..

B. BARNES,

KE1LER,

°""&3w_

—

Agricultural Ins. €©.,

of

FRESCO

AM)

Insured at Fair Rates

dtd

Notice of

Jr.,

AGENT,
30

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland, Me., Jan. 16, 1873.

JaalZdtf

L. C. JOHNSON & SON.,
—HAVING TAKEN THE—

RESTAURANT
under the New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term of five years, would now say to the public that
we intend to keep a first-class place in
every respect.
Our Bill of Faro shall be in keeping wi'h the Portland
And Boston Markets. ThoM visiting Lewiston (to not

lseflected. Commisfurthor expense until business
forget to call at
sion Ui
S. EWEX, Real Estate Broker,
39 Nassau street. New York.
Manufacturers' and
References—G. T. Bonner Λ Co., 20 Broad St., N.
James Buchan A Co., 190 El zabetn St.. Ν. Y
Y
I
lm
RESTAURANT,
jan24

Merchants'

·*

and in

wlm5

eodtt

Choirn, Musical Clasnee, Conventione, Academies.

Owners of Farms or
el ty,

has removed to

BROKERS,

AND

NO. 10 CLAPP'S BLOCK.

tSnf·

WEBSTER,

IJY

too MIDDLE STREET.

CO.,

NANCY HACKER, (formerly known as Nancy Aland all oiders will be promptly and faitlifullv atlen) late of Portland,
tended to, at reasonable prices.
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having deOflicc 134 middle Street.
mand su pon the estate of said deceased, are required !
to exhibit the same ; and all persons indebted to said
Orders may bo left at Ο. M. & E. P. Brook», 333
estate are oallod upon to make payment to
°r a* Hft,c'8 rk",rc
JOSEPH A, LOCKE, Adm'r.
jan25dlaw3wS*
Portland, Jan. 21st, 1873.

DR. CHARLES E.

7'»

Barrett,

&.

Swan

WORSTEDS & WORSTED WORK

under the firm name of

REMOVAL !

7'e

7-30's

<>'s
Am. R. H., Hold,
European &
Chicago, Danville & Vincennes R. R.
7 »
Gold
7's
Central Ion a R. R. Gold

GIVEN, that the subscrib-

er

o'»

....

SATISFACTORY.

jani5»4w

has been duly appointed and taken upon himNOTICE
self the trust of Administrator of the estate of

7'»

....

St. Louis

Xalne Central R. It.

H-A-M-B-U-R-G

jan25t4w

Boston

-7's

■

Northern Pacific R R.

We desire to call your attention to
stock of Hamburg» and at

β'β

...

»

Cleveland, Ohio
25c

C\s

>

Rockland

of manufacture.

β'β

....

Bath

Ladies Ribbed (cotton wool)
Ladles' and Children's Fleeced

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

MEMORANDA.
Ship Scotia, Drummond, wLich put into Yokohama
Dec 11th in distress, experienced very heavy weather
in the China sea. and in lat 19 N. Ion 117 E, encountered a typhoou which sprung mainmast and carritd
away jibboom, topsail yards, split and blew away
sails, &c.
Eastern State, from Quebec for Dublin, was
abandoned Dec 20, her bottom having dropped out
during a heavy gale. The crew were taken off by
ship Herman, from Rangoon, and landed at Liverpool 8th Inst.

our

is having, PROVES it above all others the book the
MASSES WANT. IT goes like WILDFIRE. Over
GOO pages, only $2 50. More Agents Wanted.
NOTICE—Be not deceived by misrepresentations
made to palm off biyh-prked inferior works, but send
for circulars and see Proof of statements and great
success of our agents. Pocket companion worth $10,
mailed free.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers 53

ARRIVED.
Lipsctt, St John,

Sch Brill, (Br)
NB—2520 boxes to
Geo S Hunt.
Sch Torpedo, Tracey, Eastnort for Boston.
Sch Forest Queen, Lewis, Belfast for Boston.
Sch Speedwell. Snaulding. Rockland for Boston.
Sch Cornelia, Jellerson, Rockland lor Boston.

IN ONE MONTH

β'β

Portland
Bangor

HOSIERY,
aud at

DELIVERY I

OX

Chas. CuKtis & Co.,
293

the

Very Low Price

PRICE-CASH

ONE

still

"Our New Ribbed" Corset

DISCOVERED^

The immonse

EC Κ-TIES,

Λ

Without Itc^urd to Cost.

AGENTS WANTED.—Address for the most liberal terms ever offered. THE DISCOVERER

LIYINGSTONE^AFRICA

GLOVES,

WINTER

Corsets, Corsets.

Address,

DR. LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA—His Adventure»—THE STANLEY-LIVINGSTONE EXPEDITION to Africa. Large octavo volume juet issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wonderful Career of the
Great Traveller, the Country, Animals, Natives,
Hunting, &c. Full Account of this most interesting part of the Globe. Outfit sukt on Si. Address UNION PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, 111.;
Philadelphia, Pa.; or Springfield, Maes. janMtlw

shall pell our stock of

Undershirts and Drawers,

Piece.

a

Real and Imitation Laces within the meittfs of all.

Our

OUT.
Issued as a
sent to any address,

Descriptive Floral

χI

We oft'er

WORK !

JANUARY, 1873, NOW
Quarterly. The four numb-re

FOR

IS HEREBY

Miniature Almanac
January k15·
7.20 I Moon rises
Sun rises
4.30 AM
Sun sets
5.05 I High water
8.00 AM

ashore at

offer

all colors and sizes.

BROTHER'S

Β RIG ft S Se BROTHERS.
Seedsmen and Florist*· ROCHESTER,
HT. Y.
jan25t4w

DIED.

Minnesota

m ext.

published.

In Brunswick, Jan. 23, Hon. Rufus P. Tapley of
Saco and Lydia W. Merriman of BrunswicK.
In Brunswick, Jan. 17, Nathaniel J.Shaw and Mary A. Merchant, both of Lisbon.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 15. Francis G. Bartlett of Mt.
Desert and Sarah F. Smith of Ellsworth.
In Eden, Jan. 16. Daniel E. Kimball and Martha
Fcnnelly, both of Mt Desert.
In Conway, Jan. 14„ David W. Aldrich of Lisbon,
Ν. H., and Miss Martha A. Deering of Gorham.
In Lewiston, Jan. 22, William Smith and Miss Mary Pillsbury.
In Lewiston, Jan. 22, Wallace A. Burgess and Ida

Mandingo
Algeria

$703,371 58

Year 1873.

Number oi Life Policies written in 1872,
9,367
Whole uumberwrittcu to date,
15,69:1
Gain in Net Premiums over 1871.
848.696 14
Whole Number of Death Losses Paid to date,
165
Amount paid in Death Losses,
9388,036 19
Accident Department.
Number of Accident Policies written in *72 39,418
Net Cash Premiuns ree'dfor same, $450,678 69
Gain in Net Premiuns ever 1871,
$53,096 99
Whole No. Accident Policies written,
967,000
Whole number Accident Claims Paid,
16,710
Whole amount Acc't Claims Paid, $1,649,358 91
Total Losses Paid, both Dep't,
$9,030,394 33

tire

MAKRIIiD.

Ville de Paris
Batavia
India
City of Brussels
Atlantic...*».
Hansa

we

GLOVES !

PRICES
ship Mcrnnon, from

STATEMENT, JAN. 1,1873.

FLORAL

W. E. WOOD, 67 Exchange St.

Scandinavian

Undergarments

*5 CENTS PER PAIR,

1 LLTJSTBATrcD

FROM

Furniture

DIRECTOR*,
Samuel Gould,
Benj- W. Stone,
Edwin Moray,
Walter Hastings,
John Felt Osgood,
James H. Beal.
James L. Little,
Henry C. Hutenins,
SAMUEL GOULD, Precedent.
JAMES J. GOODRICH, Secretary.

in-

an

PRICES.

DAVIS &

—

janl4

NAME

invit e

we

Portland.

Jan25

At. & St. Lawrence Deterred Srript

In this

AMD

KID

New Orleans.
Ar at Genoa 4th inst, brig Win Walsh, Gay, from

CHAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., Λ. V.
lYrs ν

by

and

one, three and Are yearn.

SIXT*' CESI I S.

for

a

PAID

Risks

AT CURRENT RATES.
Dwelling»

Other goods at the same extremely Low Price».

Francisco.

A Book lor Every Man.
Total Assets,
$2/259,945 48
"SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESEKVALIABILITIES.
TION," ii Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Ner- I Claims unadjusted and not due,
$167,136 77
vous and Physical
Life Dep't,
1,207,169 90
Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency, Reserve "for Re-insurance,
"
or Seminal Weakness, and all other ;
Accident
180,267 23
Dep't,
Spermatorrhoea
^
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is inTotal Liabilities,
$1,554,573 90
deed

Ineurf

to

BARGAINS

Ladies and Children

for

fnst,

The

Tin

or

go to A, M. McKenny,'s 161 Middle Street.
He warrents them as good as can be made in Port-

Type,

land.

Sa

PORT OF PORTLAND.

PORTLAND, ME.

shall, Hong Kong.
Sid fm Hong Kong Nov 19, barque Witch, Bursley,
New York.
Cld llth ult, ship Midnight, Kendrick, New York.
Ar at Manila Nov 14. ship Flymg Eagle, Lewis,
Hong Kong, to load tor New York.
At Colombo 12th ult, barque Harvester, Carver, for

ASSETS.

CEA Λ PBBBIN8'

Buyers are cautioned to avoid the numerous Counterfeits and Imitations offered for sale.

DENTISTS,

nov7

FOREIGN PORTS.
Yokohama 10th nit, barque Burnside, Pen-

Travelers Insurance Co.

BROS.,

394 Congre»* Street and 95 Free Street,

Merino

Clara Ε McCon-

Herald. Marsters, Hoboken
York; F A Colcord, Pierce,
Searsport; Ringleader, Smith, Wlnterport; Mary F
Oliver, Babbage, do; Wm Tell, Robbins, Bucksport;
L H Smith. Smith, do; Arcade, Robinson, Camden ;
Corvo, Walker, and Ariosto, El well, from Rockland;
Florida, Thompson, do ; Winslow Morse, Oliver,
Westport; Maine, Brown,Portland.
Cld 23d, schs Catawamteak, Lord, Rockland ; Geo
Β Somes, Pray, G'oucester.
Ar 24th, brig Edith, from St Domingo.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 21st, sch Ann Parker, Mitchell, Rock port.

ttn

MAEINE

ready

22d,schs

OOOD8

Port-

delO

IjcIUIjIOII«Worcestershire

25,

Jan.

customers the

our

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

land Ce's Works.

—

lent and

Hell Gate

erson, nd Winner.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, schs
Mary F Pike. Good, New

PATRICK ncGLINCHÏ Prop,

ΓαηίΐΑηί

will oft'er to

WAY

Casco Brewery,
Opposite

pre pu red

now

Fire & iflarinc

spection of tlie

AT

Ko, 1 Fore Street,

«''^j'^paid-up lu. h («μ.

$500,000,

—

ottered in Portland, to whi h

ever

SPOKEN.

snd&w4ww3

THE HIGHEST

Advertising Medi-

we

GREATEST

Cld 22d, schs Mary J Ward, Ward. Matanzas; Ella
Clifton, Hunt,

CATTLE

FOR

through

Finlay,

receipt of Price.

janlO

FEED

um.

DENTAL

$S.50.

on

DRESSER & AYER.
Publishers, Portland.

lwen
as an

County.

Being a Hand-Book of Practice in the Probate
Courts of the State of Maine, containing notes on the
execution and probate of wills, duties of executors,
administrators, guardians and trustees. Also lull
forms of petitions, orders and decrees, with references
to the statues of 1871, and late' decisions of our courts
up to Jan. 1st, 1873.

"A Word lo ihe Wise," Arc.

The Press

Practice»

—βυ-

octld&w

T> OWN

effect

POX

WILL BE ISSUED JAJÏUARY 20th !

Tate

on

SATURDAY,

Newcastle.
In port 30th ult, ship Ellen Goodspeed, Preble, for
New York; and others.
At Chefoo Nov 25, barque Adelia Carlton, Carlton,
tor Hong Kong.
Sid fm Swatow Nov 23, barque Moneynick, Mar-

Physicians buy the pure unhumanized vaccine
lymph of H. H. HAY, dealer in Pure Drugs, Medicines and Chemicals, junction Free and Middle streets.
He is, as usual, constantly receiving that which he
will guarantee to be absolutely reliable in every rejan20-lwwsn
spect.

Probate

—

When

toiapnnr»

—

In

dergrace,

TO PREVENT

Maine

Γ lai»

GOODS

FANCY

Portland.

Ar at

en

S M A LL

AND

Sid 22d, schs Alligator, Hattie M Mayo, Decora,
and Canary.
Sid 23d, schs A J Simonton, Gertie Lewis, Ε R Em-

YEOMANS,

General Eastern Agent,
83 Commercial St. Portland.

BATCHELOR'S HAIR DYE·

I>A1lS

MARKED

Color,

or

SOLD J3y rriie GALLON ONLY

—

WILL COXTIXUE

prices that

!

WHITE
AND

sn

LEACH'S, §4 MIDDLE STREET,

at

tor

Manufacturers of

PUREST

No. 39 State Street, Boston.

Furnishing
—

ville, Boardman, Nev York for Boston ; EE Stimpson. Bunker, do for Portland; James Wall, Grover,
Jacksonville for New Haven; J C Nash, Crowlev,
New York for Addison ; L M Warreu, Pickering, Baltimore for Belfast ; Ε F Willard, Thompson, do for
Southport.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 23d, schs Ada J Simonton, Hall, from Savannah 5 days for Boston ; Winner,
Plummer, Jacksonville 8 days fordo; Clara W El- ;
well, Giles, Alexandria for do; Gertie Lewis, Lewis,
St Marys lor Salem ; Rival, Dunton, Elizabethport

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of Improved Real Estate in the west, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, payable in the east, for sale by
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.

GOODS
—

TEN

Passed

ESTATE

SECURITIES !

SOMERSET COUNTY.

court.

act providing for the appointment and duties of the Recorder of Police Court of Bangor;
act relating to the towu of Scarboro; to incorHouse proprietary.
porate the Bangor
Passed to be enacted.—To increase the capital stock of the Laconia Co. : to incorporate
the town of Hersey; to provide for the purchase of the Maine State Year Book; to amend
an ac«authorizing the inhabitants of Addison
to build a
bridge across Pleasant river; resolve
ceding to the United States jurisdiction over
certain lots in Mt. Pleasant cemetery in Augusta; to incorporate the William's Slate

SAMUEL W. LANE. Sec'y.

A.

Har,linS. Guadaloupc;

SALE!

_

Attest

KNOX COUNTY.

John E. Burpee, an esteemed citizen of Bockland, died oil Friday of last week,aged 42 years.
He served in the 4th Maine Vols, two and a half
years.
A "square meal" cured a man found insensible in the street in Bockland recently. He had
a fit induced by hunger.

Have removed their Dffice to Rooms over George W.
Whittier's Dru^ Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now
at his new office to
wait on those requiring his professional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,

an

Read and passed in concurrence.
SAMUEL W. LANE, Sec'v.
A true copy.

GOLD

^β81τ*ν'

w,niΤΧΓΤΛΥ
A
,'c ,oman' Charleston.
WILMINGTON--Ar
18th, sch Tarry Not, Timmons
Navassa Island.
RICHMOND—Ar 21st, sch Lucy, Mahlman, from
Windsor, NS.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, sell Eureka, Stanley, from
Calais.
Sid 22d, brig M C Rosevelt, for Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 22d, brig Annie R Storcr,
Adams, Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, schs Mary W Happer, Gilman, Fernandiua 4 days; Florence Rogers,Sheppard,
Charleston 4 days ; Lilly, Hughes, do 7 days ; Izetta,
Smith, Port Royal, SC, 7 days; Ida & Annie, Cook,
Hyannis; Nellie Treat, Trim, Brunswick' Ga; JC
Nash, Crowley, Newcastle.
Cld 22d, schs Anna Shepard, Newton, Charleston ;
Danl Webster, Reed, Norfolk.
Cld 23d, ship Undaunted, Dinemore, San Francisco;
brigs Julia F Carney,Turner,Cardenas; Nellie Hastings, Hallett, Batavia: schs Josephine, Ficket, Jacksonville; C F Young, Richardson, Fuuchal.
Sid 22(1, barque S W Holbrook, for Cuba; brigs Carrie Purington, for Caibarien; Anna M Knight, for
St Thomas ; sch Paul Seavey. lor Oporto.

COUNT!.

one
was

cesses; that same Committee inquire into the
expediency of rendering a compensation to
witnesses unable to give sureties when committed to prison to ensure their attendance in

Read and assigned.—Resolve in favor of the
city of Hallowell; bill to incorporate the West
Branch Mattawamkeag Canal Co ; to amend

iai^1

In Senate, January 8,1873.

evening, sliding down hill.

(Beportcd for tbe Press.)
Augusta, Jan. 24.
SENATE.
House papers disposed of in concurrence:
Read and assigned—Bill to incorporate Mattauawcook Dam Co;to authorize I. Oakes to extend wharf into tide waters at Brewer; to authorize E. Johnson to extend wharf into tfile
waters of Penobscot at Hampden; of J. Dingley et als. to incorporate Auburn File Insurance Co.; to incorporate the Litchfield Insurance
Co.; to annex township No. 7, R. 5, to
Moro plantation; of certain parties for the relief of the Bingham estate; amendment to act
concerning insurance companies, (this bill
tabled and assigned for next Tuesday); to
amend chap. 2(i, R. 8. (tabled and assigned for
Tuesday next); amendment of act λ» incorporate the city of Ellsworth (this bill was taken
from the table and passed to be engrossed); to
authorize cities and towns to hold money for
certain useful purposes (under suspensiou of
rales passed to be engrossed).
Petitions, Bills, &c., presented and referred.—
Of R. Bales et als. of Fairfield relative to shire
town of Somerset county; of A. Sawyer et als.
of Southport relative to same; of S. Hartwell et
als. for same: of It. Merrill et als. for law authorizing trustees of Academies to surrender
property to towns for High Schools; (by Mr
Farrington)—Bill to provide for supervision of
common schools. Tabled and ordered printed.
The substance of this bill relates to the election of town supervisors who, with the State
will constitute a board of eduSuperintendent,
cation.
The Supervisors should hold town Institutes tojnstruct teachers in the best mode of
instructing and governing schools, and the examination of teachers, it nrovides also that
the State Smierintendeiits shall hold a Supervisors' and Teachers' Institute in each county.
It also provides for the appropriation of $3oi)U
Tor these Institutes. This bill is intended to
supersede the present law.

House of Representatives, Jan., 7,1873.
Read and passed. Sent up for concurrence.
SUMNER J. CHADBOURNE, Cleik.

FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.

Eighth Grand Animal Sale of

our

Ladies'

In port 17th, barque Mendotn, Perry, for Buenos
Ayres, ldg; brig Kllen Maria, Hoxle, ldg; schsNellie
Star, Poland; William II Mailer, Crowley, and Ada
Barker, Sawyer, ldg.
DARIEN—Cld lGth, sch £lwooa Burton, Jarvis,
Mystic, Ct.
CHARLESTON—Cld 20th, sch S G Hart, Hart, for
Savannah.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar IStli. ech Eri, Stuart,
Point a Petre.

Tn

janlOsntd

iVe will commence

Wiley, Norfolk.

until that date.

8th MANUFACTURERS'

EIGHTH

ANNUAL

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 13th, barque Corea,Baitiett, Callao.
BRUNSWICK, G A—Cld 15tli, sch Loretta Fish,

ofRepresentatives,

miscellaneous.

GRAHD

and put back
tor repairs.
Sch Frank Jameson, from New York for Philadelphia, carried away her foretopmast in New York B:iy
'1st, and tore foresail. She put back for repairs.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

FIFTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE.

Washington Matters.

The Dominion Board of Trade at its last
session devoted its attention to many practiand to some that may
cal questions

The Journal says that quite a crowd of peo"
to see the breaking of the grouud
on the Lewiston & Auburn railroad,
Tuesday;
and cheered the workmen with a will.
The Journal is informed that Mr. Mellen
Phiuuey of North Turner .recently vaccinated
himself from the arm of one of his children,and
that the results have been very serious.
Mr
Pliiimey' blood lias been so poisoned, that his
he
will not recover.
physician fears
Wm. B. Wood, treasurer of several of the
manufacturing corporations in Lewiston, informs the city government that unless the contract of the city with the Grand Trunk is made
so as to prevent a .railroad combination, as is
now the case, the corporations are prepared to
carry the great constitutional qnestion, which
underlies the construction of railroads by towns
and cities, up to the United States Supreme
Court, in due form, if need be.

pie gathered

X.

land.

Argus,

Btb

nore, got in collision with a pilot,
•iver 26th ult, sustaining some damage

Jan. 7,1873.
Ohdebed, that, the Senate concuring, all i>etitions
ior private legislation, except thoBe for redress of
wrongs and grievances, which shall be presented to
this Legislature after the first day of February next,
bo referred to the next Legislature, and that this order
be published in the daily Kennebec Journal, the daily Lewiston Journal, the Bangor Daily Whig and
Courier, Portland Daiiv Press, and Daily Eastern

alcohol.

The First Baptist church in Lewiston have
voted not to accept the resignation of their pas
tor, Rev. Mr. Haynes.

at. 1Π

NEWS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MEW

boat in Demarara

STATE OF MAINE.
In House

Religious Intelligence.

Ifli

ax

present,

Adjourned.

^service,

her commitof ^'m^'not exceedin.S
any^ength
discharged from
ment. Whenever any girl

to be

THE

and took his seat in the Hon so.

ί

given

announced

To Let
commodious four storied Brick
Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession
given.
ELLAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
Or ot
septl2sntf

whereupon he
was conducted to the Governor, was qualified,
was

Advices from Skibbereen of 6th lost elate that two
ifebuoys l<ad come ashore there, one marked ''Sardis,
iioeton." and the other 4 St Michael, Quebec.*' The
iardis. Follansbee, sailed from Howlanu's Island Aug
14th for Liverpool, and it is ieared the two vessels
\ave been in collision with disastrous résulte. The
iardis was built at Belfast and hailed from Boston.
Sch Palos, Shackford. from Demarara for Balti-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

pany.
The Committee on Elections reported that
Joseph L. Foss of Danforth, contestant, was
F. Johnson of
entitled to the seat of W.
Topsfield. The report was aecopted and Mr. Foss

Mr. Lewis E. Grant was ordained to the work
of the ministry of the gospel, and recognized as
pastor of the Baptist church of Bowdoinhamon
Wednesday of last week.
I'rof. Herrick, of the Bangor Theological
Seminary, .who lias been for some ten weeks
past prostrated by a painful illness, is thought
His disease is perito be improving in health.
ostitis of the metacarpal bones of the right foot,
which
has
suffered
he
from
intensely.
Bev. H. SI Eaton lias accepted a call from
the church of Westerly, Β. I., with a salary of
$1000. Mr. E. closes his labors at Newport the
middle of February and begins work in his new
field the last Sunday of the same month.
The First Church in North Yarmouth, Walnut I-Iill, where the Bev. C. Hobart was pastor
the last thirty-six years of bis life, are in want
of a minister to settle for life. The Bev. Hugh
Brown, of Shuslian, New York, closed his labors of eighteen weeks the 19th inst.
Bev. E. S. Frrencli is peaching in the logging
| camps in Weston and Orient, and a good religious interest has been aroused all over his circuit. Last Sabbath Mr. French held services
iu the Ε. & N. A. Station at Crooked Harbor.
before the Legislature in favor of the Maine
The Congregational church of Northfield has
Central Riilroad Gompany.
beeu very fortunate in receiving assistance from
an
Mr.
Coffin Smith who lives iu the adjoining
of
"All
the
Be it enacted, <6c.,
provisions
tewn of Centreville. One of his donations was
act entitled 'an act additional to the acts which
a beautiful communion service of silver plate
constitute fie charter of the Maine Central
The Baptist church in Bath have extended a
Railroad Company' approved Feb. 25th, 1867
call to Bev. S. A. Kingsbury, D. D., now of Inall
the
aud
extended
with
are hereby revived
diana, to become their pastor.
Bev. Ε. T. Sanford was ordained pastor of
rights, privileges and immunities, which were
the First Baptist church in Jefferson, Jan. 15th.
granted by said act, for five years from tlie pas- Sermon
by Bev. Wm. Tilley, former pastor of
sage of this act.
the church.
This act shall take effect when approved.
The York Association meets Tuesday, Feb.

cure.

While thousands of politicians liave been
ruined by their adhesion to the Cincinnati

are

Γ
to inearporQuarry Company of Brownfield ; I erry
Comîto the W'intcrport and Bucksi>ort

THE

Notice.
Stockholder* of tbe Portland Union Railway

& ack Bay Land Co. a"o serebT notified that
the Annual meeting for the choice of Officers, and
such other business as inav legally come before them,
will be held at the office of H. J. Libby & Co., on
TUESDAY, Feb. 4,1873, at 3 o'clock P. M.
J. S. WINsLOW, Clerk.
jan24dtd

CITY DUILDIXG, Pino Street,
LEWIMTOX «ΑΙΝΕ.
LKW1R C.

JOHSSOM,

JOSEPH A.

Janïl

JÛ Π Ν

SON,

<llynewe3m
PRMTI^ii

JOB
office.

neatly

cxecntol

at

Hit

The Arjjouaul* of '40,
The severe storm last evening caused α tin'
house at ISret Harte's V>ctnre. Hail the ever
ing becu pleasant the hall would have bee:
crowded to suffocation. Mr. Havte bad beei
traveling for two days and two nights, bavin

THE PRESS,
SATURDAY MOBMNO.JAN. 25, 1873

May

be

THE PRESS
obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes-

senden Bros., Marquis, Robiuson,

Andrews,Wentworth,
Glendenuing
and Chisholm

Bon,

Bros.,

thecity.

Biddeford,

on

come

Pillsbury.

society rather than that of a litterateur.
slight "build," keen, observant face,

pical episode,

crusade as strange as any the
world has seen. It is a story of a life that ex·
ists no longer. Vagu? ideas the world bad always had of California up to the discovery of
gold in '40. The peaceful life of the iuliabi.
tants, their simple character and pastoral pursuits, were accounted for by the general influence of the convents and missions.
Even justice was administered with almost

Removal—Dr. Charles Webster.

Congress St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B. Pitblado. Pastor. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m. and G p. iu.
Preaching at 10} A. M., and 3 p.m. Lecture at 7t
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr.
Hayden
will preach to-morrow morning from Math,
xxiv, 32.
Evening Leoture in the Vestry at 7J o'clock.
First Second Advent Church, 353} Congress
street. Elder W. S. Campbell, of New Biitain, Conn,
will preach to-morrow at the asual hours. Seats free.
Spiritual Fraternity, Army and Navy UnionHall—Children's Progressive Lyceum at 10} A.M.
Conference at 3 P. M.
Congress Square Universalis!' Society.—Services by the pastor at 10} A. M., at 7 P. M., the pastor will deliver the last ol a course of lectures.

Temperance

Hall, 351} Congress st. Conference at 8 P. M.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor.—Services at 10} A. M. Praise
Meeting at 7 P. M.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
-St^^ider J. A. Ubby of West Poland will preach tocorner

a. m.

Preble and Cumberland

streets. Sunday School at 2 p. m ; preaching at 3 ; p.
m ; a Conferauce meeting at. 7 p. m.
Free to all.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H.
Wright,
Pastor.—Services will i-.e held at 10} a. in., and 3 p.
m.

First Parish.—Rev. Wm. C. Ganuctt, of Boston,

will

preach to-morrow.
First Baptist Church, Congress
st., corner of
Wilmot. Rev. Wm. 11. Shailer,
Pastor.—Preaching at
3 ; Sabbath School at 1| ; Social
Meeting at 7 p. m.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust
Street.—Evening
service omitted on account of the Temperance meeting at City Hall.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Preaching in the
at 10} o'clock by the pastor, Rev. A. K. P.

morning

Small.

vice.

Sunday School

at close of the

Social meeting at 7 o'clock P. M.

morning

ser-

Supreme Judicial Court.
before judge danfortii.

Friday.—Leonard Pennv vs. William Wpennii .Tr.
Account annexed for board of wife's step-mother, reported yesterday. Verdict for plaintiff—$131.71.—
Motion to set aside verdict.
Cobb.
Swasey.
Judge comes in next week to close up matters.—
Jury discharged finally ; also the Stenographer.
Sarah F. Polley, libl't, vs. Isaac P.
Polley. Libel
for divorce. Cause desertion. Divorce decreed.
Howard & Cleaves for libl't.
Emily J. Mason vs. George A. Mason. Libel for
divorce. Cause desertion. Divorce decreed.
Howard & Cleaves for libl't.
On motion of S. C. Strout,
Esq., John II. Fogg of
Gorham was admitted to practice in all the Courts
of this State.
Court adjourned sine die.
Superior Court.
JANUARY

CRIMINAL

TERM,

BEFORE

JUDGE

8Y-

MOXDS.

Fbiday.—In the case of State vs. William L. Putnam, James McGlinchy, Charles H. Hall, Franci
Hoffman, and John H. McCue, Judge Symouds delivqged his charge to the jury, closing at half past ten
in tire forenoon, at which time the jury retired to
their room to consider the verdict.
During the day there were various rumors that the
jury etood thus and so, but nothing definite was
known. When the jury came in at half past four in
the afternoon there was no little interest and impatience manifested while the court was waiting for
some of the respondents to be sent for.
The name of James McGlinchy was the first upon

iudistment, and when the foreman pronounced
not guilty as to him, there was a murmer of approval
which was turned into applause when the name oi
Mr. Putnam was called and the answer came "not
the

guilty."
As soon as order was restored by the sheriff the
jury proceeded to render a verdict of not guilty as to
all of the respondents.
Judge Symonds in excusing the jury, said to them
that he

thought

duty which had

it proper in view of the responsible
devolved upon them in deciding the

express to them his entire concurrence in the
result which they had reached ; that the prosecution
had served one useful purpose, that of a full, open
and impartial investigation into the facts of the case;
that it had been conducted in the most able and
faithful manner by the counsel for the Government,
and had entirely exculpated the officers of the county
who had the liquors in charge, from any suspicion
which might have attached to them.
State vs. Charles West alias John Ballantine. Indicted for larceny of a trunk of clothing from one Augusta Holloy. Verdict, guilty.
Mattocks.
Clarence Iialc.
case, to

a

primitive
simplicity, for a senor having been complained
of by his wife for paying
attentions, in the form
of a serenade, to another senora, was
acquitted
of the offence charged, but held for disturbing

Rclijtioufl Notice*.

Prayer meeting at b

He i.dart

hair and eyes, and wears a moustache and bearr
something after the English fashion. Withal,
he has a most winning smile.
The lecturer said that lie proposed to tell tht
story of the Argonauts of '49, a quaint and ty-

Jott & Keiler—Fresco Painters.
5000 Agents Wanted.
Daucy & Co'e., Cards—5
MLSCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
W, L. Snell's Announcements.
Look out for Him.

Portland Spiritual Association,

not

of

AUCTION COLUMN.
Administratrix Sale—Whittier'· Apothecary Store.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
L. S. B. C.—Graud Assembly.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Eighth Grand Annual Sale—Davis & Co.
To Let—Tenement.
Travelers Insurance Co.—Statement.
Administrator's Notice.

Preble Chapel,

wa

strong. Iu personal ap
pearance lie presents the aspect of a man 01

modulated, but

Adrrrliwmcnle To-Day.

at the usual hours.

be

effort

CITY AND VICINITY.

morrow

so

not in the best condition for speaking; yet hi
was a noble one.
11 is manner is singu
larly easy ami pleasing. Though dealing bu
little in gesture, he throws great expression in
to his delivery.
His voice is clear and wcl

Brai,el1™

Moses, iienoe
all trains that run ou

At
of
At Saco of L,
Hodgdon.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News
Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of W. F. Stanwood,

New

directly through from Detroit,

the peace with his execrable performance. ïbe
inroads of the gold-seekers shocked the civilization of the country to its centre and overthrew the customs of centuries,and the finding
of the grains of gold by the laborers at Sutter's mills prefigured the downfall of the peTo the youngest
culiarities of the country.
and oldest religions are due tho credit of the
acquisition of California, for without the missions of the Catholics and the oasis iu the de
sert of the Mormons emigration would have
been almost an impossibility. The Argouauts
were but little affected
by either of these religious influences, however, and were
in

tioned

an

ιυι:,<·ι-

ut1 y were

they

were

preparing to have

charged from the Grand Trunk yesterday."
prefer to accept the statement of the City

We

Editor of that paper, whom

we

know, rather

thau that of tho unknown and nameless demagogue who is so clumsily seeking to make

politico-religious capital out of
in regard

the sanitary

to

admonition
condition of the
our

city.

Aryus correspondent indulges in a bit of
It
bladdery bathos about "sweet Liberty.
The

isn't the sweet air of liberty to which we object, but the noxious and by 110 means pleasant
smelling atmosphere of small pox. By implication lie accuses us of hanging Quakers, whipping Baptists, and killing witches and Indians
We protest it's all a mistake.
at wholesale.
No i>ersou connected with the Press, from
Editor in-Chief down to printer's devil ever

witches

or

Baptists
shainelossly disregard sansave

them.

"Who have ever converted ludiaus except
Roman Catholics? Did Jesus come to destroy
men's lives or to save them'.'
Will you answer these
questions, Mr.

Press?"

With pleasure.
1. John Endicott. J. We
dou't know. But in return we ask this babbling idiot what these questions have to do
with spreading the small pox
means of

by

Resolution ok Respect to the Memory
of the Late Rexsellaer Cram.—At a meet-

ing of

the Directors of the Portland Company
held on the 2il inst., the following resolution

was

waitin' nv his

recollection of them that should be cherished
by all who are interested imthe maintenance of
these works.
That Smuggling Case.—It seems that three
well known business houses in this
cit7 were
concerned in the smuggling case we mentioned

his valise ou top his shoulders and
put the
money and direction in his hand.
It may not be well to be too familiar with the
personal history of the Argonauts. They had
left home, family, creditors, and even officers of
the law behind them, aud some of their own

recently.
Nutmegs, alcohol
liquors were the articles. These

and

alcoholi«

were, with the

exception of the nutmegs, taken out of bond in
Boston, carried about on the sea for a time, and

wives,

then landed

aud even other men's wives, to go to this
wonderful land.
Some of the best had the
worst pedigree, and some of the worst had been
nurtured in the first families of the land. The
peculiar view they took of things was illustrated by the remark of John Oakhnrst: "To think

on

Loug Island,

whence

they were

brought to this city, the nutmegs were directly smuggled. The smuggling has been carried

\

I

oji for

time.
The authorities have been
quietly hunting the matter up, and the arrest
and conviction of parties for smuggling last fall
some

that some folks thinks keerds a waste of time,"
he remarked after a sitting of au hour iu which
he had won $5000. There was no special
type
of adventure; character ruled, and the

supplied the missing link in the evidence. The
authorities, not unnaturally, arc very reticent;
but, so far as we can learn, this is the true state
of affairs.
Suits have been commenced and

est was not always thp best.
The lecturer painted a description of San
Francisco in the winter of '52. The streets
were flooded from the heavy
rains, flour was
$50 a barrel, and times were hard. Men were
ready for any excitement and found it in the
most singular ways, A carriage, one of the
six iu the city, stuck in the mire, was
dug out
by them, aud they felt amply rewarded by a
chance glimpse of its female
occupant, painted
though she might be. The cry of a baby at the
theatre was a signal for universal applause.
A street row and man shot was
hardly an excitement at that time. The gambling saloons

bonds

strong-

We did

hope

that he would be

rewardediy

in the

of

sum

$52,000.

Pickwick.—We advise all our friends who
to enjoy a very pleasant evening to purchase tickets to the Pickwick entertainment,

Wednesday evening 29th iust. We learn that
the best talent of the city has besu secured to
render in appropriate costume, the wonderful
characters drawn by Dickens. Also to secure
early tickets to Mr. Pickwick's supper to his
fneuds, as the sale must be limited to the capacity of the hall.
Meeting of tiie City Government.—Mayor Kingsbuiy has called a
meeting of the city

as
quiet and orderly as could be wished,
aud men visited them at the close of their
day's
'abor without any ynusual excitement. Any

I

given

want

were

government to niglit to consider what, if any,
action will be taken in reference to the bills of

a

the P. 8. & P. railroad, and the Maiue Central
relative to their extension in the city. The subject of the proposed five mill tax will be brought
up. Citizens interested in these matters
invited to bo present.

are

Narrow Escape.—Λ man named Kobcrt
M'Donald fell into Portland Pier dock about
nine o'clock last evening.
He was rescued,

nearly exhausted by Capt. Dutton of the
schooner Oregon, and brought to the signal
office on Exchange street
From there he was
removed to the lodging house.
Larceny.—Last evening Howard i':iriar secreted himself in the store of J. B. Mathews,
corner of Moulton and Commercial streets, and
after the store was closed sallied forth with a
chest of tea. Officers Garland and Barbour
saw and arrested him.
After reaching the police station he made a full confession.
I. Oc P. Road.
Mr. Editor,—I have read in your paper of
this morning, the article signed "Citizen," containing a copy of the proposed bill to allow the
P. S. & P. R. II. Co. to extend its present road,
to obtain terminal facilities, &c. in Portland.—
The caution of Citizen is well timed, for some
years since the P. S. & P. Co.built three tracks
across the Portlaud terminus of Portland bridge
in violation of law, and have used said tracks
P.

ever

AUGUSTA MATTERS.

since, obstructing travel and endangering

the lives of all persons

crossing

said

bridge.—

xnis uni leaves nie citizens οι l'oruauu utterly
defenceless against this same 1*. S. & P. road;
therefore it should be so amended as to require
the approval of our city government to any
change in location of said road in this city before said change, or location shall be deemed
valid.
τ·
_____________

The auuual statement of the Travelers InCompany, which will be found in another column,presents that company in a sound
and flourishing condition. The Travelers is a
progressive institution and with its constantly in
crcasing assets and surplus affords the strongest
security to those who desire life or accident insurance

surance

upon

a

definite contract

and

at low

rates.
WI8CEM.ANEOC8 NOTICES.
Wanted.—One thousand heads of
which a fair price will be paid, at

Hair for

W. L. Snell's.
LaoK

IIim.—Don't lend A. F. Varney money on the pretence of his being in my
He was disemploy. Such is not the case.
charged about January 1st.
J. Burleigh, 89 Middle Street.
out

for

Fresh lost of Hair
Snell

goods just in,

at

W. L.

Davis & Co. offer special inducements to all
in want of that class of goods which constitutes
their stock.
Their prices are marked clear
down to hard pan and their stock cannot be excelled in the city for quality aud variety. The
ladies cannot do better than give them a ceil.
F. Ο. Β AILE ν & Co., sell in Market Square
at 11 o'clock, two horses, new aud second
baud sleiglis, &c. At 12 o'elock m. at office,
18 Exchange street, 18 shares of Portland βα.

to-day

stock.
The Enquirer.—The best advertising medium in Maine. Circulation 10,000 aud increasjan7tf
ing 1000 per mouth. Try it
The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liver qil
is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the sea
shore from fresh seleetod livers, by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York.
It is absolutely

jrareand sweet. Patieuts who have once taken
it prefer it to all others. Physicians have decided it superior
market.

to

any of the

other oils in
novl4-12w

Job

Printing.—Every description of Jos
Printing executed promptly, and at the loweer
at the Daily Press
Printing House, 109

Èrices,
ixchange St.

Wm. M. Marks

MINOR TELECRim

A

Captain General

is to be appointed
for Cuba. Oue thousand troops have sailed
to join the forces in the field
against the insur
new

gents.

The

cester,

harbor,

fishing schooner

Maud Muller of Cllouashore on Deer Island, in Bostou
yesterday, in the storm. The crew ara

went

all safe.
Wm. D. White, who has a
family in Worcester, died iu Providence Friday morning from
the effect of self administered

poison.

Bill Dennis, colored, convicted of
outrage on
May Thompson in March last, was executed
Friday at Newcastle, Del. He went to the gallows singing a hymn.

loan the amount I received from Mr. Ames.
THE GREAT SNOW
Ames—Did you not ask me repeatedly when
you would get any more dividends from that
stock ?
Tuuumo, Jan. 24 -One of the must violout
Did not remember oC giving
Α.—No, sir.
snow storms which ha3 been
experienced here
Mr. Ames a uolei r receipt.
for
many years, accompanied by « trrii<, f„')m
Mr. Ames—What was said when I handed
the east, commcnced yesterday and "till continyou $750?
ues.
Trains on the several lilies of railroads
<·
Α.—I can't tell. I had asked you a few days have ceased
running for the present.
before for a loan.
Grand Rapids, Micli., Jan. 24.—A driviug
-Mr. Ames said Mr. Kelley had asked linn
northeast snow storm began night before last in
about dividends 011 the stock.
this city, and 011 the western shore of the State,
G. Ordway.
ofitlic House,
scrgeant-at-arnis
was
called, and explained how the business of and it now seems to be growing more furious,
his office was
All the trains
conducted, private accounts being with a prospect of continuing
As the
kept with each member, ils thev frequently sent on the roads are several hours late.
dratfc home, etc.
He produced the book, and
damp snow is drifting terribly before u strong
under the date of June
wiud the blockade threatens to lie the worst we
24, lsiW, poiuted out the
entry of $329 paid on u check marked W. D. K.
have had this winter.
and signed by Oakos Ames, also
New York, Jan. 24.—The storm continued
produced the
check and testitied that he believed il wis in
during the night, changing from snow to hail
the handwriting of Mr. Ames.
and
occassional s.cet. This morning there was
Judge Kelley denied that he had α nieetiu·' about ten inches of snow on the groatid with
with Colfax. Patterson and Garlield last o\ ™falling anil cold northwest winds. The
uing determined upon the course they should sleet
street car traffic is much impeded.
persue to break down the testimony (if Ames.
I'oht ,Thi;vis, Ν. Y., Jan. 24.—All the Erie
Air. Colfax stated that he left the city at one
o'clock yesterday for Trenton, X. J.
railway trains are much delayed by the snow.
Moses Delioii and ïhos. Ji. Cheney, clerks in j
censed at
Milwaukee, Jan. 21.—The storm
11 o'clock last
the office of the sergeant-at-arms of the House,
night. It (lid not extend to Minwere examined as t \> the checks and interest.
nesota and the western or northern part of
\\ isconsin.
The former, who is cashier of the check marked
The trains o\ er the Milwaukee
l'aul road are
\V. D. K. or S. C. to Mr. Ames if he handed it
moving all riL'ht to-day.
in. Ames made a deposit of $10,000 to hi.; priSr Lons, .Jau. "24.—The snow storm ceased
vate account in June, 1808.
here last night.
The weather to-dav was clear
Mr. Antes—Will you turn to the lunik and
and very cold.
The railroads in this vicinity
see it the check for $632 is charged to him.
seem not much
obstructed and trains are but
Witness—It is, but I see nothing to the credit iitt e delayed. In the western
part of the State
of his accounts except mileage and salary.
and 111 Kansas, liowover, much uimc snow fell
Saw 110 credit of Mr. Colfax of a §1*200 check.
and the railroads· are blocked.
L. L. Crounso, a newspaper correspondent,
testified that lie had quite a number ol' couver- |
The Prison lie farm Γοιι^νιχι,
sations with Ames on the subject of this in yes· ;
Baltimore, Jan. 24.—In the Prison Reform
tigation, at least five or six. Had a conversation with him about the 7tli of January.—
Congress to-day, St. Xaiuis was designated for
Thought it was after Mr. Colfax made his state- the next annual meeting. Dr. Wines submitted η memorial to Congress for aid to enable
ment before the committee.
Question by Mr. Colfax—Did Τ say he heard the association to carry out its work by publishstatement'.'
my
ing statistics and otherwise. Adopted, ResoA.—I think he did. 1 am not certain, as I
lutions were adopted relating first to the con
alluded to the statement myself. I got tiie imnectiou of intemperance with crime; second, to
pression that he had heard it.
leasing or controlling convict labor, and advo().—What did he say?
cating the the control of such labor by the State
A.—W called his attention to the fact that
authorities; third, recommending the appointment of agents iu all the States and large cities
your statement did not agree with his testimofor the protection of poor and frieudless pelny in the beginning. I11 response he made the
general remark, I believe lie said, lie had 110 sons charged with minor offences; fourth, urgrecord, but always carried in his head these ing promptaud persistent efforts for the immatters. 1 think he said ho presumed that Colprovement of prisons, especially as to the char
fax was about correct. Did not understand him
acter of the managers and their management.
to
he
A resolution was also adopted urging the imcarried
things
recollecentirely. My
say
tion is, that ho said Mr. Colfax is probably corportance ot juvenile reformatories. The comrect.
fie said nothing about the $1200.
mittee to memorialize Congress was announced. Adjourned sine die.
Mr. Ames—Did I tell you Mr. Colfax s liate
ment was substantially or probably correct?
Λ.—I think so. 1 think you said it is proliaj
IKTEOitOI.etaCAl..
correct.

STORM.

,.

(Spécial

to

tlic Press.)

Soiteioii To-ilny.
Augusta, Jan. 24.—There has been little of
interest in either sessio· to-day. The prompt
action of the Election Committee put Sir. Johnson, of Topsfield, ont of his seat and put Mr.
Johnson made a witty speech and a
sharp debate arose in reference to paying the
unseated
Mr. Vinton claimed that
Foes ill.

gentleman.

he should be paid only for the time present,and
Mr. Kuowlton and others that he should have
the whole $1.T0. The House was generous and
gave him the whole.
The enteral Ilailreaii Bill.
It is said that the General Railroad bill wilj
be reported next Wednesday. It is now in the
bands of a sub-coinuiittee consisting of Messrs.
Dingly, Bisbee and Titcoinb. Doubts are expressed of its being passed by the Senate.
The BoMon nutl Malar Iteration.
Some minor matter between the Boston and
Maine and P. S. & Γ. Railroad Companies re-

lative to the North Berwick location not settled
in general committee, have been
adjusted by a
sub-committee consisting of Messrs. Butler and

Bisbee,

and the bill will be reported in the Senate to-morrow l>v Mr. Butler and ordered
printed.
lit Cetera.

The Portland & Deering Horse Railroad petitioners have leave to bring in a bill.
The Committee on State Printing and Binding will report a contract with the present parties, naarly similar to the present.
Oscar Hill of North port will appear to
test tbc seat of J. Ic Witherb.v.

con-

The remarks in yesterday's special were not
intended to reflect upon the Land Committee
who had only heard but one side of the question.

Messrs. Drummond and lîeed of Portland
Smith of Saco are in towu. It is said that
Reed represents Portland's opposition to
tlve mill tax. Portland pays out §18,000

and
Mr.
the
and

by the present tax, while the proposed
tax would increase it to lwtween S00,000 and

more

8100,000.
Mr. Farrington's

bill is intended as a compromise for that reported by the Educat'on
Committee.

Tlie Storm—'Thunder and Lightning.
[Special to Press.l
Farmisgton, J an. 21 —Λ heavy snow storm
has prevailed here this evening. At six o'clock
this evening there were sevèral brilliant flashes
of lightning, accompanied with thunder.
[To tbe Associated Press.]
\ViscAesET, «Tan. 24.—Λ brisk shower of hail,
accompanied by heavy thunder and very sharp
lightning, occurred here at a few minutes past
813C this fiVfinin©"Thft thprmnmobr afrw*/l of

eiglit above zero; wiud northwest.
Waldoboro, Jan. 24.—It has been snowing
hero all day, and at this hour (0.30 p. m.) the
storm is on the increase, accompanied with
thunder and very sliarp lightning.
Thermometer, twelve above.

Brunswick, Jan. 24.—The northeast snow
storm which began early this morning is increasing in severity this evening and is accompanied by lightning.

Thermometer, five above.
Jan. 24.—The tevere storm which
commenced this morning continued through the
day and evening. About six o'clock it turned
to hail and was accompanied by vivid flashes of
Augusta,

lightuing and
plainly heard.

several peals of thunder were
The afternoon train from Boston was about two hours late, and the
evening
train due at eight o'clock did not arrive till after
eleven o'clock.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Railroad Aceiilcut ru<1 Lone ofLift1.

Springfield, Jan. 24.—A freight train on
the Boston and Albany road broke through a
bridge near Middlefletd, thirty miles west of

this city, to-night. The train was
precipitated
into the Westfield river.
Eben Stebbins of
this city, engineer, was killed, as well as the
fireman, whose name is not yet ascertained.
Chas. Basfield, brakeman of this city, was badly injured, and two other brakemen were
wounded.

NEW YORK.
I

π dit'It'll.

Albanv, Jan. 24.—The United States graud
jury has indicted Susan B. Anthony and fifteen ladies for voting illegally at Rochester.—
They will appear before the court iii that city-

Indictments are also found against
the three inspectors who received their votes.
Vni-ioun Matter·.
New York, Jan. 34—All the officials of the
county buildings arc to be removed at once.
Ex-Mayor Kalbflerscli is suffering a relapse.
The report that the Atlantic Steamship Co.
will suspend is denied.
Tweed's trial continued to day. Keyser, the
plumber, testified that 33 1-2 per cent, were added to his bills. It was also shown that Tweed
deposited about half a million dollars about the
time the bills were paid. Tweed refused to
present his bank books at the demand of the
next

May.

prosecution.

It is reported that
ceed Kelso as police

inspector Walling w ill
superintendent.

suc-

WASHINGTON.

Credit Mobilier.
Sensational Session of the Poland
Committee.
Judge Kelley. Vice President Collax and Mr. Ames Participate.
Washington, Jan. 24.—Mr. Poland's Credit
Mobilier Committee resumed its session this
morning. Oakes Ames wtjs cross-examined by
J. W. Kelley, as follows:
+

Kir Τ,ι,1«Λ 1Γλ11«,γ

f

your testimony that you hold as my property
ten shares of Credit Mobilier stoek.
Answer—Yes, sir.
Question—Will you state when they became
my

property?

Answer—When you paid for them, in Juuc,
18fi8.
Question—Have there been any dividends

siuce?
Answer—Yes, sir.
Question—How much?

Answer—I cannot state what they were.
Question—Have you put them to my credit?
Answer—I hold them for you sir.
Question—Then cau you tell me what prop-

erty of mine you hold?
Answer—Teu shares of Credit Mobilier stoak
and ten shares of Union Pacific stock.
Question—When did you get the Union Pacific stock?
Answer—It came into îuy hands in January
or February, 18US.
There have tK;cn two or
three dividends on the Credit Mobilier stock
since June, 1808, but could not tell what they
were as he had not the data here.
Question—Well, what do you suppose yon
hold belonging to me besides Credit Mobilier?
Answer—I should think I have forty or fifty
shares of Union Pacific stock. 1 also received
some certificates for first
mortgage bonds which
the company was not able to give, and they
were exchanged for income bonds, bui.·· I don't
recollect the atnotnt.
Judge Kellev—For the present L am simply
in pursuit of what I am worth. Can you furnish the committee with a list of the property
you hold for me?
A.—Yes, sir. I think I cau by to-morrow.
Q—How did I pay you for the Credit Mobilier stock?
A.—In the first place you were to pay me
$1000 for the stock and interest.
Q.—Did I ask you far Credit Mobilier stock,
or did you ask me to take it?
A—I don't remember now, but I know
you
took it. Did uot reuiemlier of any interview
with Mr. Kelley in front of the Kbbett Hau so.
Had an interview with him, but did not remember as to the place. Had loane I Mr. Kelley money prior to the Credit Mobilier transaction.
Q.—How soon can you deliver my ten shares
of Credit Mobilier stock and dividends?
Mr. Ames (producing the certificates of Credit Mobilier stock from his pocket) I can deliver
them now, sir, and the dividends you can have
soon.

Mr. Kelley—Hand tlieni to the chairman,
with the list of dividends, for my use.
Mr. Ames (handing the certificates to Judge
Poland)—H you say you don't own tbem I
don't see how you are eutitled to the dividends.
Mr. Kelley—But vou say that I do own them,
and I intend to make use of them.
Mr. Ames— Certainly,sir, that is whatl agree
to perfectly.
Q.—When I receive these from Hie chairman
will I not be your debtor?
Α.—Yes, for $750.
Q —How does that come?
A.—If you receive all the dividends, and I
don't take my pay, you will owe me $750,which
1 loaned
you. The Credit Mobilier stock was
all you paid for.
Q.—Did you ever hand me a eheck marked
W. D. K.?
A.—Yes, sir.
Q—Were there any other checks except those
marked W. D. K. anil S. C.
A.—Yes, sir.

Q.—How many?
Α.—I can't tell. I

..

_

The

MATTERS IN MAINE.

feel that it is fitting, as liis associates in this
Board, to give expression to our sense of the
value of his services upon it, and the grateful

mighty takiu' way of talkinV' Λ lawyer ou
landing, found himself without the necessary
§20 to pay for having liia valise carried to the
hotel, aud while trudging along with it on his
back earned his fee of $10 from a client who,
saying that lie "had not half a load," thrust

BY TELEGRAPH.

passed :

This being the first meeting of the Board
since the death of our late associate, Rensellaer
Cram, we desire to place upon record a tribute
of respect to his memory.
Regarding this Company as an enterprise of
importance to the prosperity of Portland, he
was at all times ready th give his time and attention to its affairs/fulfilling and exceeding
the duties of a Director.
His active services have been freely rendered,
and, with his wise counsel, and the pledge of
his ample credit have contributed greatly to the
measure ol' success that has been attained.
And while in common with all who knew
him in the varied usefulness of his life, we

judging

Sunday evening.

where

wakes"?

■

every

place

"wake" Wednesday was, with his wife, dis-

The "non sectarian Democrat" closes
by asking the following questions:

noise of a cane falliug or a loud laugh disturbed the quiet of the place and caused remark.
You met every one there, as a matter of course,
and men wli® parted at the church door at home
in the East, met each other without reproach.
A man slipped from his chair one evening, dead,
from heart disease. Three physicians present
examiuedhim; his left-hand neighbor, a coroner, empanelled the rest of the players at the
table as a jury, who laid dow u their cards a few
moments and found a verdict in accordauce
with the facts, aud resumed their play. A man
having just come down from the mines, on his
way East, strolled into the saloon, won, lost all,
left, and, ashamed to write home, lived a miserable life of want until his wife, hearing of
his whereabouts, came out to find him. The
municipal Court·
man had all the time
haunted the gambling
BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.
house, and ventured all lie could in the vain
Faiday.—Alexander Bell. Search and seizure.—
hope of returning fortune. His wife arrived,
FIneciS50. Paid.
and met John tiakhurst as the first person, of
John W. Wier. Search and seizure. Plea of mis[ whom she inquired her way. He learned lier
nomer.
Plea overruled and respondent ordered to
story, met lier husband that evening, bought
his cliaece for tlie next play for $3000, lost the
pay a fine of $50 and costs. Appealed.
J. II. Williams.
play, and drove the man to his wife ill waiting
outside. Upon being consoled for his loss John
replied: "Well, 1 got tired of seeing that felBrief Jolting*.
low rouud; so you see, I just fixed it; but it's the
Rev. C. B. Pitblado will deliver his third lec- first time as I ever
played a game as was not
on the square."
ture Sunday evening at Congress street JV1. E.
Social
life
was peculiar also.
Gentlemen
church. Subject—"Nature a very poor Bible,"
made calls iu long boots and red flaunol shirts.
Yesterday was the most disagreeable day of a Ladies went to balls and danced with a new
very disagreeable winter. A blustering easterpartner each change in the quadrille. Ladies
ly storm began early in the morning aud con- apologized for holes in their chair seats from
the explosion of revolvers of awkward visitors.
tinued all day.
The best dressed men were gamblers ai.d the
Dr. C. E. Web3ter has removed to No. 74
best dressed ladies had no right to the name.
Ladies were escorted home by a platoon of ackfree street. We trust liis change of location
inirers, and realized the full meaning of "the
will add to his already lucrative practice.
pleasure of your comnany." A. chancre was
j-ΐΐϋ βιυιιιι uettureu very
many out υι tu>v u
observable when tine clothes bpgau to appear
people who had promised themselves the pleas- and men swore less. Bolts began to be used,
and portable property was not left carelessly
ure of listening to Bret Harte, from attending
about. In the mountains, it seemed as if tlie
hie lecture. Among these was Mr. Bice, Warpeople bad come to occupy it a thousand years
den of the State Prison, who wrote on to secure
before Nature was prepared for them, and the
character of the men was represented by the
seats for himself and friends.
there was nothing soft or pastoral
Davis & Co. call attention to their eighth landscape;
about it. The miners first Tiveu in tents and
graud annual sale, which begins to-dav. Their then in huts, but chimneys were rarely used as
advertisement is a very inviting one.
they implied a too settled character to the shelter to correspond with the likiues of the resiRailroad trains were very generally delayed
dents. The frying-pan was the usual cooking
yesterday by the storm.
utensil, and served all the purposes of the minThe Putnam trial is over, and everybody
er, who travelled with it lashed to his back like
What was all the guitar of the troubadour.
seems to have done just right.
Happily their
meals were few and irregular, and they might
the "fuss about, then?
be tracked from camp to camp by the empty
They just howled yesterday. The elements, cans, with labels specifying their contents to
be oysters, Boston crackers and other things.
we mean.
Although they had some variety, their chief reCandidates for the mayoralty nomination are
liance was beans. Their dreis was peculiar,
in
the
be
seven
Richmonds
There
multiplying.
and they were so handy with their needles that
the amendments introduced to their clothing
field.
Dr. S. C. Gordon delivered a very pleasing frequently became the most prominent part of
their costume. Flour sacks were their principal
lecture on "Sleeping aud Dreaming" at Fryereliance, and two men lost their identity from
burg, Thursday evening.
being named after their favorite brands, "GcnThe sale of seats for the Black Crook begins ! eseee Mills" and "Eagle Brand." The lowcrowned, soft felt hat, wide-brimmed, and
A special train
at the box office this morning.
known to this day as the California hat, was
of five cars will bring the troupe from Salem,
universally worn, and none but gamblers and
where it is now playing, to this city Sunday clergymen wore the tall hat.
They were mainly young men, and hair cutr
night.
ting and shaving were alike unknown, conseOur young womau about town contributes a quently the long love-locks and the full
curly
beard were common. They were loyal in their
very bright and readable paper to the State this
friendships, and the absence of women made
week. Speaking cf editors, she says: "Locals'
the friendships of partners take the place of
seem to lack the power to state a fact.
Com- that between man aud
wife, and these bminess
events
when 'written up' have a de- relations were kept more sacredly than those of
monplace
often
married
life
are.
cided tinge of the golden atmosphere of ro- I
They were not sentimental, and this had a tendency to eliminate
inance; while in some cases the writer seems to
but facts from their conversation.
everything
have been 'playing a game of Blind Mans Bluff
Lynch law was resorted to as a necessity. Λ
man having been tried, the jury hesitated about
with a lot of facts,' and to have lost them neartheir
verdict, when the leader of the accusing
ly all."
party opened the jury-rooin door and informed
Mrs. Story, the wife of W. F. Story, of the
the foreman that though there was no immediChicago Times, whose death was noticed the ate hurry about the verdict he should need their
room soon to lay out the
The slang of
was
a
Miss Eaton, formerly of this
corpse
vithcrday,
the times is easily traced to its origin. "Dry
city.
up" came from the half yearly drouth ; ''PlayA ,"»aper box «Manufactory is soou to be estab- ed out" from the universal
gambling practice;
lished in this city by two young men from Bos- as also, "Pass in yer checks.
"Taking stock
is also easily accounted for. A man lwing askton.
ed what he thought of Thomas Starr King, very
We hoar that the amateur theatricals are to
naturally replied that "he took every trick."
come off at Grand Army Hall the third week in
Engineers spoke of a man's dying as having
ruii
and s'ower until he stopped right on
February. The "Honeymoon" and "Dunduck- the slower
advised another of
centre, and a
etty's Picnic" will be given one night, and the same trade surveyor
to "theodolite a man out of
"Maid of Croissey" aud "Naval Engagements"
camp." A teamster, being remonstrated with
for his profane language, replied that his rethe second night. The first perforniaece will be
prover should hear Jim Joues exhort his im
in aid of the Fraternity,the second for St. Paul's
penitent mule. The christening of the towns
is in
church.
strong contrast with the names of the
countries which still retain the soft Spanish
be
to
The religious mass temperance meet ing
names, and it is not pleasant to date a letter
held Sunday evening at the City Hall promises
"Dead Broke," or iuvite a friend to "Murderto be one of interest
from the list of
er's Bar."
The lecturer referred to the conservative inspeakers (mostly clergymen) who have kindly
fluence which the heathen Chinee had exerted
consented to mako addresses on the occasion.—
upon California, and related a number of tricks
Similar meetings are now being held at Lawthat are vain which are practiced by "John" in
rence and Lowell and are doing great good.
his efforts to get square with his persecutors.
The opinion was expressed that the Celestial
was abundantly able to take care of himself.
Religious Mass Temperance Meeting.—
a Celestial physician was related
We desire to call special utteution to a Relig- The story of
as a sample of the ability of tlie Chinee in the
ious Mass Temperance Meeting to be held on
swindling direction, and lie was described as
Sunday evening, Jan. 26th, at 7 1-2 o'clock, at having wonderful success uutil a list of the arwas
City Hall. As several of our clergymen and ticles commonly used by him in his cures the
published, when his popularity ceased from
others have gladly accepted the invitation to
to sea-sickness which followed a
address jhe large audience on the occasion, we similarity
reading of the list.
trust that this meeting will be rendered as sucIt was with much difficulty thatCapt. l'atter.
cessful in point of Eumbers aud interest as those sou secured the
services of Mr. Harte, whose
which are held in the City Halls of Lowell and
engagements this season are limited in number.

Lawrence, Mass.,

the

at
a

opposite direction to

unusual

lu.ίο

a

itary precautions, wo shall call upon their
priests to exert their utmost influence iu an

as

men

"wake" Wednesday night is denied. The
Arr/us editorially says "John Corydon, who was
to

Indians

to the use be could make of his
supply of sluice-boxes in the event of a scarcity of
the precious metal is said to have answered that
"they would make first rate coffins." There
was in those early
days a scarcity of lumber to
build with, and but a few
years ago there might
have been seen in San Francisco a house built of
tobacco boxes. A stranger landing from the
steamer paid $50 to the senior wrangler and
first stroke oar of his own college class a few
years, before. At my first breakfast, said the
lecturer, I was waited upon by a man who reminded me of one whom I always held in the
highest esteem. I made no inquiries, for I
might have insulted him. as lie wore u revolver;
but upon inquiry of the landlord I found
my
suspicions were correct. The landlord spoke
of
bis
highly
waiter, saying, "be kinder made
me

Sad Case of Idiocy.—When a niau iu thew
latter days has] something particularly absurc
to say, he puts it in the form of a commun!
cation to the. Argun, and styles himself a
"Jeffersonian Democrat." Thus that muchabused term has gradually become a synonym
for idiot. Yesterday's Argus contains a communication in which our statement in regard

burned a witch or whipped a Baptist or hanged a Quaker. We wouldn't do it- for live dollars ($5). But when Quakers or
or

sceptical
degree. They had,
however, a persistency and au easy application
of means to ends. They were not
fully assured of tho existence of gold, one
being questheir beliefs to

lie has the satisfactici
been the means of giv
tho most enjoyable lec
tures they have listened to this winter.

large house. However,
knowing lhat he has
ing to our people one of

of

see J. F, Wilson endorsed
his and Patterson endorsed his.
(To Mr. KelYou
don't
ley)
deny having received the $320,
do you?
Mr. Kelley—1 don't deny
having received the
money, but I do deny having received the check
alluded to by Mr. Ames. I cannot remember
having received it, and do not believe I received
it.
To the best ofj my hnowledgc and belief, I
did not receive it.
Have always regarded as a

■

lily

Mr. Ames—I said uothiug of the kind.
probabilities for tiie next τ\γι:.\τν-Γυΐ;ι:
Mr. Crounce—Then I must say that I will
HOUES.
have to withdraw in,f confidence in the state- !
W sii Rep't, Office Chief
inents you made in regard to the others.
Ofi iceu, Washington, 1>. C.,
(
Mr. Ames—In your despatches to yesterday's
Jan. 25. ( 1 A. V. > )
Times did you state the facts as occurred before
l'robabililies—For
New
and
the Committee? They were a direct contradicMiddle
England
tion of the testimony.
States, rising barometer, falling temperature,
Mr. Crounce—My despatches to the Times
northerly to westerly winds and clearing weather accompanied by areas of light snow over the
iiave been very fair.
northern portions, from the Ohio valley accomMr. Ames—Yes, generally, but that one
yespanied by areas of light snow over the northterday was very unfair and untruthful.
ern portions, from the Ohio
In answ er to Judge Kelley Mr. Ames said
valley to Lake Erie
and the
be stock he held for Kelley and the accretions
upper lakes, northerly and north-westerly winds, low temperature and cloudy weathivere part of the profits of the Oakes Ames coner accompanieed by areas of
tact. Mr. Ames had previously banded to the
light snow over
the eastern ]K>rtion; for the Southern States
Chairman a certificate which lie said
belonged east-ot' the Mississippi, geuerally clear weather
« Kelley, and the latter asked
Judge Poland to
n'ith light northerly to westerly winds over the
seep il subject to his (Kelley's) order.
eastern half, but winds shifting to easterly and
Mr. Colfax here asked Mr. Ames why lie had
nit brought out the fact about the check for
fontherly over the western half and westward
with a
>1200 when lie (Colfax) first made his statcfalling barometer, increasing cloudiuess
»nd very probably threatening weather.
nent
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Anifs rnnlîorl fhif
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Tlie follotridl were tlie quotations >>f (Inveinment
securities:
United States coupon B's, 1881
United States 3-20·» 1*62
||U
United State» 3-20-» 18Û4
115}
Ile |
United Stale»5-2t)'8 IMS. ol.l
··
1151
United Statu»5-20'» 1665, new
United State» 3-20*» 1867
ll«i
.......1164
United States 5-20'» lf«8
United State» .y*. new
"Η
United States
10-lu's., coupon
...115β
Currency α'*
t!4 t
^
■

wcru

Stocks·

tenMSi:lon^^co

f>omc»iic JlarkeiH.
Nicw Voi:k, Jan. 24—Evening—Cotton it· biai.*.
alts 4037 bales; Middling upland* at201e.
less net ve active and firm; sales 12.750
bbls; State
8 00; Round hoop Ohio 7 45 Q io 65; Western
at G 35
G20@t0 75; .Southern 6 50 @1325. Wheat opened
strong and closed weak :sales lx,5iin bush ;X<> 1 Sprine
Spring 1 77$ @ 1 S2.j ; No 2 do t 62$ 'eù 1 72) ; Winter
Rod Western 1 80 '« 2 00; White Michigan at 1 90 @
2 25. Corn a shade tinner; sales 89,000 bush; new
Mixed Western 00 («$ GOjc ; old do at 664 rd 07c. Oats
a shade lirmer; sales 40,00q bush; White 53 @ 56c;
Beef is dull at 9 00 (<£13 50.
new Western 51 @ 53c.
Pork is steady ; new nioss}1350. Lard is firmer at 8J
30 («J 38c.
firm
State
Butter
;
!«£ 8$e.
Whiskey firm
at 90c. ttice steady at 8 & 8|c. Sugar is without ma9
terial cliauge; rctiuiug (φ 9$c. Coftee steadv ; Rio
at 17 aj 20c in Gold. Molasses firm ; New Orleans ar
08
72c. Naval Stures—Spirits Turi>entine firmer
at65$ @ C6c. Rosin steady at 3 80 for strained. Petroleum firm ; crude 9 «2 9|c ; refined at 21J /i) 212<\ Tallow steady at 8 15-16c.
Freights to Liveri>ool very dull; Corn per steam, at

V·
Chicago, Jan. 24.—Flour steady; stock light.Wheat steady ; No 2 Spring 1 25 cash; 125$ seller
Feb; No 3do ut 1 114 ra} 1 12; rejected at 1 00. Corn is
steady ; No 2 Mixed at 304e cash ; 31$ (φ 314c for Feb ;

.'w »

lio

rijrht fn λ\-ίtΜι.ίΙΗ

anv

mnnpv

ill!.'

Hip

roads.
Mr. Edmunds contcniled tliat tlie amendment
was nothing against the
companies, but merely
provided for legal adjudication. He offered an
addition to the amendment, allowing the companies to sue in the United States Court of
Claims, subject to appeal to the Supremo
Court.
Mr. Stevenson offered a substitute directing
that the President sue the roads in the Court of
Claims, for the reco'-ery of interest paid by the
United States 011 their bends.
Mr. Trumbull was not au advocate of the
companies, but the withholding of the whole of
the compensation due them would be a violation of the faith of the United States pledged
In the act of 1864.
Mr. Frelinghuysen favored an investigation
but would not vote in advance to withhold the
whole compensation, because under the report
of the Judiciary Committee last year the presumption is that they are entitled to the payment of one half.
Mr. Stewart presented a substitute for M r.
Edmund's amendment, directing the Attorney
General to institute proceedings in the proper
court to ascertain if any obligation of the Pacific railroad in relation'to the interest 011 bonds
remain unfulfilled, and to enforce the same if
necessary.
Mr. Morrill of Me., offered an amendment
directing the President to take measures f ir
the recovery from the compauies of the interest paid by the United States 011 bonds for the
use of the roads, and conferring jurisdiction to
hear and déterminé the subject iu the Circuit
Court of southern New York.
Pending action the Senate went into executive session and soon after adjourned until

Monday.

HOUSE.

Mr. Hoar of Mass., reported from the Election Committee, that neither Delaise nor Boweu were entitled to a seat from South Carolina.
The frauds and irregularities at the election
were so great that it was impossible to determine who had the lawful majority of votes.
The consideration a« the naval appropriation
bill was interrupted by the business of the
District of Columbia, specially assigned to this

day.

After passing a large
House adjourned.

auuiber of

bills

the

uu«iuit ami itiwer

The

THVSS

ill rpirawl
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lb α Tîneuion

Berlin, Jan.

21.—Iu the house of deputies a
asked touching emigration and
the measures the government has taken to preThe Minister of the Interior replied it
vent it.
was
impossible to restrict emigration after
grafting the right to change of domicile. What
was wanted was enlightened and
judicious legislation) which would make those who now
thought of emigrating value their country
above all others. Emigration could best be
counteracted by elevating and improving the
condition of the people at home. This is what
the Government is aiming at, and by this
means it is hoped to check the tide of emigration.
was

ΙΙΙΛΟΚ TELEGRA.U9·
Hon. Joseph Howe lias bûen appointed Lieutenant Governor of Nova Scotia.
The châir factory ill connection with the Vermont Reform School at Waterbury was burned

despatch savs that {ferdoufe pla(y
"L'Oncle Sam, is tilled with abuse of Ameri-

aud manners.
Charles Hale of Boston, lias resigned as Assistant Secretary of State, J. 0. Bancroft I>avis has been appointed and coulirmed.
It has been ascertained that the steamer
which run down the Noi thflee t was t ho
Belgian
steamer Palayo, bound fer Havana.
Gov. Straw of New Hampshire, lias
appointed Dauphme Buckniinister of
Keene, Railroad
Commissioner to act during the illness of Mr.
women

A person calling himself Rev. John
Hutchinson has been arrested in New York for defrauding George Allen of Massachusetts of
SMion.
The Louisville Senate has
passed a law pro-

The JTIodoc Win·.
hibiting the Bale of liquor on Sunday.
San Francisco, Jan. 23.—Intelligence from
the seat of the Modoc war is that Capt. Jack is
n VlKCIAL ΑΛΙ)
evidently contemplating a raid upon the white
settlement at Battle Creek, within 40 miles of
Yerka. In the rccent fight the Indians captur'■osvijju ΙιιιιιοΠϋ^
ed seven guns and a considerable quantity of I
Mi' Sclir BriU—ï'-n box
shook* to Geo.
ammunition.
S
An eye witness says that the troops fought
with determined bravery but could not see their
UoHion «lock Lim.
foes. Once only daring the day did the Indians
ISalos at the Broker's
Hoard, Jan 21.1
manifest a willingness to fight in open field,
EasternRailroad
and a company of soldiers charged npon them
H'cl£
their
fled
to
coverts.
A dense
when they
Second Call.
rocky
fog protected each party and prevented the In- Eastern Kaihoad
dians picking off the troops at long range. The
>«■«■ Work Block
Oregon Volunteers acting as a roar guard, made
nnd Uonrr Market.
a gallunt fight and prevented the
wounded, the
howitzers and camp equipage from falliug into
at 1I35-—
,Τ'Υ1·
Moeev
the hands of theModoes. Capt. Jack preserves
SterlingExchange 10S"i @ tl»SStocks
regular military discipline and drills his men
» and
every day with the assistance of persons well
"
ïpe'
|»Ul U.I., lUUBlUJ
acquainted with military tactics auil ambush- cent. @7 per cent. coin.
weake»Exchange
Sterling
ing, and who are all supposed to be white rene- ed o<l the appearance of borrowed bills to ιΟΡί @ l'JM·
gades, who have become their allies.
tloldlilglier and more active on heavy export^engagements and large imports; tlie price lose
J™1"*'"
11H, and closSl at 111 ® ll«; H?» 'LLr'SilZ.
A Fnuillr Reerued.
rying. Clearance» SM,wo,uoo.
ft;·1u"i?kwl
g2 ouo.ments wero $'..'81,1100. Th·
IIaviiis DC Grace, Md., Jan. 21.—A
w !i r-ns (ii drv lioods
iw tap»*·
family m for export
of nine persons were just rescnod fflom Hennis
for the weok are
Governments nre
Islaud, opposite this place, where they had been
eattaate. ·*
tonde dull, Tenne»ee
driven from their home by the flood. The fauiactive at
but very irregular ;
active
ilv consists of three men, two women and four
stronii·. "oc
bR jB eariy dealings and afterwards
eliildren,-and they were nearly «lead from cxwith a reoovery, agaiu declined in the afterjiosure. The rescuers consisted of citizeus from
on activity t" money, but once luore reacted
n™,
the main land.
and closed strong.

COiniïhcilL.

π'\η!"'Ν
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chandhç

8SSr

to-j.om^
81,-ίΐ^··
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RAILWAY

TKKET
No. 1

agency,

Exchange Street.
following Unes:

Michigan Southern,

change

no

apllt

of cars, New York

Chicago,
and

a,

"MUSIC
For

Office Ko. 1 Exchange St.,

Rollins & Adams.
Janl5dtl'
Allan

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

ji rîo

ëATIBDAV, Jan. »J5lb,
Immediately after ttie arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (accoiding to aecommodatinria)
|TO t· 880
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
11. & A. ALLAN, Ko. 1 India St.
F.t Steerage Passage inward and outward, and tor

Si';ht

Oi-and

Ballet
Troupe
Young Ladies !

Exchange

β'»
β'β
β'»
7's
7>g
7'»
7's
7.80>s
V»

England, Scotland and Ire*

on

land.

FOR

WH1TENET,
General Ageut.

PICKWICK RECEPTION,

|

HALL,

Wednesday Ev'p Jan. 90th

SALE BY

WI. E. WOOD, Ag't,
Sept

Kxrhanee

β»

PRODICE!

Ml.

—

200 Tabs Choice Vermont Butter,
50 Tubs Choice Cooking Butter,
500 Bltls. Choice Apples,
Pickles, coarse, tine and medium,
Bbls. Y. E. Beans,

AT·

Pickwickian Supper in Reception

ι

Bbls. Dried Apples,
Bbls. Pickled Limes,
Lard. Hams, Cheese,
and all kinds of Canned Frnlt,

Hall

—FOK SALE BY—

at 7 1-2 O'clock.

cmilS OHEENE, Wo Ο Itloultoa til
jan21

MR. PICKWICK'S ADDRESS
IX

—

CITY
*

Raymond's Dancing Academy

H A L

LANCASTER

L·,

J. W.

Raymond

SECOND

CONCERT.

will com-

mence his

be followed by

PROMENADE

HALL·

Respectfully announces that he

φΛ
3 'Λ

.ItARCn Λ Τ Ο O'l'liOlK,
To

2w

—

at 7 l-< o'«;loek.

(ίΚ.ΠΙΙ

to

tf's
β'»
O's

...

30

of

The whole forming tho Grandest Exhibition evei
presented outside of New York !
Prices of admission—Orchestra Chairs $ J.00; Parj
quette 75cents; Gallery 50 cents; Private Boxes ac- ;
cording to location. Sale of peats will commence at f
the Box Office «ι Saturday, «Jan. 25th.

CITY

apply

Wayne County, Illinois.
Ion a Central, Gold,
Northern Pacifie Gold,
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,

of 40 Persons !

W. M.

for small amounts

Banicor City

Machinery,
It» Enchanting Finnic,

jan2Ullt

England

St. Louis City
Leeds & Farinlngton, ((guaranteed,)
Maine Central, Consolidated.
...
Cook County, Illinois,

CROOK !

Troupe

on

BONDS.

If* Dazzling; Tin jiwfornmlion* !

A Dramatic

Drafts

JAMES L. FAHMElt,
No. 3 India Street.
Nov.
lb?-'.
Portland.
nerWtf
l&tl·,

wealth of magnificent Aplenilor,
lt» Orncrfal Daum,

It» Wonderful

H......

MCANDIXAVVAX, f'apl. Aird
Will leave lliis port for Liverpool on

Jan. 47tli.

BLACK

»...

Tlie Steamship

the origlual New York

In all it*

TB»

OP

Passengers booked to London
derrv ami Liverpool.
Return 'l'i^lcetu

rr-..

Portland City
Week ! ι Rockland City
Bath City

—COMMENCING—

Holiday,

CARRYING

TIIK

Cminiliau uuil Inilcd Stale» .nail·.

AillfXlKPl*^
iKUflK-SW^km-.t.re.l

One

of

Line.

UNDER COXTK VtT FOR

IliYI.L.

Season

η

«,.

charge.

KliDER Kl flBALL, of the Christian dewill give a lecture in the Young Men's
Christian Association Hall, SUNDAY at 3 and 7^ P.
M. Subject: Heaven and Hell. All are invited and
especially members of tlic old Temple St., Church.
Seats tree,
Jan23d3t

TERM

for instruction iu fancy and other dances at
the above uamed Hall ou

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 28th,

RECEPTION COMMITTEE.

A.T θ O'CLOCK.*
TERMS-For twelve l«u*onn. Gent·$5; Ladle·!?,
Ter
111
to cine with η Ball without extra charge.
ïy

lion. Benj. Kingsbury.Jr..Mr. Oliver Gerrisli,
Mr. Wm. G. Davis,
Mr. A. M. Burton,
Mr. Thos. G. Loritig,
Mr. Η. I. llobinson,
Mr. Stephen Berry,
Mr. J. S. Bedlow,
Hr. «T. H. Haraleû,
Dr. C. H. Bun*.

JanlU

dit

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R. DerA.....wi

o»..i

fcj—2-

FLOOR COMMITTEE.
BOUGHT

Mr. Henrv H. Lowell.
Mr. A. E. Webb,

A. G. Roger».
Mr. Chas. A. Libby,
Mr. Win. N. Howe,
Mr. A. S. Fernald.

Jr.,

C^^Befre»binonts for

sale

In

too
Janll

For pale at Abncr Lowell's. Hawes & Oragin's,
Schumaclier Bros., and at the door.

Ν. B.—Ladies intending to join in the dance are
requested to remove both hat and cloak.
jan'22td

C.

B.

77 Middle

!

ready invested in o'.her less profitable securities,

Seven-Thirty

Gold Bouds

Northern Pacific Railroad
Company
and unusually productive.

as

we

address of the

owner.

l>onds/ire received in
ON

ono-third greater than U.

Gold Checks for the semi-annual interest
are

All

Coarse and Mixed Pickles for κα)4

Medium,
in lots to suit purchasers at tac tory prices,
FINE,

PETTINGILIj
Market Street.

,τίΓΐ:ίi:vr

of
—

the

MW&Flm

tovutrioi

OF THE

EAGLE SUGAR REFINERY,
OF PORTLAND.

well secured

The rato of Interest (seven and three-tenths

lïegiitercd Bonds

Attention !

Opocfr»

of the

per cen(. geld) is c-iual to about 8\ currency—yield-

tiie

MW&F'lm

an2tf

premium (Lift) into the Company's Lauds at Market

on

153 Commercial Street.

ν

The hands are always convertible at 'feu per cent,

S. 5.20s.

attention I !

CONANT & RAND,

Ε. Γ>.

To those having fund* to
iuvcMt, aiul those who
wish to iucreas ctbcir iacoiuc from mean* al-

than

Janl4dlaw3wTu

u

TO INVESTORS.

more

Farmers

P. Sullivan

John Sullivan.
O. Donnell,
P. McKeon,
3Iunic l»y Raymonil's Quadrille Uaad.
J. W, RAYMOND, Prompt r.
Tickets $1. Clothing checked free.
jan25td

ing an income

1P73.

For Bale In lots to salt purchaser», by

Aids:
J. L. Paine,
J. Carroll.
M. How ley,

Prices.

upon herself that trust as the law directs. All
having demands upon theestate of said deare required to exhibit the
same, «ad a'l
persons indepted to said estate are called upon t<i
make payment to
MARY M. BONNET, Executrix.

—

FLOOR DIRECTOR

recommend the

NOTICE

lOOO BB'LS F1SII CHUH.

Thursday Evening, January 30lta, 1873.

P.

«

hereby given that the subscriber ha*
been duly api>ointed Executrix *f the Will of
VA EN Ε Y BONNE Y, lato of Portland,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and bM
taken

—

LANCASTER HALL,
OS

eotllm

is

Portland, Jan.7th,

OR AND ASSEMBLY,
AT

Street,

ΡΟΗΤΙιΛΙΊΟ.

ceased,

give their Second

—

STRINGS,

Wholesale and Retail,
At Hawes & Crasin's Music Store,

persons

THE LONG SHORE BOAT CLUB
Will

STREET.

«

Qnadrille Band.

S.

Barrett,
dim is

jaute

L.

ηy

MIDDLE

VIOLIN

ante rooms.

Ticket», 50 Cent*. Ticket» I·
Nupprr limited to capacity of Iftall,
7.5 Ce ul a additional.

Chandler's

&

Snau

Mr. J. P. Lewis
Mr. John A. Emery.

AiIuiimmioii

Gage.

at^W
steady!*

UNION

Rostov.

We sell tickets from this city by rail or boat, wltH
transfer across Boston.
er*Tlekets by the Baltimore & Ohio allow
gers to visit Washington and return withoutpasseneitm

nomination

—

A Paris

Shepard,

south.

Notice.

Friday night.

can

* Lee ^

,».rt.fi.-

incut iu Central Asia. The Gazette says the
negotiation» between Russia and Great Britain
on this question have all
alou1; been conducted
in :v friendly spirit on both sides. The objeet
Russia now lias hi view is to render peace iu
Central Asia more secure. It is difficult to settle the boundaries of unknown countries, but
no encroachment upon the
territory of Afalianistan is meditated by Russia. It is probable
that there will be an understanding between
the two governments at an early day.
ncneuri'i to Prevent Kmi^rnliou·

question

au

The ONLY agency in MAINE representing all
these routes.
Through connection ma le with all train* vm at

ENTERTAINMENT8.

—

Sr. Petersburg, Jan. 24.—The official Gazette in an article on the Khivan question expresses surprise at the attitude assumed by the

HE». W. PAKKEK.

t

Baltimore & Ohio Railroads.

Social Levee and Festival

in favor of granting the owners an average indemnity of 8250 per slave.
(flail Car Hurued.
Toronto, Jan. 24.—The baggage car of a
train on the Grand Trunk lîailroad going eastward from Toronto, this moruing, caught fire
near Grafton, and the English mail matter en
route to the English steamer was all
destroyed.
The Asiatic Qiicetion.

ΒΛΙΙ.ΚΥ,

snow

London, Jan. 21—5.00 P. M.—Consols and Americlosed unchanged.

Maobid,Jan. 24.—The committee on the
abolition of slavery in Porto Rico has declared

s.

Pennsylvania Central,

can

London, Ja.u. 24.—The steamship which sunk
tlie emigrant ship îîorthfleet, off Dangerness
Wednesday night, was a Spanish vessel bound
for Cadiz. She is reported to have pu; into
Havre with her bows damaged. A large quantity of wrecked stuff from the Northfleet ceme
ashore on the Kentish coast, but nobodies have
yet been recovered. A committee headed by
the Lord Mayor, is being formed to receive subscriptions for the rescued passengers, who are
destitute.
Abolition of Slavery·

Λ-

to

Hallway 50|.

THE KOKTIIFLEGT DISASTER.

JOSEPH

Η· ·'■ IJbby& co··nlul
«V.«wï.NiS,~.M"wr»·
Ho".
! Λ
"til»n.l. Me.; Mewl*. Leonard

Erie,

Jriovtr·-

European market·.

Λ

■no. j* bxcbancr sr κ κ i·. r.
Kc\t below Merchants' Exchange.

Lake Shore ά.

blockade on all the "Railroad causes
a
generally quiet market.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat, 56,000 bush corn, 18,000 bush oats,
1,000 bush rye, 00,000
bush barley.
Shipments—5,000bbls flour, 00,000 bush wheat, 6,000
bush com, 25,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush
rye, 4,000 bash
barley.
Cincinnati, .1 an. 24.—Provisions—Pork quiet and
unchanged at 12 75 (oj 13 00. Lard firm ; stfcam 7$c ;
kettle at 8c. Bulk Meats quiet; shoulders at
4$c;
clear rib sides 6 &6Jc, clear sides 6$ @ 6|cc. Bacon
quiet and easier; shoulders 5}c ; clear rib sides at 7fcc ;
clear sides 7}c. Green Moats firm ; shoulders 4c ; clear
ribs 6c;liams 8.4 @ 0$c for medium to light. Live
Hogs
steady at 4 25 @ 4 50 ; mostly 4 40 ^ 4 45 ; receipts
5000 head. Whiskey active at 87e.
lOLRDO, Jan. 24.—Flour is steady. Wheat active
and higher; exrta White Michigan 2 00; No 1 White
1 78; Amber Michigan 1 78 on si»ot; 1 78$ seller Jan
;
1 79} do Feb; 1 814 (φ 1 82 seller hist half Feb; 1 84
Fuller March ; No 1 Red 1 79; No No 2 do on si>ot 1 72 ;
I 73$ do Feb. Corn in fair demand and
firm; high
Mixed 384c on spot; 39e feller Feb; May 44c.
Oats
active anil higher at 34$ for No 2 ; March 3 c.
Receipts—4,000 bush wheat. 20.000 bush com, 1000
bush oats, 0000 bbls flour.
No shipments.
Detroit, Jan. 24.—Wh*at is active and higher;
No 1 White 2 00; Amber Michigan at 1 70
u} 1 77.Com
quiet and unchanged. Oats in good demand at 3^c

j

Au<

—AND—

Have the agency of the

quiet. Pork nominal at 12 000 cash. Lard In
g>od demand at 7 40 cash ; 7 55
@ 7 00 for seller Meh.
Green Hams a shade
higher at 74 («} 84c for 18 and
15-i>ouud averages. Bulk Meats quiet
and unchanged ; sales of short rib middles
6\e; short clear middles
7$c. Drosse 1 Hogs active and higher : heavy weights
at 4 55 ; light at 4 80 w 4 è5.
Wliiskey is steady at
88c

FOREIGN

Rllfilisll

»i ovc.

Stocks by

AUCTIONEERS

Flouîte

-a~>

or

Commission Merchants,

.....

—

·*"'** * t'O.,Auctioneer».

J. S. BAILEY A CO.,

j^onoon, «Jan. 24—il Λ. M.—Consols opened at 02J
@ 92§ for money and account.
American securities—U. S. bond* inactive; 1865»,
old, 93£; do 18β7, 92J; 10-10h, 9·!; new 5s 8i»J. Erie

The Steamer Puis iu!o Knviv.

I'" °·

Executor's Mule

ON

......

lons

Square, wo shall sell 2 good Hors»*·
Second Hand Slclglw,
Pung», Kobe», Whli*

>ew and

Saturday, Jan. 25th, at 12 in., we shall sell at
office, 18 Exchange street, 18 Shares of
Portland
land Co. Stock by order of S. B. Cliase, Executor.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 5000 bush wheat.
Shipments—0000 bbls Hour, 2000 bush wheat

The liOnbiaua Jlaridie.
In ε w Orleans, Jan. 24.—Gov. McEvery, in
a message to the fusion
legislature, says that
! the extraordinary decision of the
Supreme
ing.
Court of Louisiana yesterday does nor affect
IVoiuiuntiouii·
the great ouestion involved in our political
The President has nominated the following:
trouble.
It has
beyond the control of
First Lieuts. C. J. Itelev, M. Mayla η, H. If. the courts and mustpassed
be determined
Congress,
Humphrey and \Y. M. Van Horn to bo cap- and until definitely settled therebybythere
is no
tains in the army. Pay Director John O. Bradend to the contest.
ford to be Chief oi the Bureau of Provisions
and Clothing in the navy. Pay Inspector Β. I'.
Sentenced to be
Clark to be Pay direetor.
Paymaster Edward
Poster to he Pay Inspector.
New Haven, Jan. 21.—John R. Johnson, a
Swede, was sentenced to-da.v to l>e hung Apiil
10th, 1874, for the murdei of Johanna Hess of
XMI<1 CONGRES ·.
The State law does not permit, the
Meriden.
sentence of death to be executed under one
This is the first death sentence proyear.
SENATE.
; non need in New H aven for twenty-two years

had

m

for No 1.

The Wilson luvestig ation Committee at two
o'clock resumed the examination of Oliver
Ames, but nothing of importance was elicited.
The committee adjourned udtil Monday morn-

Horses, Sleighs, Ac., nf Aiictiou.
SATURDAY next, Jan. 25, at 11 o'clock, a. m.
Ol
vt 111 Markot

lion.

78
Tho following wore t lu» η·,!.!
étions for Paeinc lîailroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds...
Union Pacific do
100
Union Pacific stock
M
Union Pacific land grants.
35^
Union Pacific, income bondi.
ΐβ|
'.*.

I

Washington, Jan. 21.
Mr. Wilson introduced a bill to authorize the
construction of a pneumatic tube road from
New York to Chicago.
Sir. Moriili of Maine, reported from the
Naval Committee a bill to authorize the President to appoint Capt. Ο. II. Preble Λ Commodore in the navy.
Mr. Wilson introduced a hill for the relief of
Natliauiel McKay.
Bcferred to the Naval
Committee.
At the expiration of the morning hour the
Senate resumed the consideration oi the legislative appropriation bill.
Mr. Sherman of Ohio, said there were questions connected with the currency which it was
indispensably necessary for Congress to consider at au early day.
There was already a lawrequiring the transfer of $25,080,000 of the
banking capital from the east to the west,
which the Comptroller claims to he impracticable. Another was also the question of the
right of the Secretary of the Treasury to reissue any ]>ortion of the retired and cancelled
United States notes.
Mr- Edmunds of Y t., offered au amendment
to-the appropriation bill, directing the Secretary of the Treasury to with-hold all payment
to any railway company on account oi freight
or transportation ot any kind, to the amount
of anv payment made by the United States,
issued to any such company aud not reimbursed.
Mr. Edmunds advocated the amendment as
necessary for the protection of the people.
Mr. Sheriuan regarded it hardly pertinent to
the bill.
Mr. Stewart opposed the amendment and instanced the report of the Judiciary Committee
last Winter as
showing that the government

<>

Ki'-^ntn:::nu!/h::i->;i<we^;neow;iated:
Krle preferred...

■»:

want to contradict Colfax. Ho wanted tu I t
The Sentence of Major Kuuklc.
liiin up as easy as possible.
I Louisville, Ky., Jan. 24.— It lias transpired
Mr. Ames—Do you mean to say,
nevthat tlie recent court uiartial in tlie case of
sir, yon
er received the cheek for .*1200.
Major Benjamin P. Hunk le. late superintenMr. Colfax—I do say, sir, that I never did redent of the Freedmen's Bureau in Kentucky,
ceive it.
chorged with fraud against colored soldiers and
Mr. Ames could not say why lie drew the
similar allegations, found him guilty and sencheck payable to S. C. instead of putting in the
tenced him to be cashiered, to pay' a line of
full name.
37000 and to be imprisoned in the penitentiary
Mr. Colfax—Have you ever told me the last
for four \ cars, and in case the line was not paid
four years that I was the owner of this stock? ! at
the expiration of that term, imprisonment
Mr. Ames—I don't know whether I have or I for
another four years were to be added. Runnot.
X don't know that any one has told me
kle was Brevet Brig. Gen. and was placed on
j
the l;ist four years that 1 was the owner of
my ; the retired list with the rank of Major.
own hat.
(Laughter.)
It is reported that the President has set aside
Mr. Colfax—Where was I when you gave me
the finding of the court and relieved Mayor
the cheek ?
Ilunkle of his sentence.
Mr. Ames—That's ridiculous, and I can't 10niembei where I gave a man checks live or six '
Threatened Hiesistance to the 57.
Auyears ago.
thorities.
At this point Mr. Colfax again reiterated his
Salt
Lake
statement he had never received a letter from
City, Jan 24.—The Mining Jour
nal to-night, says tlie Mormons of Cache valley
Ames and never saw the check till to-day.
are indignant with and threaten to lynch tlioir
Mr. Ames said he did not think Colfax could
sheriff because he did not kill the officer of the
swear hard enough here to get out.
The fact
United States Court who attempted to serve a
that he had received $1200 for the check itself
writ of habeas corpus upon him.
It also states
was positive evidence.
that further interference by the United States
At 12.10 the Committee adjourned until 10
in
authorities
the
affairs
of
Mormon
officials
o'clock to-morrow.
will l»e met with more effectual resistance.
ThrAVilitii IiirMiiplion Coraitiilt.r.

osln^; quotations
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AUCTION SALES.

marketable stocks and

MOST FAVORABLE TERMS.

,1.4 V ΓΟΟ H i: A <'©·,
Sew Youk, Philadelphia, and Washington.
Financial Agent» Sortit* .» Paolic R. R. Co.
B\
FOR SALE IN FORTJ.AND

W. E. WOOD,
mwan & bahbktt,
II. 31· ΡΑΜΟ».

jsnl«TU&Sat4w4w4«

£

"°·Ϊ2 41
157,625
paid in
Invested in Real Estate, Building and Maim,wi w
chinerv.
98,400 00
Lasl valuation as fixed by the Assessors.
The Company owes
subscribed.

"

nothing

Portland, Jau. 0,

p

m0MpS0S,

Treasurer.

1373.

Subscribed aud sworn to before me,

WM. II.

Janieoaw3wTh

s

tfwii!'·

Justice of the Peace.

Notice;

mailed to the Post-Office

exchange for Northern Γα ci tie*

J2V),000 1*1

allowed by Charter
Capital Stock
"

Ottvar Praeand JmbIΡ"ΐ>«.Mlei
Windham, in the County ofCumberland, Staid
of Maim·, by their deed and mortuaire, dated 10th
September 1870, recorded iu the itcgieiry of Deeds foe
κι id count v. Book 381, Pace 7,3,
conveyed tome a certain iot of land with the buiidingM fhercon in Mai<i
Windham, being a part of lot 140 in the second dlvision of 100 acre lots in said towu, containing tift?
acres, more or lefts, being the farm on whicii sai· I
Oliver and Joseph now live; And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been brouken ; Now I, th«i
grantee named in said deed ami mortgage, by virtu-·
of a power of sale contalued therein, will sell at
public auction upon the premi <es described in said mon
gage, on the fourth day of March next at one o'clock in
tnc afternoon the premises granted ami conveyed to
me as aforesaid, with all improvements that mav b»t
t hereon.
GEORGE L. STOBER,
By McC'obb Λ Kingsbury, his Att'ys.
Jan.
1873.
1st,
J*ni fcb&mar
Portland,

WRERE

\s

right
bi

A Switch-Tender's Tale.

Bitch,*'
"Talking of acctfences and
were not),
(Which they

•■Ave,

S.ie never

thought nobody was looking t
My old woman says she always walked
regular among them green avenues by the
old abbey, where she used to walk with Mr.
Dick when he was courting of her. Maybe
she thought he'd be sure to go there. If ever

«

her.

William

from

lie'd corned back.''
At that instaut the stranger came suddenly
out of the brown closet, crossed the coffeeroom, left the house, and walked up the
street towards the main quarter of the town.
Qua nt old Norham ! The winter moonlight lay clear and cold on its ancient cathe-

μ

And never wo«ce until the night express
Was at hie back.
then he hilf rose, and fetched a howl.
But 'twas too late!
on the cow-catcher a
spell,
But didn't wait.
He throwed a handspring sixty feet aloft !
And with a bound*
Struck on the track a half a mile away.
An i

dral, standing in its spacious square of so nbre. stately houses.
The stranger stood sti.t
and gazed upon it.
That stranger knew a little boy who had

lie set right

a service in that cathedral
awed bv its sweet music, wondering at
a
white robed chorist ers. » That little (x3.v
known every l'ace 011 the quaint gargoy
™tb childlike
the ancient chapter-house, and
to each one
lie had given a name

attended many

But safe and sound!

finished all that wasn't dead, and then
The coroner came
And heard the evidence; the jury said,
'No one to blame.'
'Tiras luck for Bill, th )uj>h ; for he got so seared
Of tending switch
They hid t<> make him *\ \.i «η-keeper here,
And now he's rich.

Bill

A Ghost

aye," chimed Peler; "I know who

Vou know the was ou the charily school committee, and wlien the 'lection
board met here, she always just stepped in
yonder and took u look at that rum picture
on the wall.
She never thought I saw her.

sai l lie

Upon the track.

mU*"

and

'

ThedrawM^^^boat.au.lB.ll
the draw, he stent
«lang.ui-5
a

ouc that would have been glad
had be returned in ever eucU
.aid kindly old Mr.

von mean.

^SLg'ping
of»«£gJ

leirs
h

There'vas

sSame

horo
"There was ;i l'nuuy thing Ocur**·"
To William Tott. felle·
.„
The switch-ten 1er «Jf»1
But tonk
"= on the track
And Had a nasty way "a- nie".
Wiicn bo
"f » ^"°Zl·

HIp
n

to come disfcurDingj

*

loafed with railroad rowrti-'S on the bridge,
The river flowed below—
They talked of nag» a ad eppiluppic plagues.
And 1er it fl »w,
Until the haughty station master spake
Above the (liu.
And, mildly answering their idle words,
Said, "Drap your chin."

1

heart of Its

^(i

for you, but I maiDtain

POETRY.

familiarity

That littie

of those contorted countenances·
had stood beboy, muffled in black weepere,
under the great west
side au open grave right
to a funeral service
window and listened
sister. The stranger went to seek
over a little
tb-.t little grave—went straight to it without
But it. is not a little
one mistaken step.
grave any more, for under the name of "Amy
Kogerson, aged four," is written, "Also the
Kev. Richard Rogerson. father of the above,
aged seventy. Also his wife Amelia, aged
sixty-nine. Also their son Thomas, aged

Story-

He had sat for two hours in the snug,
brow.i cotifce-rjom of the Fou. Swans, Nora
ham, antl had ordered nothing, not even
bi-drooin or a cup of oifee. All in vain had
the honest old waiter bustled in and out,
from the
stirriug the fire and flicking crumbs
self to the
table. He iiad ouly brought hii·
conclusion th'at this strange guest was "a
tor a Christmas
queer sort," especially
Eve.
In fact, they of the Four Swans were not
much used to strangers of any sort. They
had a quiet, steady-going connection in Norham itstlC Three or four trade clubs held
their meetings there, and the six or seven
bedrooms of the establishment were kept in
just the state of order and comfort which
saitt d the iudividualily of the six or seven
"commercial gentlemen" who, when on Norham business, bad patronized the Four Swans
for '.he last twenty or thirty years. If ev. r
a stranger appeared, it was generally with
,<ao ne such introduction as this: "Landlord,
M Dash, of Blank, told me you would give
me good quarters tor a day, or for a week,"
Indeed, the Four
as the case might be.
Swans, had, as it were, hidden itself from all
chance comers, for it was situated in a quiet
corner of a very quiet street, down which nobody would tiiink of turning unless he knew
something of it beforehand; and altogether,
with its interior of brown panelling, its wealth
of qaaiut and grotesque ornaments, its redtiled verandah, aud its communicative confidential old servants, the Four Swans was an
excellent type of these honest, homely hos-

toity eight."
Oh, little sister, who

went so long before,
know of earth while you
up in heaven ? Was not your
father very glad on the day when he entered
rest and joined the folded lamb of happier
times ? O, little sister is there any look on
the lace of an angel, whose human heatt was
broken ?
The stranger stood still by that household
tomb, and looked around. There was another g ave which that little boy had known—
the family grave of that little boy's playfelBut the stranger knew
lows, the Herons.
that lie could not find that grave in the twihe
could have found the way to
light, though
their house i 1 the utter darkness !
He crossed the Cathedral Square, and isThe
sued out on Norham High Street.
shops were very bright with Christmas goods,
and busy with uliristmas trade.
There was a little, thin, sharp-looking widow, with a boy ou one side and girl on the
other, gazing intently into the best draper's
shop. The stranger stood still when he first
saw them, and then he went up slowly and
stood behind them.
"It's no good wasting our time Margey,"
said the mother, "for we can't afford to buy

how much did
were

vou

growing

anything."
"But looking doesn't
spend, mamma,"
pleaded Margey, "and I'd like to plan what
I'd give you if I could mamma, and to choose
what I should like you to give me.
There,

which arn fast, hfiinff "imnrovwl" from
the tace of the earth.
Tie gentleman in tlie çoffee-roora did not
notice tiat he liad done an odd thing bycoining in without a word, aud remaining
without an order. Perhaps he had other
things to think about. He was a tall, tniddle-^ed man, with a good deal ot' hair upon
his face; and, though he was unmistakedly
well-dressed, he had that indefinite air which
most men carry who at any period of their
lives have "kuo.k d about,' in ships and colonies, in canvas suits aud corduroys.
He had come in about five o'clock, aud six
o'clock stru-k, aud seven, audit was within
two minutes of eight, when an old Norham
townsman came in to look over the papers.
To the intense satisfaction of the waiter, that
effectually roused the stranger. But so slowly—like the awakening from a long, enchanted sleep. And so it had been, an enchanted
sleep haunted by a dream of five-and-twenty
t.r>ls

iip again. Only

at

last,

as

time

began

to

lom said he d never ask
people to trust him,
because he couldn't
expert
would, after
hisι brother s ways, and he they
wouldn't lav himself open to be halt-trusted
ι,
l κι all<i,
suspected all the time/ And
f
so clever stayed a
poorunder-cle'rk iH «
of his days, and has
to struggle on and get what places
«l e
for her boys. Such a pretty,
dainty
«
she used to be, and now she's wearinc an ni
rusty silk that's been turned and turned tip
she's forgotten which is its real right «ide
>i
should think what their uncle did won't
go
Mr.
said
sons,
Johnston,'she
against my
'Bless you,Mrs. Tom,' says 1,
the otherday.
'half the town-people are new since then.'
'I'm always so afraid he'll come back,' says
she; 'I'm sure I don't wish him not to repent,'
s »ys she, Ί always hoped he would—but I
can't help thinking of my own, and for their
sakes, I'd rather be uever came back.' 'The
more penitent he is. the more he'll stay away,
ma'am,' says I. 'It isn't as if the whole
story was above ground still, and he'd only
got to be forgiven and all would go well, but
there's some that's dead that died in wrath
and bitterness with others for his sake. Look
at poor old Mrs. Kogerson,—how she 'urned
against Mr. Tom, good, dutiful son as he wai,
because he wouldn't =tay by Mr. Dickth ougli
thick and thin, and defend him ai if he were
innocent. Poor dear old lady, she knows
better where she's been this many a day.
But Mr. Dick had bettei wait to ask your forgiveness till he c«.n ask hers too. You for-

"o

Wa?

J"r

mfss

only

give him,

ma'am.' says I, 'and that's enough

BLOOD PURIFIER

MARKS,

Book, Card and Job

SVWKKVFIO

PRINTER,

—

St

Daily

Press

Printing

sorrow

Proprietor.

BRIDGTON

description

°

Thou
unto Thee?
their sins into the depth of the

>8,au°d like

sea

Zion: He will
comfort all her iHiall comfort Zion.
her wilderness waste places, and Jic Will make
like
the garden of the Eden, and her desert like
be tound therein: L-ord: joy and gladness shall
and the voice cf
melody.
-««s

wini

J. H. Cliadwick &

BOSTON

ΙΠ ni ne
tors.

Pure White Lead !

ΠΕΧΤΕΚ.
Dexter House.
DIXFIELD.
Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Pro-

Our Fare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,

prietor.

warrant to be

etrictly pnrc, and οιγακαντεε
that for fineness, bod μ and aurabiHtjf, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, èitlier foreign or

EASTPORT.

Passamaqnoddy

American.
®3P*In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red
star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This Is on every pack
age of our Pure Lend. None genuine without it.

Phillips

&

an

Hotel, O. C. Rollins, Proprietor.

TT&-S

The Greatest New

GORHAIV.

Road.

FALLS, Ν. H.
Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

GREAT
Great Falls

The \cu-Yoih Midland must
rank as the greatest of the new railroads built in the IT. $. for many
years.
However great the success of any other enterprise,
or however promising, nut New-York
City in pla e of
one of its

II IRA .71.
Ut. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Pro-

prietor.

KENDALL'S MILLS.
Kendall's Mills Hotel, Randall Andrews,

termini, and it. is selfevideut that that sucpromise wonld be infinitelv increased. THE
Ν. Y. MIDLAND 1IAS Ν. Y. CITY for its STARTING POINT.
The receipts of the great lines running west from
Ν. Y. City (the Ν. Y. Central, ths
Erie, the Penn.
Central), place them fir Λ in rank in the country.
The MID1A.ND runs west from Ν. Y.
Citv, in rivalry
with these three, and is intended to be TÔÈ SHORTEST LINE. Each of the other lines represent several times what the Midland will have cost when double-tracked and equipped—and it is very LIGHTLY

cess or

Limerick House, JosephG. Harmon, Pro-

prietor.

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—Ε. E. Stoddard, Prop.

Of the

offer for sale: THE Ν. Y.
MIDLAND CONVERTIBLE BOISD*
(secured since their issuance by a Second Mortage),
the most attractive and promising of a,'\ the issues.
THE GUARANTEED FIRST MORTGAGE 7 p. c. GOLD BONDN issued on the
Montclair Road (its short route through New-Jersey),
the cheapest of all the first mortgage issues.
Λ

Γ

mortgages

Γ T7X.T

we

ΟΓητΐ"ητττηxrci
JL

prietor.

SPRING VALE.
Tibbetts House, S. F. Tibbetts, Proprietor

V/

NTAKDHH.
Standish Iloanr. C'npl. Chan. Thompson·

BANKERS,

Proprietor.

SOLE AGENTS FOU THIS LOAL\.

W PINE

iyiSdtf

VORK ΗΛΒΒΟΒ.
Marshall Hnw.-It. 6. Ulanhidl ft Mon*,

ST.

Proprietor*.

Ne* Yorfc.

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemasket lionne, W. W. Ntnulcr· Propri-

Thousands of Common Schools

etor.

are

about to a'.lopt and sing from
NORWAY.

CHEERFUL

VOICES ! !

oar New. Genial.
Beautiful, Popular JUVENILE
SuNG BOOK. By L. O. Emerson.
Whole armies of Teachers and Children have been
delighted with the same author's "Golden Wreath"
and "Merry Chimes,'' and cannot do better than to
unite their with our "cheerful voices" in
singing from
the new book, which they will pronounce—
Better than the Best of previous issues. Price 50 cts.

A rare good
MEETING

Song.
Millard. 00

Real'· Hotel, L. R. Weeks, Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. WbilmnmN

Proprietor.

NAPLES'
Elm House, Nathan Church & Sons, Pro·
prietors.

I

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Dnnfortk House, D. Danforth. Pr
NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown* Hilton, Proprietor*.

.

The American Tune Book ! !
This

truly National Work contains A THOUSAND

TUNES, which after

careful inspection, 500 compedecided to be the most popular ones

tent

musicians
published during the last half Century.
All the well proved favorites are
Included, and non»
omitted. Price, $1 50.
A

pathetic and beautiful instrumental piece,

IT IS DONE

THE WORKING C'LaSS, male or
female $G0 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package ot goods to
start with sent tree by mail. Addiess with 6 ceut
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 16 Cortland St..
New York.
de30-4wt

Agents Wanted for

Prof. Fowler's Great

Poznan ski. 30

The above books and pieces sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 B'dway, New York
<12w

Edmnml Vnlrn·' Story,

OLD ORCHARD REACH.
Ocean House, B. Scary, Proprietor.
Old Orchard Honse, E. C. Staples, Proprietor.

NORTH STRATFORD Ν. H.
Willard House, C° S. Bailey ft Co. Pro·
prietors.
PARIS rilLL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Propriété
Rarden

PHILLIPS.
House, Adams ft

Proprietors,

Manhood, Womanhood and their Mutual Inter-

PER week to Agents, Male

WANTED.—Â

r liable and
intelligent man ο
good address, to eng ge in a desirable and lucrative business producing from $ 1,500 to $5.000 per
year. Address J. B. FOllD & CO., New York; Bos
on ; Chicago ; or San Francisco.
jan8t4w

TO

York Fireside

TERilIH-One Copy, One Year
Two Copie») One Year
Address

Fireside

Companion,
84

jan23

BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.
23 23&27

thanksgiving

Rridgham Jr., Proprietor.

Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn ft Co.,

Proprietor*.

MUNRO, >ew York

POTSDAM

SA Ν DSTO NE
Durable, beautiful color, flre proof, ch< »p. Allabont
to build, or use stone, send for circular containing full
desi iption, reco mendations by best tfcbitects, and
where used on finest churche*. scliotAls, dwellings,
stores, and for flagging, fire linings, steps, &c.
Address
SANDSTONE CO., Porfsdam, Ν. Y
Janll

PEAK'S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

TWTFW

«

Mp2Stf

os,ave Piano *>r sale
M.

on eas

O. PALMER

Free Homes !

On the line oi the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
12,000,000 acre» of the best Farming and minorai
Lande in America.
3.000.000 Acres in Nebraska, in the Platte
Valley, now for sale.

Mild
for Grain

Cheaper in Price, more favorable terms
and more convenient, to market than can be given,
found
elsewhere.
Free Homesteads for Actanl Settlor#.
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled te
a Homestead of lttO
Acres.
Send for the new
Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
maps, published in English, German, Swedish anil
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,
Laud Com'r IT. P. R. R. Co., Omaha, Neb.

janl4
t4w
T3 $75 to $35ΪΓ
month everywhere,*male
ρβΓ
φ and female, to introduce the GENUINE IM
PROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING

£3 MACHINE.

This machine will

stitch, hem, fell,

çg tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
y most superior manuer. Price only $15. Fully
S licensed and warranted for five
years. We will
I pay $1,000 for any machine that will srw a strongI er; more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
go ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch."
•4^5 second stitch can be cut, and still the clothEvery
cannot be pulled apart without
tearing it. We pay
φ agents from $75 to $250 pei month and expenses,
kfvor a commission lrom which twice that amount can
®~be made. Address Secomb &
Co., Boston, Mass.;
^3 Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, III., or St.
Louis, Mo.
janl4
|4w

£ among all classes.

Old j»coplc, the middleV aged, those who are just
entering life, and
*g youth of both sexes buy and read with the
^greatest profit.

J?-*

9 MY JOLLY
FRIEND'S SECRET

DIO LEWIS' last and best book,
c 11 is meeting with the greatest succcss;
J and there's UIONE Y IN IT.
Send for our circulars,etc., which are sent,
efree· Geo. MAcLean, Boston. janl4t4w

■r-k·:

W

I>estruetivc

GARDNER FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
This machine stands
upon its
merits, having made for itself,
BY SOLID WORK, a record
that commands attention.
Send tor descriptivecircular to

C. M. & H. T.
nov30<16mTn&F2taw

AND EUTTERTCR'S

J PIT'MM
Janl 73tf

sorfltr

PORTLAND Aï OflDENSBURU
CHANGE

B. COYLE,
oc29tf

Jr.,

Wharf,

Atlantic

eBoSm1"foAÛî?;
Leave
7.15

Leave N. Conway, 8.30
The 7.15 a. in. and 1 00 p. m. Trains will be Freight
with passenger cars attached.
ΗΤΛΟΕΛ
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.«
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgtou, Lovell,and North Lovell.
The8.30 a.m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. R's., and the l.(J0 p. m. train arrives in
Portland iu season to connect with Steamers for Boston.

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. F.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 2,1872..
nov4tl

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
WINTER

«OXTKEAL,

nod

ac-

alternately, leaving

run

ATLANTIC WHARF,

Portland,

DAIΙΛ", (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT 7 O'CLOCK I?.' jM.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Faro $1.£>C>. Freight taken
low rates.

BILLING*. Agent
COYLE JR., General Agent.mch30tf
W. L.

J. it.

173 Middle St.. UpStairs.

notice, trains will run

STEÎKAOË

OF

TRAIN*.

AHRAISr GE MTJN 1\

On

after Monday, Nov. 4th

an.l

FARE

REDUCED.

jSgw

■Passenger

Montieal,

train for South Parle at !
Τ .30 A. M.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
and the west at 1.30 P. M.
Stopping at all !

stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island j
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec, j
Montreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island
and South Paris at 2.50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,

Pond, Gorham j

Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains bet ween Portland
and
Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding §50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor
every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 29,1872.
jun21tf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

SAlUNC^p^^WtM

^rorlfivEBP#

STEERAGE

PASSAGE !

$30 CURRENCY
EITHER WAT.
Passengers landed and embarked at

DRAFT»!

WHARF,

£ 4M Τ

BOTTOM.

FOR £1 OD I PWABDS ΟΛ

OF IRELAND.

THE BANK

Cabin Passage pply at the Cabin Office, 80
State street, and for » eerage Parage at the Steer
age Office, P9 ht ate street, Boston.
For

JAMES ALEXANDER,
General Aerutt

jnl'tlly

Winter Arrangement.

Passenger

--

trains leave Portland
ifor Rochester and intermediate stations

at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M..
direct connection at Rochester with trains for making
Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Roehester for Portland and way etatious at
7.30 A.M. and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway Railroads, and
the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 7.30 and 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and at
8 30 A. Ail. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saeo River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows :
At Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, and No.

confinement of
prevent the disease at-

PREPARED IIY

PROUT &

HARSANT,

T.OISrDON, BNGLAXX),
and sold by all Drnggists.
uov20
eodlyr

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!
ALL

Damariscotta,

Beautiful,

Soft,

Glossy

P.

nse

no20

Price, 25 and

50

BAXTER'S

PORTABLE
STEAM

eodlyr

ENGINE !

Hair

0PT1ME

Cents per Bottle.

v'

J§:

eodlyi
Jilx

LIGHT COLORE» KII) GLOVES
ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

Cleaner

will renovate them thoroughly. Price 25 cents per
bottle. All sold by Druggists and Fancy Dealers.

F. C. WELLS &

CO.,

Sew York,

Wholesale Agents.

no20

Clothing;

eodlyr

Cleansed.

Cleansed and Repaired at short notice
and all kinds of goods dyed in a thorough man
ner.
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders will receive prompt and faithful atten
tion
WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st.,
Near the Park

CLOTHES

For Sale In Portland by
1IALLL. DAVIS, LORIGN, SHORT & HARMON. R. K. HUNT Λ CO.

aug29

coaly

WOOD !

Lung complaints,
to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years. When

resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
cure
cases

in the most severe
of Coughs, Bronchitis,

Croup, "Whooping Cough,
1 nflnenza, Asthma, Colds,
Sore Throat, Pains or Soreness in the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c.
"NVistar's
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind,
most

as

is'the

with
but it
cleanses the
case

preparations,

loosens and
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the
tlie complaint.

of

cause

PREPARED BY

SïîTHW. FOWLE & S02TS» Boston,
And aold by Druggists and Doulers

generally.
deoridtrcoly

ttolS

(îreat

Discovery
L2Z

!

j\/λ

botanic

SAMPLES FREE TO ALL.
At all the Drag Ν to re*.

$45.000

SAJIl'El KDDY,
JK., Cm. A||„ No. β
.Haymnrbel Nqume.
jt'or. t'hnrltnlowu Kl.,
BOS 'Γ ON.·
Smo

Notice.

exclusive
INTENDING
tion to
Manufacturing Dopartment,
our

atten-

we

bring our

shall

Store Business to a iinal close as rapidly as
circumstances will allow, and therefore offer for sale
our extensive stock of Merchandise, fresh and tn
order, comprising all varieties of Goods usually
ept iu Country Stores, and also to Rent the Store
newly finished and furnished, for such a Term
lears as may be agreed upon. The stand is
an excellent one,
commanding a largo trade, and good

"BEWARE OF
COUNTERFEITS
A>*D IMITATIONS
high roputaticu gained by A dam son's Botanic
τ Cough Balsam for the cure of Cough?, Colds,
Asthma, and Consumption, lia» given rise to spuriouH
compounds wliich are peddled out through the councalled the
IE

same. Tne gem hie Adamson's Botanic
try
Cough Balsam is prepared only by F. W. Kinsman4
the inventor and sole proprietor, To protect your

selves from

imposition examine

transportation facilities.
will be given. A fine oj»cniug
Is here presented to a
good patty wishing to engage
in Country trade.

Juducement8

Bridgton,

Svbago

Me.. Dec. 2,1872.

Augusta, Me.

OR. It. J. JOURDAIN,
PROPRIETOR OF ΤΠΕ

Parisian Nailery of Anatomy, Boston
j ttwf publinbed a new edltHKl or hie lectuie

HA'icontaining

moot valuable information
causes, consequences end treatment ol disease

Dye

any address for 25 cent».

Aldrew,

Dr. Jourdain'* eeu*nllinir Ollice.
B».len, Mmmm.

β I llniicorll
jun!5dlvr

SKOWN'S

BBOXCHIAL(

FOU COUGHS, COLDS, *c.
«δ
CENTS.
ONLY

For Sale.

Ο

\

Sept 7-d6mos

F. A.

LEAVITT,

manufacturer of

l'aciit & Moat Satis,
Awnings, Verandahs,

Works,

NE span oi sound young HOUSES, well adapted
to work or drive. Callnear the Kerosene Works
C. H. LOVIB
J«u1W*

tli
t ihe

on

reproductive system, *ttb remark» on marring;, mid
the vail η 11:' ran Me oi the ioet of
nonfood, wfth 1,-1!
iiiKtrnr'toD" for it» complete restoration
; also a chi· J
1er on ***nereal infection, aud the meant of rnre, b>
lng the Π10Ί comprehend ire work on the su'Joct ov. :
jet ptt.ilihhed, comprising 130 pafn. Mailed free to

decl2lf

NO. U PLCJI ITBBET.
We have boughtout the above establishment with
with all
al (he machinery and good will of the name,
a
practical
the admirable facilities, conducted by
"heniist and dyeis: fully confident of turning out
woik that cannot fall of giving «atisfaction.
l adies* dresses colored and finished in a superior
style. Gent's garments cleansed and colored without
being ripped,and warranted not to smut,and pressed
in :\ superior style. Piano and table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and framed ; blankets scoured
nd the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER & CO.,
Pronators.
sej>26

m**

ana

S. H. STEAKNS, M. D.
Price 35 aud 75 cents. Large bottles the
cheapest,
95000 Rrward for a Better Article !
9IOOO for a ca«e it will not Car*!
FRANK W. KINSMAN. Proprietor,
No. 142 Water St.. Augusta, Main·».
For sale by all Druggists.
nov21eodtf

LIKK Λ F. H. BROW!*'.
Xortli

the bottle

that the words "»*, W. Kinsman, l)ru£gi»t,
Augusta,
M»\, are blown in the glass of the bottle*
Having examined the formula from which Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam is prepared, we recommend it as a safe and reliable medicine for the cure of
coughs, colds, whooping cough, asthma, Inns diseases.
&c.
GKO. V. MARTIN, M. D..

food

oi'

REWARD!

#1,000 REWARD
SPECIAL NOTICE.

insurance
Send for Circular.

in future to devote

WOOD

and SOFT WOOD for ι-ale at No. 13 Lin
coin street. Also Dry Edgings-

HARD

and Beet in tUo
S^ost
No extra

Special

INODOROUS

Glove

The
ffurld.
to pay.

Jan20

JOUVEN»8
tiid

Waluoboro,

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport. South Thomaston and St. George,
dally. At Kockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitcfleld,
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waidoboro' for North Waldoboro',
Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquld. daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
jy20dtf
C. A. COOMBS. Sun't.

of

! THOMPSON'S POMADE

of all

and is offered

M.

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MAY HAVE IT

by constant

Rockland.

Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert VJnal
Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 a. m., and 1.00

MAY HAVE BY USING DAILY

Price, 23 and 50 Cents per bottle,

troduced for the relief and

t»..«

change of cars between Portland

THURSTON'S
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder.
no20

preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

dcc!6-tc

No

or

cured

ard

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.
^Sl^^^Warren and

any kind and are certain to
tacking any vital parts.

be

can

resort to this stand-

Tliursdays and Saturdavs, returning alternate days.
At* Centre Waterboro' for Limerick,
Parsousfield,
daily.
WTLLI AM H. TURNER. Superintendent.

and

They require neither attention

timely

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle

Direct rail route to Wiscaseet, Now

Blair's Gout and Bhenmatic Pills.

which

Limington, daily.

and Limington .daily.
At Centre Wat.firhnrr»* for ΤΜτηατ»«»ν
sonstield and Osslpee, Tuesdays,

ff?fff?fff|f!?!lCastlo,

by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

CONSUMPTION

cure

WÛ^ÛSTraiue will run as follows :

Having commodious Cabin and State Room
will

THE CREAT REMEDY FOU

Monday, Nov. 4th, and
3.15
1.C0

ALTERA Τ IOHf

STEAMERS

commodations,

R.

r.M.

Portland,

THE SUPERIOR SEA-GOING
CITY

B.

TIME.

or

.JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

FOR BOSTON.
FOREST

OF1

On and after
ti 1 further

RETURNING leavi* Haliftx on TUESat 4 P. M.
Fare, including State room,
$7 00
For freight and further information applv to J

AILL ES

Notice.

one

t

B~&

W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from our
firm, and hia Interest and responsibility ceases
lrom this date.
NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber Manufactures,
Nortou Mills and Island Pond, Vt.
Island Pond. Sept. », 1872.
Ae7ti

CHAS

tAccommodation train.
tFast Express.
(SËÊfThe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrivee at and departs from the Depot of the S laine
Central Railroad, iu Portland.
N. 15. The 7.00 A. M.t and 3.20, P. M. trains
from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
noGOtf
Supt. Portland Division.

DAYS,

Patterns of Garment

Elm Honse. M. H. Hilton, Proprietor,

Inve!4igation|ls

POKTI.tTO. Mr.
ELIAS HOW*,

SKOWHEGAN.

Address Box 2015 Portland Me.

PLUMMER,

UNION STREET.

etor.

ble

HALIFAX DIRECT.

FOR

Fires !

the loss of millions
of dollars occur too often in this
country. We submit to every
sensible, prudent man, that
they can be prevented by the
«general introduction of the

Skowbegan Hotel,Ε. Β. MaybiHry,Propri-

character. Experienced «œconntant and
FOB
thousand dollars capital.
invited

ill·,

Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Wiudsor, Truro, New Glasgow aud
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward's Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lind^ey & Co.'s
Stages for Cape Breton.

Involving

RICHMOND.
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor

prietors.

at 4 P.

growing and Stock Raising unsurpassed by
any in the United States.

■<M

morning.

Climate, Fertile Soil,

Sewing Machines

A Fine Business Opening
a young or middle agod m*n of unexceptiona-

P1®·® "or Sate.
""' 7

t4w

SOUTH CHINA.
Lake House, J. Sarage, Proprietor.

Tarant House, T. H. Elossey ft Co. Pro

Every Saturday,

Λ ΡΛ

Cheap Farms !

7

dim

ΙλΙ terra"

TV^T.MAM

1 ati8

Proprietors.

$3 OO
5 OO

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA, Capt. E. D. Mulligan,
•leaves Portland

Passengers booked from or lo London, Bristol, Londonderiy, Glasgow, or Derry, for *30 currency.

etor.

Julian Hotel. Cor. Middle and Plum
*1». β. Ε. Ward, Proprietor.
Γ. S. Hotel (Junction of Congress and Federal Su. Ε. Cram de Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp- Boston Depot, Geo.

ARRANGEMENT.

f;ain

St.

OCT MONDAY, JAJVTARV 37.

GEORGE

Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. Darts A Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

WINTER

urtianu at Τί.ου

Α. M.,t8.30 Α. M, 112.30P. M., t3.15P. Μ., *8.00Ρ. Μ.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at 110.00 Α. Μ, ί10.
35 A. M., t3.fc0 P. M., tô.40 P.M., ·10.0δ P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping oar express tram. X. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning. (?oea not run Monday

DIRECT !

CIJNAR»

either sex may fascinate and
the love and affection of any person
they choose
nstantly. This simple mental acquirement all can
possess, free, bv mail, for 25c., together with a marriage guide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to
Ladies., &c. A queer book. Address

®

American House, India St. J. H. Dodge,

For Halifax, Nova Scotia.

or «OIJL C'ilAK.TIkfcONYCHO.TIAiyCY,
_l
ING." How

Preble House, Congress St. Gibson & Co.,

Companion,

CANVASSERS.

ANEW

Proprietor.

Will be commenced In No, ïï6 of tlio

New

BOOK

WAY of running a bank. C.in Bell thousands. Address
MURRAY HILL
PUBLISHING CO., 129 East 28tli-st., New-York
City.
janSt4\v

Robbiuson,

Proprietor.

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
'direct communication to and
rom Portland and all other
points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Through rates are given t-o
Philadelphia and all points reached >y the Penn. 1
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R's., and to all
the principal citios in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full imformation given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 124 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE !
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen'l Managers,
j
janll ly 12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

Female.

or

Line of Steamers !

To all who will write for an
Agency we
will send a copy of that " Wonder of Wondersthe
ILLUSTRATED HORN OF PLENTY. It contains over fifty beautiful illustrations, and will be
sent FREE to all who may write. Address I. GARSIDE, Patterson. N. J.
i'.e30 t4w

.

PORTLAND.
Adams Honse, Temple St. Charles Adams

Clyde's Iron

LOOK ! FREE TO ALL !

Albion House, 117 Federal St. J. Ci Perry,

A Bad Lot

Work

relations; Love, its Laws, Power, etc.
Send for specimen pages and circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co. Phila.Pa. de30tl

Τ

ο.

Jt.jL.JL-t JL.^ KJ IV

«

for the laundry has no equal. SOLD BY GROCERS.
H. A. BAKTLfeTT & CO., 115,117 N. Frout-st., Phila..
l43Chambers-st., Ν. Y., 43 broad-st., Boston.
do30
t4w

SïiftS

St. ANDREWS, Ν. B.
The Rail Way Hotel,Michael Clark, Pro-

Χ unoimmiu a il α χ

I

BLUE

W» AGE NTS WANTED
Maps, and Charts. Also, for our SewCPictures,
ing Silk and Linen Thread. SI00 to $200 cleared
-a. per month by good, active Agents.
Apply at once
^^to D. L. GUERNSEY, Concord, Ν. H. janst4w

MECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R' Cobb, Proprietor.

MORTGAGED.

it.

PEARL

Proprietor.

LIMERICK.

Blacking

always gives satisfaction. Try

ώ»

Central Hotel, F. J. Berry, Prop.

Aek your grocer for it.

Bartlett's

On

GARDINER.
Ernns

MIDDLE ST.

6d6m

Taft, Prop

FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange.

AGENTS FOR THE CO..

46 & 48

House.—E.

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—8. Jordan dc Son, Prop
City Hotel,—Ν. H. Higgins & Sons, Props.

Co.,

Tlid Ladies' Friend.

DAMARISCOTTA.
Hotel, Sanborn & Jacobs, Proprie-

JUNCTION.
Clark'»* Diuins Hall, Grand Trunk ltailm.
W.
way Depot,
Clark, Proprietor.

DRY ASD GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LE AD LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
FITTINGS, PUMPS. SC., AC.

W. F.

Simpson,

DANVILLE

Dry and CJroiiin! in Oil*

we

D.

C'AMDEH.

OK

TABLETS.

Crumbs of Comfort

Hotel,

Proprietor.

ηοβτοιν.
HANl'FACTCREBS

CALAIS.
W.

International

Co., Ag'ts,

WELLS' CARBOLIC

CORNISH
Cornish House,—P. Durgin, Proprietor.

etor.

OMco J'i. 2 I A !iS Oliwr Slr»»l,

DON'T!

Buy View House, Ε. H. Dernutb, Prop.

.r

ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain, Propri-

INCORPORATED IS 1829.]

4wt

Be deceived, but for coughs, colds, soro throat,
hoarseness and bronchial difficulties, use only

t.·APE

CO.,

to

Worthless imitations are on the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
other we'l known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
In all eases of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, Iheir
cleansing and hea ing pioperties are astonishing.
Be warned, never neglect a cold, it is easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the cure is exceedingly difficult, use Wells' Carbolic
Tablets as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for United States.
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.
dec 30-4 w t

Proprietor.

BOSTON LEAD

tendency

infiarn ^ations.
IIav« yon weakness oi tlie Uteriue or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant relief or you are liable to sult'ering worse than deatli.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you aVe otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or cou tagious diseases.
JOFtN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St.. New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular

Pro

BRUxNSWICK. ΛΚ.
P. Ac K. Dining Rooms, W. R. Field,

and at the Lowest Prices.

war<l oft

jan 11

BOL8TEB niLLH.

carefully executed

allay irritation ami

·.

M.

nftha Τ>^ν,·,Λ1ο

CENTER, Me.

Hnneock House,—J. N. Haneock, Prop.

promptly and

---

And the stranger
bowed
ground, as if he had heard an himself to the
Perhaps he did. Here was the angel's voice.
that heavenly love that he was love-type of
wildly clutching in a faith that was halt
despair'.—the
love
that survived sin and
and
suffering
stretched a hand to save and soothedeath, and
from the
very grave itself.
Oh, Barbara, Barbara, your tenderness
had
taught j ou to lay sweet snares for every possible opportunity! Oh, Barbara, Barbara!
surely God must have comforted you in your
lonely walkings in those green avenues by the
mined abbev. He did not empty yonr
pure

Chapman, Pro-

prietor.

Work

of

II.

House, Marshall Baron,

Cumberland

Every

a

stricken.

POND.
House—If. B. Crockett,

Bryant's Pontl

House.

ful

Take it to

Proprietors.
Chapman lionne, S.
prietor.

"Merry Christmas."
A Merry Christmas '.
The stranger stayed and

who expressly desired that thestf words of God,
should be written on lier grave for the comfort
of whoever
should come here, repentant and

D.nn>:

> »

BETHEL·.
Cliandler House, F. S. Chandler Ac Co.

wishes with ea h other—actually
I'eter, the old wiiter, saluted even him with

with its remarkable epitaph, had only lieen
writ en the very last year.
To the memory of
BARBARA Η EROS',
Aged 47,

M

BRYANT'S

ing good

so he made his way among the long
to a square, old-fashioned grave—with
all the names oil it very old. except one, which,

η

House. Trcmout St. Bingunin
Wrisley & Co. Proprietors.

peace, good will towards men."
Then he came out silently, among the
crowd of worshi jpers. People were exchang-

And

V

TreiBont

the stranger through the
old familiar prayers. He sat leaning forward
w th his (ace in his bauds, while the white
staled choir chanted the glorious anthem:
"Glory be toGodiu the Highest,and on earth

<*rass

Ton.«u

ctor.

Lowly kneeled

Thee."

r

—

STREET,

sion ?

knew.
Was there any long-tried servant of God in
Ν or h am that afternoon, poor, humble, stricken, and tempted to think that God in bis
uercy forgets his justice, and tears the moral
from the page which He purifies with his
pardoning blood ? Or was there any heedless
himself
that
sinner,
he
will
young
flattering
repent in time, and that then all will be as if
he had never sinned? Could either have read
the secrets of that silent wanderer, each
would have got a lesson never to be forgotten.
"How can I bear it?" he said within himself. "I wanted to hear the divine love and
forgiveness in a dear human voice ; but I must
not tear open old wounds, that arc healed as
much as such wounds can ever beal.
It is
just. They cannot forget. My life lies among
theirs like a waste field, whence noxious
weeds creep into other people's gardens. Will
God Himself forget? How caul bear even
his pardon, if his eye is fixed ever on the sins
that hang about my neck ? And yet, Ο God,
though Thou slayest me. yet will I trust in

Ayers' Sarsparilla,

Steamship

will say when she comes to-morrow?
The stranger went back to the Four Swans.
Next morning he w nt to the cathedral, and
•tole into a sliady comer to take part iu the
service. The sharp little widow came in,
looking sweeter and happier than would have
seemed possible the night before.
Beside
Ma.gery and Tom, she had a lady with her—
an elderly, fragile-looking lady, with one of
those pale, fair faces, that look as if perfect
repose was their only remaining atmosphere
of life, and any jarring eleraeDt, even of joy,
would shake and rend the tender spirit from
its feeble dwelling. A face bright with spiritual joy,and pleasant fancie» and sentiment*.
God often sends pleasant fancies to those pure
but weakly soule that could never rise to create
and grasp pleasant facts. What are such
fancies but the dainty aroma of the royal
least awaiting them in their Father's man-

was

Ayer* Cathartic Pills

1

wandered among
world of silent
in
his
heart.
Beside that
memory seething
vision of the little boy, listening awe-struck to
Lee.
tho choir, there were others of a young man,
"They're a dead-aud-alive set of people, vain, extrgvagant, selfish,
counting as of
now,—the Norhamites," said Mr. Johnston,
nought, or of little value, all the love and
who was one him elf. and would allow no
pride and household joy which looked so very
body else to abuse them. "It used to be dif- fair Irom this point of view, this
lonely wanI remember it i
ferent in my young days.
dering among the dead ! More pictures still.
quite gay, what with the oxen roasting to be
Of a young man, reckless and cruel in his
given in charity, and the puddings boiling sins, full of that bravado which dares God and
for the same, and everybody that was anygood men out of fear of the devil and his minway connected with the Church—and everyions ; of the ghastly horrors of a convict ship ;
body seemed to bo iu those davs—invited to
UCOT 3UU1C
And usedn't there to
tea ία the Townhall.
the prodigal feeding on the swine's husks.
be Hue carol-singing through the streets ! And
Then of a little rough, miscellaneous group,
rare Christmas sermons he used to preach,
to a simple mission sermon, which
the old rector that was, in my young days.'' listening
even "black fellows" could
understand, and
"Ah, that was Mr. Kogerson," put in Pet- which,
pen·aps, was the more likely to touch
er, directing his thumb toward the open door.
the white men, because it was so like what
•'I've justbeen showing that gent that bit ot
they had heard at their mother's knee, or i:i
au old sketch up asen the wall. .He broke
their Sabbath-school ; of a hard heart broken,
the good old gentleman's heart, that young
of a signer seeking salvation, a? men
dying of
scamp did."
thirst seek for water-spiings. And then the
"Ah, yes, and did a deal of harm to Xor- sweet household
dred
and
dead
uninstincts,
ham every way," pursued Mr. Johnston ;
der the forgetfulness of God, stirring again in
a
"we've never had
lively Christmas the remembrance
of Him, and the return to
since; I remember the first alter his going off. his ways. Ο God 1 such
longings for a comWhat could people do when they knew there
forting word in the old familiar voices—such
was nothing but misery in the rectory house?
dreams of atonement and reconciliation !
The to>»n just kept a3 quiet as « ver it could,
All these memories between that little boy
and it couldn't do less every Christmas after,
and this strange, silent man, whom nobody
the old re tor's
And so it

thicken over tae tender spots o' grief and
shame, she kind of took heart. Saye she
once to my dear wife that's dead, 'Mrs. Johnston, our poor Dick was the child ot many
hold ot
prayers, and·I've faith God will keep
him.' And then she took fancies that he was
dead. And X noticed she was happier-like after that—just as one breathes freer in a house
after the dearest
corpse is buried. As for poor
Tom
Kngerson, his brother ruined him for
this life,
anyway. Maybn he needn't, but
poir Mr. Tom was awful proud and sensitive.
Miss Mary, she told
my wife that her brother
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"Every thing we wanted," fighed Margery
How
happily. "I only hope they are real.
could 'they have come? The shop people say
they «-ere ordered by a tall, dark gentleman
very pale. I wish mamma would let us believe in ghosts, and then we could under
stand it easily,for that description is like dear
papa. But I never did hear of any ghosts
that had money. I wonder wha' innt Mary

the graves.

RAILROADS.

^iV>r

and 1 won't talk any more of my nonsense if
it worries you.'
Then the little group passed on; and the
tall stranger followed them out of the glare of
tM gaslight into a small by-way, where they
entered a house with "Mrs. T. Kogerson's
day-school for young ladies," written on the
door. Then he went back to the High Street,
and that same night a large parcel Irom the
draper's came, "For Mrs Kogerson ami Miss
Mi.rgery," and a little packet from the jeweller's lor "Master Tom Rogerson."

a

1
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still, mammy dear," Mar| gey replied, pressing fondly to lier. "Isn't it
a
always pleasant surprise when you make us
a fig-pudding?
I'm sure we are very happy,

(

ed Mr. Johns, <n, "but 1 know that it took
his sister Marv looked
years ati J years before

|

should

time."
"Aud so you

"1 want to stay here for the night, waiter,"
he said abruptly. "Any comfortable sort ot
bedroom will suit me. And bring me some
tea and toast."
The wa t r was alert. "There s a little
private room off here, sir," he said, throwing
"I'll set your tray there; it·
open a door.
more retired like than this."
The gentle an followed as invited. It
was a square closet, with two or three stuffed chairs, a polished round table, and a dull
oil-painting o>er the mantle. That was all
that would strike any strange eye. Hut the
gentleman walked straight to a panel beside
the fireplace, aud peeied at it. Under the
slow discoloration aud many washings of a
time, there was still visible a slight
dashing pen-and-ink sketch of an old man,
with a long nose and spectacles.
"De r ins! sir, you've got quick eyes to
find that out directly," said the chatty old
waiter. "Clever, isu t it? A young daredevil he was that did it, and that was a por
trait ot the Loudon detec ive that bad come
down to take him off to prison. His last
meal in Norham he ate in this here room, sir,
and a rare lot of ha 11 arid egg* he did get
through, sir, and never minded a bit t îat. the
policeman was a-watcliing of him."
The gentleman said not a word.
"He's queerer than ever," confided the
waiter to the old cook, as he received the tea
and toast from her hands. "I began to tell
him about young Rogerson, but h did not
listen a bit, did iwt even ask if he was hanged or anything.
It's like taking a meal to a
ghost, that it is."
"You might do better than poke up old !
stories about as bad a young scamp as ever !
lived to disgrace a honest Umi y," retort d
the o d cooa, who was sharp in her temper;
"and as to ghosts, there's plenty o' ghosts
everywhere, for them as ha sense to see 'em,
Peter, but 1 don't think you need be afeared.' |
Meanwhile another Norham tradesman had |
dropped into the coffee-room, and Peter, in
the intervals of his attendance, came out and
chatted with them in a cheerful equality
wherein the sole liue of social distinction lay
in hii remaining standing while they were,
seated.
"Real Christmas weather this," said Mr. i
Johnston.
"Hut Norham's very dull," answered Mr. !

days.
got
out of the good old ways."
"Poor young Kogerson, said old Mr. Lee.
"I used to think there was something good in
the young fellow, for all his wildness, and I
always hoped he'd right himself, till he went
and did th..t wickedness that set man against
him, as well as God."
"ι don } kr rr about good or not,'' persist»
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have that; beautiful thick black
"silk, anil it should be made with one deep
flounce like the mayor's wife's, and you
should have that soft gray shawl to wear
with it. And 1 would have two of those
merinos—a daik brown for every day, and an
olive green for Sundays, aud one of those
neat, plain black-cloth jackets. And there's
Tom gone oft'to look at the watches. Tom is
going to save sixpence a week to buy one,
mamma, but won't it take a longtime?"
"Ali, 1 wish I could elve you children
pleasant surprises, said mam?i>a wistfully.
"I was so fond of that kind of tricks once up-

you

earthly love,

it a balm which
changed its bitterness to celestial nectar. Up in heaven, where you are,
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